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F-8C DIGITAL CCV FLIGHT CONTROL LAWS 
Gary L. Hartmann, James A. Hauge. and Russell C. Hendrick 
SECTION 1 
PROGRAM  OVERVIEW  AND SUMMARY 
NASA is conducting a flight control  research  program  in  digital  fly-by-wire  tech- 
nology using a modified F-8C  aircraft.  The first phase of this  program  used Apollo 
ware  to  demonstrate  the  practicality of digital  fly-by-wire  in  an  actual test vehicle. byrd- 
For  the second  phase,  conventional aircraft  sensors and a large floating-point digital 
, computer are being utilized  to test advanced control  laws and redundancy  concepts. 
, .  
As  part of this  research activity, Honeywell initiated work in 1973 under  Contract 
NAS1-12680 to  provide a system of digital  flight  control  laws  for  flight test in  Phase II. 
These control  laws  were  to  emphasize  control  configured  vehicle (CCV) benefits.  Specific 
pitch axis objectives  were  improved handling qualities,  angle-of-attack  limiting,  gust  al- 
leviation,  drag  reduction  in  steady and maneuvering  flight,  and a capability to fly with re- 
duced static stability.  The  lateral-directional  design  objectives  were  improved Dutch roll 
damping  and turn  coordination  over a wide range  in  angle-of-attack. An overall  program 
objective  was  to  explore  the  use of modern  control  design methodology to  achieve  these 
specific CCV benefits. 
The  control  laws  were  constrained  to  be  compatible with the;existing airframe without 
s t ructural  modification. Hence, the control laws u s e  only existing elevator, rudder, and 
ailerons as control effectors, each powered by existing actuators. Altered control s u r -  
faces or new force  producers  were not  considered.  However,  the  ailerons a re  commanded 
symmetrically  to  provide  an  additional  control  input  in  the  pitch axis. The  control  laws 
were  also  constrained  to u s e  available  sensors.  These  were  limited  to pitch, roll, and 
yaw gyros and  normal and lateral  accelerometers. Air data  measurements included 
angle-of-attack, Mach number, and pressure altitude. 
_ .  
. .  
. .  
The program successfully generated a package of CCV control laws that a re  ready for . ;: 
flight test. These  control  laws  meet all handling quality  requirements  for  the  aircraft. 
They provide automatic boundary limiting, a 40 percent  reduction  in  gust  load  accelerations, ,:: 
and a 15 percent  maneuver load drag  reduction.  The  capability  for flying with reduced 
static stability have been provided. Tests for verifying systems integrity, an experimental ;: 
design for handling. qualities evaluation, and recommended  flight  test  investigations have 
also  been  specified. . .  
. .  . .  
, .  
. .  
The  remainder of this  overview  will  summarize  the  design  procedure,  the  control . .  
law  functions, and performance results. 
The Design Procedure 
The  major  steps of the  design  process involved linear modeling, control  law  synthesis 
with optimal  control  theory,  digital  controller  analysis, and  design  verification on a non- 
linear six-degree-of-freedom simulation. The study utilized existing software design 
tools in the first three  areas.  The  last task was  conducted using  the DFBW F-8C  simu- 
lator at NASA/LRC. The  major  accomplishments of each task a re  summarized below. 
Aircraft Modeling--NASA supplied  nonlinear  aerodynamic  data  for  the  F-8 as a . .  
f-ction of Mach, altitude, angle-of-attack, and surface position. This data was used 
. .  
. .  . .  . .  . .  
directly  in a generalized  modeling  program  to  quickly set up a nonlinear  digital  simulation. 
Linear  models  were  obtained  by  numerically  trimming  the aircraft< equiations at selected 
conditions. Numerical  differentiation,  based on small  perturbations  in  each of the states 
and  controls,  was  used  to  compute  the  system  matrices.  The  actuator  models  and gust  
filters were  then appended to  complete  the  modeling  process. U s e  of this  generalized 
modeling  tool  provides linear models about any flight  condition  including  accelerated 
flight at very low cost. [21 
Quadratic  Optimal  Control Synthesi.s--Linear-quadratic optimal  control  metho dology 
was  extensively  used in  the  design of the CCV control  laws. A major  portion of the CAS 
design  was  concerned with  specifying  performance h t h i n  the  framework of optimal con- 
t rol  methodology. This  involves  the development of a problem  structure  and  quadratic 
cost criteria such  that the resulting  feedback  controller  exhibits  the  desired  performance. 
The  criteria found most  useful are in  the  form of response  equations  that  include  selected 
linear  combinations of states and control  inputs. [SI 
Application of the  quadratic  procedure is an iterative  process of choosing responses 
and weighting matrices.  The  choice of responses and  weights is expedited  by  the  de- 
signer's  past  experience and his  understanding of the  physics of the  control  problem.  The 
procedure  does not replace  classical  techniques  but is a  powerful  design aid. 
Digital Analysis--Major  concerns  in  digital  controllers are the  effects of computa- 
tional delays. sampling  rates,  and word lengths on performance.  Since  the  Phase II com- 
puter  has  floating point arithmetic, word length is not a concern. Computational delays 
are minimized  in  the  control  software by proper  sequencing of the  computations.  This 
leaves  the  sampling rate as the  major  digital  control  issue. Its effect on digital  controller 
performance  was  evaluated with the  aid of another  software package (DIGIKON), which com- 
putes  closed  loop  eigenvalues,  transient  responses  to  step  commands, rms  responses  to 
random  gusts,  and open loop  frequency  responses of digital and hybrid  systems. Fre- 
quency  responses  were  used  to  check  the  controller bandwidth and to assess phase  and 
gain  margins.  The  sample rate was  then  selected on the  basis of these  margins. [41 
Simulator  Verification--The CCV control  laws  were  verified on NASA/LRC'S F-8C 
simulator  in  four  simulator  sessions.  The  interface with LRC's  real-time  F-8C  nonlinear 
simulation went smoothly. The  package of CCV control  laws  was coded in FORTRAN as 
a separate subroutine, which resulted  in  rapid and easy  procedures  to  check  performance 
against  predictions  based on linear  models. 
Agreement between the  complete  nonlinear  simulation results and linear model results 
has  been good. This  has  instilled a high degree of confidence  in  the  control  laws and 
their  design  procedure. 
Control Law Functions 
The CCV control  law  package  provides  three  control  modes  for the pitch  axis,  one 
basic  mode  for  the  lateral-directional  axes,  and  several  outer loops. These are 
described  briefly below: 
Pitch CAS--The pitch CAS consists of a basic  elevator  controller  incorporating 
angle-of-attack  limiting  plus two additional  modes  that  command  symmetric  aileron 
deflection  in  addition to the  elevator. 
0 Basic Elevator Mode--The desired handling qualities were specified in the 
time domain in  the  form of a C* model  response.  The  resulting  controller 
is an  explicit  model-following  design impelemented with a second  order C* 
2 
model. The C* quantity is defined as  a fixed ratio of normal  acceleration and 
pitch rate. This  criterion  was chosen  because it permits  the  designer  to 
control one response with one forcing function (the  elevator). At high  dynamic 
pressures,  the  elevator  produces  primarily  normal  acceleration,  aid at low 
dynamic  pressures, it produces  primarily  pitch  rate; hence, the  sum of 
these  responses  roduces a composite  variable  that  has  significance at all 
flight conditions.?5, 61 
A separate  elevator  controller  was  designed  to hold a reference angle-of- 
attack. This boundary controller, designed with quadratics, provides 
proportional  plus  integral  action on the angle-of-attack error  and uses pitch 
rate feedback for damping the  short-period dynamics. 
The two elevator  controllers  were  integrated with a  switching strategy which 
provides  smooth  transition  from  normal  control  to  boundary  control when- 
ever  the  pilot  commands  an  angle-of-attack  higher than a preset  reference 
limit. The mode transition also protects against unaccelerated stalls. The 
switching  strategy is based on commanded elevator  rates.  This  ensures 
smooth  transitions and eliminates  elevator  trim  problems. 
0 Symmetric Aileron Modes--Two modes for commanding symmetric ailerons 
a re  also provided. The first mode provides a minimum drag schedule. The 
second option combines  elevator and symmetric  ailerons  dynamically  to 
provide direct l i f t  in addition to  drag  reduction.  Direct l i f t  provides a 
significant  reduction  in  gust  induced  normal  acceleration and achieves faster 
command  responses. 
Lateral-Directional CAS--The primary  design  objectives included good roll rate 
response,  improved Dutch roll damping, and good turn  coordination  over a wide variation 
in angle-of-attack. Two lateral  designs  were  produced with optimal  control  theory  to 
meet  these  objectives. Both designs  used  explicit model-followipg to  match a simple 
first  order  roll rate model. Additional response  criteria  were weighted to  minimize 
sideslip and peak lateral  acceleration  for a roll  stick command. 
The first design  used  full-state feedback and achieved  the best  performance by 
commanding  a theoretical yaw rate  to  perfectly  coordinate a turn. Er rors  are used 
to damp  the Dutch roll.  The result is excellent  coordination  and good damping regardless 
of the angle-of-attack.  Unfortunately these  feedbacks  require  several difficult to  measure 
signals.  Angle-of-attack and true  air speed are  required in  addition to  rates and attitudes. 
An alternate  lateral-directional CAS was  designed  for  applications not having an 
all-attitude  platform or  true  airspeed available.  This  design was based on minimizing 
the same performance index as the  full  state  design but with a  reduced set of sensor 
feedbacks. The design resulted in gains scheduled with angle-of-attack. It exhibits 
similar performance with minimum  degradation  at high angles-of-attack when compared 
to  the  full  state design.  The practicalization  quadratic  software  used  to  reduce  the 
measurement set permitted  the  design  to  be  completed  in  one week. This  software 
demonstrates a convenient and sensible  basis on  which to conduct tradeoffs on type and 
number of sensors  to  be  used  in  controller  mechanizations. 
Outer Loop Modes--Conventional outer loop  modes  including  altitude hold, attitrde 
hold, and Mach hold were added to  the pitch CAS. The  lateral axis includes a roll 
attitude hold mode  and  a  heading hold mode. These h o p s  demonstrate  that conventional 
autopilot modes are completely  compatible with inner loops  designed with optimal  control 
methods. 
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Performance  Results 
The  basic  elevator  controller  provides  improved handling qualities and automatic 
angle-of-attack  boundary  limiting. Mode transitions  to  the boundary without overshooting 
the boundary  have  been demonstrated on the  nonlinear  simulation.  The C* elevator 
controller  provides  Level  I (MIL 8785A) fighter handling qualities as defined by short- 
period  frequency and damping characteristics. 171 The pitch CAS can  accommodate 
reduced  static  stability  caused by shifting  the  center of gravity aft. Variations  in  the 
center of gravity  from 29 percent  mean-aerodynamic-chord  (nominal  static  stability 
margin)  to 48 percent  (very  unstable)  were studied. Such dramatic  variations  in  the 
center of gravity  are not experienced  under  normal loading  conditions.  Instead,  they 
a re  meant  to  represent  different  airframe  designs. The  pitch CAS demonstrates  that 
conventional  handling qualities can be achieved for  airframes designed  for efficiency 
rather than  unaugmented  handling qualities. 
A minimuin drag'schedule is included in both symmetric  aileron modes. This 
schedule  was  determined  from an analysis of the F-8C aerodynamic  data  augmented 
by NASA flight test  results. [81 The  preducted  drag  reduction  ranges  from 10 to 30 
percent  at  various flight  conditions. This amount of drag  reduction  provides  increased 
sustained  turn  capabilities on the  order of one incremental "g". 
The first symmetric  aileron mode mechanizes  the  drag  schedule as a  function 
of low passed  pitch  rate. The  second  mode  combines symmetric  ailerons with elevator 
to dynamically  provide direct  lift in addition to  drag reduction. Direct  lift  provides 
about 40 percent  reduction  in  acceleration due to wind gusts when compared  to  the 
unaugmented aircraft. This is a significant improvement in ride qualities. Direct 
l i f t  also  provides  faster  acceleration  response  to  stick  commands  (for  the  same amount 
of pitch rate  overshoot)  than is obtainable  with only the  elevator. At low dynamic 
pressure flight  conditions (e. g. , 110 psf)  the  normal  acceleration  response of the  direct 
l i f t  mode is twice as  fast  as  the  basic  elevator mode. This  capability  enhances  the 
pilot's  ability  to  perform  precision  tracking  tasks. 
The  lateral-directional CAS meets Level  I  fighter handling qualities. It also 
demonstrates  improvements  in Dutch roll damping and turn  coordination  at high  angle- 
of -attack. For high angle-of-attack  turns,  the peak  value of sideslip is reduced by an 
order of magnitude when compared  to  the unaugmented airframe. In addition  the full 
state feedback CAS demonstrates  a feedback structure  that can  accommodate a statically 
unstable yaw axis. This wi l l  be  required in future CCV aircraft  to  reduce  tail  surface 
area and perform decoupled  maneuvers. 
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SECTION 2 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
NASA is  presently conducting a research  program in digital  fly-by-wire  technology 
using a modified F-8C aircraft as the  test vehicle.  In 1972-73 during  the first  phase 
of this  program  the F-8C made a number of successful  flights  using  an Apollo guidance 
computer, an inertial measurement unit, an analog (electrical) backup system, and 
a n  electrohydraulic  actuation  system.  These  flights  have  demonstrated  the  practicality 
of a  digital  fly-by-wire  flight  control  system in an  actual  test  vehicle.  [I] 
The  F-8  Digital  Fly-By-Wire  program has now entered a second  phase. which is 
intended to  support technology  development of advanced,  reliable  control  systems for 
future  aircraft.  Primary  objectives  are  to  demonstrate  benefits of advanced control 
laws and to study  redundant  flight  control. [91 
In Phase 11, the  test  aircraft  will  use a triplex AP-101 digital  computer and 
tripley redundant aircraft  gyros and accelerometers. Dual air data  measurements 
of angle-of-attack, Mach number, and pressure altitude, and a  single  sideslip  sensor 
are  also provided. Of special importance is the extensive computing power offered 
by the large, floating-point computer in the test aircraft. This capability makes it 
possible to flight test advanced  control laws without the u s u a l  time and memory 
constraints imposed by less capable  flight  control  computers. 
One of the  control law packages to  be flight tested  during  Phase I1 is the so- 
called "CCV Package. '' This package consists of a collection of control  modes 
designed to  demonstrate  potential  control-configured-vehicle (CCV) benefits for  current 
and future aircraft. The design process, tradeoffs, and performance results for 
these  control laws are the  subject of this  report. 
Objectives 
The  objective of the work reported here was to provide  a  digital  flight  control 
augmentation system,  suitable  for flight test, which demonstrates significant CCV 
benefits.  Also of interest was  the  exploration of the use of modern  control  theory in 
achieving  these  benefits. 
Candidate CCV concepts included the following areas. All have been studied 
analytically on various  aircraft;  some have been  flight tested.  [lo] 
0 Improved  handling qualities  (numerous) 
0 Flight  envelope limiting  (F-101,  F-103) 
0 Reduced static  stability (C-5A, F-4, YF-16) 
0 G u s t  acceleration reduction (B52, XB-70, B-1, C-5A, YF-12) 
0 Maneuver load control (MLC) 
Fighter  type - minimum drag  during  maneuvers  (F4, YF-16) 
Transport  type - minimum structural fatigue (B-52, C5-A) 
0 Active control of structural modes (B-52, YF-12) 
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The first five CCV concepts  were  studied and implemented  in  the CCV control 
laws  for  the F-8C. Transport-type MLC and active  structural  control  were  not  included. 
because  these  require  more  detailed knowledge of the  effects of the  structural  modes 
than  was  available for the  airframe.  Pitch axis handling qualities  were  specified ~ the 
time domain as an envelope of desirable "C*" time  histories. Specific lateral-directional 
handling  quality objectives  were  improved Dutch roll damping  and  turn  coordination  over 
a wide range  in  angle-of-attack. 
Ground  Rules 
While  CCV designs are ideally conducted in  parallel with the  design of an airframe, 
the CCV laws  for  the  F-8C  were  constrained  to  be  compatible with the existing airframe 
and the  existing  sensor complement. Hence, the  control  laws  were  to  emphasize  the 
CCV concepts  that could be  accommodated by the  flight  control  system of the experimental 
aircraft without structural modification.  The existing  actuators  were  used  and  no  altered 
control  surfaces or added force  producers  were  considered.  The  control  laws developed 
use the existing elevator, rudder, and ailerons as control effectors. The ailerons 
are also commanded symmetrically  to  provide  an  additional  control input in  the pitch 
axis. The  available  sensors  were  limited  to pitch, roll, and yaw gyros, and lateral and 
normal accelerometers. Air data quantities available include angle-of-attack, Mach 
number, pressure altitude, and dynamic pressure. 
Scope of Work 
The  scope of the  design  effort included  development of a nonlinear  model of the 
F-8C  from NASA supplied  data,  generation of linear models,  design of pitch  and lateral 
control augmentation systems (CAS). and the  inclusion of outer  loop  (autopilot)  modes. 
Modern control  theory  tempered with classical  analysis  was  used  for  the  bulk of the 
linear design  effort. 
The NASA-Langley nonlinear  simulation of the  F-8C  was  used  to  verify  the  final 
design. Recommendations for flight  system  verification,  simulator  evaluation of handling 
qualities, and recommended flight test investigations  were  also defined. 
Document  Organization 
Section 1 presents a Program Overview and Summary. Section 2 is the Introduction. 
Section 3 defines  the  symbols used. The  main body of the  report is contained  in  Sections 
4 through 14. It  consists  of a discussion of the  design  objectives,  control  law  synthesis, 
verification  checks, a simulator  experimental  program, and recommended  flight test 
investigations. Concluding remarks are presented  in  Section  15  and a list of references 
appear  in Section 16. 
Appendix A defines  the  variables  used  in  the  F8SIM'computer program. Appendix B 
presents  the  linear  equations  for 20 flight conditions. Appendix C describes the F8SIM 
computer  program. Appendix D presents a derivation of the wing root bending due to 
rigid body motion. Appendix E contains  pilot  rating  forms  for  the  simulation  experiments. 
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SECTION 3 
SYMBOLS 
A - discrete  system  matrix 
A - transition  matrix  e 
a - hysteresis  parameter 
FT 
8 - lateral  accel tion 
9 
a - normal  acceieration 
B- - discrete input matrix 
z 
C* - a fixed sum of normal  cceleration and  pitch rate 
F - chord 
CAS - control  augmentation  system 
cN - normal  force coefficient 
css 
D 
E(* 
e 
eB 
e F(- 
eN 
FL 
F 
- control  stick  steering 
- control  response  matrix 
- expectation  operator 
- elevator command 
- elevator command on LY boundary 
- exponential  operator 
- normal  elevator command 
- lift  force 
- system  matrix 
. . . ,  '. : :  
FD 
FT 
- drag  force .. :. . . . . 
- thrust 
G i b )  - transfer function 
G1 
G2 
- control input matrix 
- disturbance input matrix 
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H 
L 
HT 
h 
I 
I. 
J 
1 
K 
K" 
c 
acceleration due to  gravity 
state  response  matrix 
Hamiltonian 
vertical  displacement o r  altitude 
identity  matrix 
moment of inertia about ith axis 
quadratic  cost 
imaginary  number c/-1) 
optimal  gains  for  full  state  feedback 
optimal gain matrix on measurements 
gain schedule in a limiter 
gain on derived p to  aileron 
gain on roll  rate  error  to  aileron 
q gain for  flap  schedule 
gain schedule in flap  controller 
gain schedule in flap  controller 
gain on lagged n to  rudder 
gain on integral of lagged  n  to  rudder 
gain on roll  rate to  rudder 
gain on roll  rate  error  to  rudder 
gain on pilot  command to  rudder 
corrected gain value 
arbitrary  gain 
gain to f h  input from  Kth  state  at ifh flight condition 
predicted gain value 
gain schedule in cy limiter 
gains on selected  measurements 
gains on unwanted measurements 
Y 
Y 
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M - mach  number 
M - measurement  matrix 
Mu 
M& 
- pitching  moment due to u 
- pitching  moment  due to 
- pitching  moment due to be 
e 
M 
m 
9 
Nb r 
NSS 
NZ 
pi 
pE 
P 
Q 
4 
R 
r 
r 
'n 
r 
S 
E 
a 
T 
Ti 
uA 
uEi 
uR. 
un 
pitching  moment due to q 
aircraft  mass 
yawing moment due to br  
neutral  speed  stability  characteristic 
normal  acceleratian 
roll rate peaks 
specific  excess power 
roll  rate 
quadratic weighting matrix 
dynamic pressure 
response  covariance  matrix 
response  vector 
yaw rate 
discrete  response  vector 
stability  axis yaw rate 
wing area 
Laplace  transform  operator 
sample  time 
time  constant 
aileron command 
elevator command 
rudder command 
discrete input vector 
B 
uO 
U 
U 
vTO 
vco 
vO 
V 
W 
wO 
W 
wi 
X 
X 
X n 
y8 
Y 
Z a 
ZOH 
Z 
a 
a 
- nominal  velocity  along x axis 
input vector 
perturbation  velocity  along x axis 
Total velocity or  true air speed 
cross  over velocity in C* parameter 
nominal  velocity  along  y axis , 
perturbation  velocity  along  y axis 
aircraft weight 
nominal  velocity  along z axis 
perturbation  velocity  along z axis 
wind gust state 
state  covariance  matrix 
forward  displacement 
state  vector 
discrete  state  vector 
side  force due to B 
lateral displacement 
normal  force  &e  to a 
zero  order hold 
,<:! I i 
- discrete operator (2'' = delay of one sample time) 
- angle of attack 
- time rate of change of a 
- limiting value of (I in pitch CAS 
- ' side slip angle 
- time  rate of change of 8 
- q - b  
- aileron 
- elevator 
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bi 
* 'r 
c 
'E 
'e 
X 
f 
n 
surface deflection 
rudder 
error 
white noise  process 
pitch  attitude 
pitch  attitude error 
q = pitch rate 
scalar parameter h fixed  form  optimfzotion 
damping ratio 
pi (3.141596) 
roll rate parameter for handling qualities 
rms value 
arbitrary  time  constant  in first order lag 
power spectral density 
bank angle 
yaw angle 
spatial  frequency 
undamped  natural  frequency 
SECTION 4 
CCV OBJECTIVES 
The goal of a control  configured  vehicle (CCV) design is to  improve  the  performance 
of an  aircraft through  the  use of active  control. The benefits of active  control are 
improved  mission  performance and reduced  cost of the  vehicle. 
CCV concepts  include  the  following areas. All have  been studied  analytically  on 
various  aircraft;  some  have been  flight  tested. 
0 Improved handling qualities 
0 Flight envelope limiting 
0 Good control with reduced static stability 
0 Gust acceleration reduction 
0 Maneuver load control 
Fighter type - minimum drag  during  maneuvers 
Transport  type - minimum structural  fatigue 
0 'Active  control of structural modes 
The.first  five of these  concepts  were  studied and implemented in the  F-8C CCV control 
laws. Consideration of transport-type MLC required  a  more  detailed knowledge than 
was available of the  effects of the  structural modes  on wing bending. Damping of the 
structural modes  with  active  control  was not considered on this  program. 
This section  defines  the  various CCV objectives  considered  for  the unmodified F-8C 
and indicates  the  goals of the  control  synthesis  to be discussed  in later sections. 
Longitudinal 
The objectives of the  longitudinal CAS a re  to  provide  acceptable handling qualities, 
accommodate  reduced  static  stability  (by c .  g. movement), provide  angle-of-attack 
limiting, and provide  for  gust  alleviation and  maneuver  load  control. 
Handling Qualities 
There are many and diverse  specifications on handling qualities. The problem of 
generating meaningful performance  criteria is one of determining  the  levels h d  types 
of handling qualities  required by pilots  for  various  missions. The C* criterion is an 
example of  specifying  short  period handling qualities  in  terms of aircraft  parameters 
familiar  to a pilot. The concept implicitly  includes  the  traditional  short  period fre- 
quency  and  damping requirements but is more  general  in its application.  The usual 
definition for C* is 
C* = KaNz + %6 + KcO 
.. 
12 
I 
where s, Kb, Kc a re  dimensional constants. The 8 term  represents  the  normal  accel- 
eration  increment  at  the  pilot's  location  caused by the moment arm  from vehicle  center- 
of-gravity. Therefore, the expression can be written as 
.. 
C* = N, 
Pilot + vcoq 
where. Vco "crossover"  velocity. The steady-state  perturbation  relation between q 
and N, is 
N, = -  
qas uo Uo = forward  velocity . .  
The  velocity at which the  contribution of pitch rate  equals,the contribution of N, to  the 
C* response is the  so-called  crossover  velocity. I ,., ~ 
The C* criteria  for flight  control  has evolved because  it  allows  the  designers  to 
control one response with  one forcing function (the  elevator). At high  dynamic pressures 
the  elevator  produces  primarily  normal  acceleration, and at low dynamic pressures it 
produces a composite  variable  that is significant  at al l  flight  conditions. [ 5, SI 
The  handling qualities  can  be  summarized as: 
0 The dominant short-period  frequency a s  excited by a  sharp-edged 
gust  shall  have a minimum  damping ratio of 0.3. 
0 For  a  step pilot  input the  time  response  shall  meet ther,CCa envelope 
of Figure 1 where  the  categories a r e  defined as: 
I - Optimum response  (aerial combat, etc. ) 
I1 - Not as  critical  (refueling,  cruise,  etc. ) 
111 - Categories  for  conditions not covered by I, 11, IV 
rV - Power  approach 
0 The pitch CAS will  produce a steady-state  short  period  control 
stick  gradient  consistent with MIL SPEC 8785A requirements. C71 
A C* feedback permits the  stick  gradient  requirements  to be met 
without scheduling the stick gain (Kf). This is illustrated in 
Figure 2 for  several points  representing  extremes in the  F-8C 
data  (note xz 
CY 25 -ZJ. 
Angle-of-Attack Limiting 
Angle-of-attack  limits are  associated with stall, buffet, loss of lateral, 'directional 
and/or  longitudinal  control,  and  extreme  drag  increases. By limiting  angle-of-attack, 
the  maneuvering  capabilities of the  aircraft  are 'enhanced since  the  pilot  can demand 
the full maneuver  capabilities of his  aircraft without fear of penetrating  the boundary 
which can  lead  to  pitch up, directional  instability, and spins. 
Angle-of-attack  limiting  also  represents one  method  to  prevent  exceeding available 
surface  authority. Hitting surface  limits on an  aircraft with a statically  unstable  pitch 
axis will  result in  upset and  subsequent loss of control. 
Future CCV aircraft, with their  greater  reliance on  augmented stability, will  
need  flight  boundary  control as part of their  control law repertoire. 
/ 
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Figure 2.  Pitch Stick Gradient 
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Implementing  boundary  control  requires defining control laws suitable  for boundary 
limiting and  developing  methods of transitioning between the boundary control laws and 
the  normal  control  augmentation  system. Boundary control will be  implemented  in  the 
F-8C CCV control laws by mode  switching linear  controllers. A separate  controller 
for  the  elevator is designed to hold the  limit  angle-of-attack. Mode switching is then 
used  to  effect  transition  smoothly  from  the  normal  elevator  control  to  the  angle-of- 
attack  limiter. A mode transition occurs when CY approaches Cy LIMIT. A "hard" limit- 
ing  action wil l  result in  the boundary controller commanding the  elevator  to hold the 
limit  angle-of-attack  as  long  as  the commanded angle-of-attack  exceeds  the limit. 
By taking a  linear combination of the limiter  signal and the normal  signal,  a  variety 
of "soft"  limiting functions can be realized. The elevator command (UE) can  be  a  blended 
combination of the  normal command  (eN) and the boundary  command (eg) 
Then 
KB = 1 = No limiting 
= 0 = Hard limit. 
A value of K in the range 0 < Kg < 1 produces "soft'' limits. Selection of a "hard" 
limit o r  a  "soft"  limit depends on one' s motives for  limiting a; whether i t  is to prevent 
excessive  drag  or  whether i t  is  necessary to prevent  entry into an undesirable  stall 
region of the specific  aircraft. 
B. 
The effective  "steady-state''  limiting  action of the  boundary controller is determined 
by the parameter K g  as well as the  feedback structure of the normal and boundary 
controller. For the structure shown in Figure 3 the  parameter KB produces an angle-of- 
attack  relative to the set  limit  expressed  as 
where CY = set  limit L 
CYU = unlimited CY commanded by CAS 
K, = gain on ct error  
Then  taking the  derivative with respect to CYU results in the  following expression  for  the 
stick  gradient above  the (Y limit. 
Gradient above aL = 
Ka K, - Z, ( 1 +  " %o ) 
KB TO 
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The above' boundary limiting  structure was selected  because of its versatility in 
accommodating both "hard"  and  "soft"  limits. Some  candidate  mechanizations for stall 
limiting  attenuate  the  pilotls  electrical command signal as the a boundary is approached. 
Unfortunately this  strategy  does not protect  against  an  unaccelerated stall since for the 
latter condition the  pilot's input is not significant. A further disadvantage is that this 
mechanization  inherently  produced a "soft" limiting function. Either  limiting  mechani- 
zation  can  be  combined  with  cues  to  the  pilot  to  inform  him  that  limiting is taking  place. 
The CCV control laws implemented  only  the  "hard"  limiting. 
Good Control  with Reduced Static  Stability 
One  of the CCV objectives of this  program is to  examine  reduced  static  stability 
(RSS) in the  pitch  axis by moving the c. g. aft. The RSS concept for a fighter  aircraft is 
illustrated in Figure 4. For a conventionally designed aircraft, static stability and 
acceptable handling characteristics  must be  obtained  through aerodynamic  design which 
includes  proper  location of the  c. g. . In maneuvering  subsonic  flight  and in supersonic 
flight this  usually  results  in  significant tail down loads  to  provide  the  required moment 
balance for the  aircraft, as shown in  Figure 5. However, if a high authority feedback 
control  system is used  to  provide  artificial  stability,  then the unaugmented aircraft 's 
longitudinal  static  stability cad be relaxed. Relaxing the static stability by moving the 
c. g. aft results in a significant  reduction  in down tail  loads (or possibly  an uploaded 
tail). The wing loads are then reduced  since  the  tail  loads a r e  not  opposing the  wing's 
lift.  This  enhances  the  maneuvering  capability of the aircraft by reducing  the  drag. 
t WING  AND  FUSELAGE LIFT 
" 
t w x g ' s  
Figure 4. Relaxed Static  Stability  Obtained by Shifting c.g. Aft 
t WING AND  FUSELAGE L I F T  
" ""- -" 
""""-" 
+ W x g ' s  
Figure 5. Conventional Static Stability 
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Gust  Effect  Reduction 
Reduction of the  aircraft  accelerations due to wind gusts without deterioriating 
the  response  to pilot  commands  enhances  the  stability of the  aircraft  and  results 
in improved mission performance. Such stability improves the ride qualities 
for  the pilot as well as enhancing his ability to  perform  precision  tracking  tasks. 
It is well-known that  the conventional elevator  together with direct  lift  force 
producers  (canards or flaps) can  be  effective in reducing gust induced acceler- 
ations. A mode combining the  symmetric  ailerons with the elevator controller 
to  produce direct  lift-for gust alleviation is included in the  F-8C CCV control 
laws. Only the rigid body response was considered. The flexible airplane 
was not modeled. 
Maneuver Load Control (MLC) 
One of the CCV objectives of the  F-8C  program was to study  Maneuver 
Load Control (MLC). The basic performance improvement objectives to be 
achieved  through  the use of MLC are  not the  same  for  fighter  aircraft as they 
are  for  bomber/transport  aircraft and may not be compatible. A MLC system 
positions  control  surfaces with feedback to  redistribute  the loading  on a wing 
in maneuvering flight. The objective for bomber/transport aircraft is to 
improve cruise efficiency (as measured by range and payload) and to  reduce 
structural fatigue. For fighter aircraft, the design objective is to improve 
maneuvering  performance as measured by such  performance  parameters as 
specific  excess power (P ) and maximum normal load factor (%ma ). 
Whether or not a fighter-Type MLC system  also  minimizes wing ro& bending 
depends  on the  location of the  surfaces. 
Transport-type  MLC--For  the  large  bomber or transport  vehicle,  the 
aircraft  is designed so that  at  one  g  flight,  the wing lift  distribution  associated 
with minimum drag is obtained. This type of aircraft is almost always at one 
g flight SO there  is no particular  reason  to  minimize.drag  during  maneuvering 
flight. Therefore, MLC for a bomber/transport is used to reduce the wing 
root bending moments  during  maneuvering  flight  to  alleviate structural fatigue 
of the'wing. This reduction in wing root bending is obtained by shifting the 
wing lift distribution in board, as shown in Figure 6, through  the  proper 
deflection of inboard trailing edge flaps and possibly  other wing control 
surfaces such as outboard spoilers. This type of control system can be 
illustrated by a  recent  study  performed by Honeywell on the C-5A [ll]. This 
system has been flight tested.  The amount of MLC available can easily be 
computed using feedforward gains to the surfaces. Any feedback controller 
can do no better; however, a feedback mechanization is usually required 
to avoid the complexity of scheduling  the  feedforward  gains with c. g. variation. 
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Figure 6. Transport Aircraft Ideal Lift Distribution 
Table 1 illustrates  transport-type MLC for  the C-5A. Columns 1 and 2 show the peak 
and steady-state wing root  stresses  for a + 1 . 5  incremental -g climb. Row 1 in  Table 1 
is for the free aircraft using only the  elevator  for  maneuvering, Row 2 shows  the reduc- 
tion if the  symmetric  ailerons  are deflected 25 degrees up; Row 3 shows that adding 10 
Table 1. C-5A Maneuver Load Control 
~~ ~ 
Steady 
Peak 
Stress Stress 
State 
( lo3  psi) ( lo3  psi)  (deg) (deg) (%I 
b€ l  
6 so 
Steady 
Reduction Stat  e  Stat e 
Stress Steady 
"". 
-18.7 
64 .0  -10 -25 - 6.27 - 8.66 
43.6 0 -25 - 9.81 -12.1 
0 FYee aircraft 0 0 -17.4 
~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~ ~ ~  ~~ ~ .  
degrees of up spoiler provides  further  reductions.  Stress  relief is linear with surface 
deflection;  hence results may  be  used  to  determine  the MLC with different  amounts of 
aileron  and/or spoiler deflection.  The  amount of s t ress  reduction  can  be  illustrated  for 
the case of elevator  plus  symmetric  aileron  (Table 1, Row 2). Steady state MLC relief is 
1 " - - 43.6%. 17,400 
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Fighter-type MLC--In contrast, a fighter  aircraft  must  maintain an  efficient wing 
lift distribution  in  maneuvering  flight as illustrated in Figure 7. Therefore, a fighter 
MLC system  employs  aerodynamic  devices  such as  leading  edges and maneuver  flaps. 
The object is to  redistribute  the wing loading in maneuvers  to  improve  performance 
through  drag  reduction and  delayed buffet onset.  The drag  penalty  at  maneuvering flight 
conditions is of paramount  importance  for a fighter  aircraft. Development of the  fighter 
wind design is predicted on this  fact,  since  the wing area is dictated by transonic or 
supersonic  maneuverability and the wing is optimized  for minimum attainable  drag  at 
high lift  coefficients  during high g  maneuvers.  The  fighter aircraft’s  lifting  capability 
at high  maneuvering  angles-of-attack is important  since  the  more  lift  capability  it has 
the  more g’s it can pull in  maneuvers.  Therefore, the  primary  aerodynamic  parameters 
used to  evaluate MLC a r e  lift and drag  at  representative  maneuvering flight  conditions. 
C8, 11, 121 
n aneuvering 
Figure 7. Fighter Aircraft Ideal Lift Distribution 
The aerodynamic  benefits  can be expressed in terms of parameters  that show the 
performance  benefits of MLC at  maneuvering  flight  conditions. The trim  drag benefits 
can be shown in terms of specific  excess  power, P,, where 
p = - -  T-D 
S W 
and 
T = thrust (lb) 
D = drag  (lb) 
W = aircraft weight (lb) 
V = aircraft velocity (ft/sec) 
TO 
The lift  benefits of MLC can be shown in terms of maximum usable  normal load factor. 
n  where zmax’ 
- 
C q s  
n = Nmax 
’max W 
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with 
CN = normal force coefficient 
q = dynamic pressure (lb/ft ) 2 
S = wing area  (ft ) 
W = aircraft weight (lb) 
- 
2 
Normal  load  factor is a measure of the  aircraft's  apparent  acceleration normal to  its 
body axis. Specific  excess power  and normal  load  factor can be  measured  in  flight  test 
to  determine  the  benefits of a flap  schedule  in  reducing buffet onset, wing rock and in 
reducing  drag. This is discussed  in  more  detail in references  8 and 12 ,  
For minimum drag  the  optimal  position of the  trailing edge  devices were obtained by 
evaluating  the  performance of a systematically  varied  set of fixed flap  deflections. This 
set point optimization  problem  can  be  solved  using  the  nonlinear  aerodynamics. Pre-  
dictions  can  then  be  checked  with  flight test investigations.  [8,12,13,143 Movement of 
the  leading edge flap w a s  not considered  in  this  investigation. 
Lateral-Directional  Objectives 
" Handlinl - -. - Qualities- " - -The  major  performance  specifications are concerned with: 
0 An acceptable roll-rate response 
0 Improved Dutch roll damping 
0 Reduced side-slip and  peak lateral  acceleration for good turn  coor- 
dination  in response  to  roll  stick command 
The performance  specification  for  the  lateral-directional  axes  control  augmentation 
system  is  presented below. The specification is based on the handling qualities  spec- 
ification, MIL-F-8785B  (ASG). C71 Ad.jitional criteria  were added based on previous 
Honeywell experience in  designing similar  systems. [15]  The specification  meets or is 
better than those  set in  8785B. In general,  the  specifications  stated a re  those  required 
for  Class IV, Category A, Level I handling qualities. 
Performance Specification: 
1 . 0  The frequency and damping of the Dutch Roll mode shall satisfy: 
2.0 If the spiral mode is unstable the time to double shall be greater than 20 sec. 
3 , O  The roll subsidence time constant TR shall be less than 1 .0  sec. 
4 .0  Following a rudder pedals free step aileron command, the ratio of sideslip 
to  the  parameter k small be less than  specified below. The aileron command 
shall be  held  fixed  until the bank angle  has changed at  least 90 degrees, 
Category A p/k  < 6 degrees  for  adverse  sideslip 
B / k  < 2 degrees  for  proverse  sideslip 
Category C P / k  < 10 degrees  for  adverse  sideslip 
P / k  < 3 degrees  for  proverse  sideslip 
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The  parameter k is given by 
for  category A and 
for category c, where is the bank angle achieved at t seconds after the 
step input. 
For  small  inputs,  aileron  control  commands which cause  up  to a 60 degree 
bank angle change within Td (Dutch roll  time  constant)  or 2 seconds, which- 
ever is longer,  the  sideslip  limitations are those given by Figure 8. 
5.0 For  a step aileron command, held until the bank angle has changed at least 
90 degrees,  the  roll rate at the first minimum  following the first peak shall 
be at least 60 percent of the peak  value. 
For  step  aileron commands  up to  the magnitude which causes a 60 degree 
bank in 1.7 Td seconds,  the  parameter p o s c / p ~ v  shall  be  as  specified  in 
Figure 9, where  the  parameter is given by 
posc - P + P3 - 2Pz  
P + P3 + 2Pz  
1 
'AV 1 
"
where P1 and P3 are the  first and second  roll  rate peaks, respectively, and 
P2 is the first minimum. 
be less than 0.15 g for a 60 deg/sec  roll  to a 60 degree bank. 
6 . 0  For  category A turn coordination, the lateral acceleration at the pilot shall 
7.0 Minimum stability margins for the complete control system, sensor dynamics 
actuation  dynamics,  and  rigid  airplane of 6 dB gain  margin and 35 degrees of 
phase  margin  for both the  aileron  command path (yaw at nominal) and the 
rudder  command path (roll  at nominal). 
High Angle-of-Attack Performance 
Poor lateral control at high angles-of-attack  resulting  from low directional  stability 
is a problem  for  high-performance  aircraft.  Future  aircraft, employing relaxed  static 
stability  in  the yaw axis, will  require  significant  directional  stability  augmentation  to 
provide  satisfactory high angle-of-attack  turn  coordination and to comply with pitch-roll- 
yaw coupling requirements. 
The  benefits of a statically  unstable yaw axis in  future  aircraft  are  reduced tail sizes 
for less. drag  and  improved decoupled  maneuvering  performance.  These  provide  capabilities 
for: 
0 "Flat" turns - No side-slip o r  bank angle. A yaw rate is commanded 
proportional  to lateral acceleration divided by airspeed. 
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e "Lateral" translation - A sideslip is commanded without a bank angle , - , 
.or a heading  change. 
e Fuselage'  pointing - A yaw is commanded to obtain  a  heading  change 
without  changing the  direction of the  velocity  vector. The aircraft 
is then at a constant  side-slip. 
These advanced lateral modes were not considered  for  implementation in the F-8C 
CCV control laws because  they  required  the  addition of a  side  force  producer. However, 
the  improvement of handling qualities  over  a wide variation in angle-of-attack was'a 
major concern  during  the  lateral-directional  design. 
Conventional turn  coordination via lateral  acceleration,  high-passed yaw rate, and 
aileron-to-rudder  crossfeeds cannot  cope  with  the large  ineStial coupling  ,moinents  and 
dramatic  changes in aerodynamics  aasociated with  high 'angles7,O$:q@g$!ca Op&at,'@g~ I This 
effect is present at both high angle-of-attack  maneuvers and at low speed  flight. 
Use  of derived  side-slip  feedbacks and gain schedules with angle-of-attack were 
areas investigated on this program.  Use of a derived  side-slip feedback (or  "inertial" 
coordination)  recognizes that implementation of these  feedbacks  requires  all-attitude 
information  and a good quality true  airspeed signal.  Ultimately two quadratic  lateral- 
directional CAS designs  were produced.  They  minimized  the same  quadratic  perform- 
ance index with different  measurement complements.  The first design  required  an all- 
attitude  platform and true  airspeed in addition  to a lateral  accelerometer and yaw rate 
,gyro. The  second  design  eliminated  the  platform  and true  airspeed  requirement. 
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SECTION 5 
DESIGN  PROCEDURE 
Overview 
The synthesis of the CCV control  laws  used  linear  quadratic  control  theory (both 
continuous  and sample  data)  to  design  the CAS and  nonlinear  simulation results to  specify 
mode switching  requirements. 
Operation  over  the  flight envelope was accomplished by gain  scheduling  the  linear 
controllers obtained at  specific flight conditions. The gain schedules  were obtained by 
plotting  the  gains  corresponding  to individual  flight  conditions  and  fitting the  curves  for 
these  values to appropriate air data  measurements. 
Insight  into the gain  scheduling  problem  was  obtained by identifying  the transfer 
functions for  the  various feedback  and  command feedforward  signals. 
All  filters  required  for high frequency  gain  attenuation were included in  the  quadratic 
formulation. Both the  longitudinal and lateral CAS designs  use  an  "explicit" model to 
obtain  desired  transient  responses  to  pilot command. 
.The use of optimal  control  theory is considered  to be an  aid  to  classical  design . techniques rather than a  replacement. In the  design  procedure,  optimal  control  theory 
was combined  with classical  evaluation  techniques  to  produce  the  final  design. 
The CCV control laws must  be  in  a form  suitable  for  programming on a  digital 
computer.  There a re  basically two approaches  to  synthesizing  a  discrete  control  system: 
direct  digital  synthesis and conversion of a continuous  design to  a  discrete  format. [ 41 
An outline of the two synthesis methods is shown in Figure 10. For direct  digital 
synthesis,  the  aircraft equations of motion a r e  converted  to  a  sampled  data model for 
the chosen sample time. This model includes sample-and-hold devices. The design 
is then  accomplished  in  the  discrete  time domain  using  Honeywell's discrete  quadratic 
optimal  design  programs and z- and  w-plane  synthesis. The result of the  discrete 
design is a  controller which is optimal  for  the  chosen  sampling  rate  at  the  sampling 
times. Even though the  design is accomplished  in  the  digital  domain,  the  controlled 
system is continuous and the  performance  for  all  time  must be considered. If the  sample 
rate is changed, the  design  has  to  be  initiated at  the beginning, since  the  z-plane  root 
locations  for  the  equations of motion  change. 
In the second  approach,  the  major  design  task is accomplished  in  the  continuous 
time domain and the  resulting  controller  converted to a discrete  form  after  design. The 
design is accomplished  with  Honeywell's  optimal  quadratic  design programs and s-plane 
synthesis. The result is an  optimal continuous  design  and is not directly  affected by 
choice of sample  time. The next step is to  select a sampling rate and transform  the 
control  laws'to  discrete  form. This is best  accomplished  using  Tustin's method and 
includes  the  effects of the  necessary  sample-and-hold  units.  For low sampling  rates, 
the  controller  performance will  be degraded  to a degree due to  the  discretization  pro- 
cess and the  sampling  effects.  This  may  necessitate  some  gain tuning at  this  stage. 
Altering  sample  times is easier than  in  direct  digital  design, which may  affect  some 
design  time  savings when sample  rates  are  critical and are  to be minimized. Again, 
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Figure 10. Design Procese 
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the intersample  response of the final system  must be evaluated. This  approach ie more 
amenable  to  the  design of systems where multiple  sampling rates are required  to con- 
serve  control  computer  requirements, e. g. outer loop sample rate need  not be a8 high 
as the inner loop. 
Both direct digital  control laws  and  digitized  control laws  were designed. For these 
control laws and  the  range of sampling-times. there is not a significant  difference. The 
quadratic  synthesis  programs wil l  now be discussed. Both the continuous time  version 
and the  sample  data  version are presented. 
Quadratic Design 
The  application of quadratics is an  iterative  process of selecting  responses and 
weighting matrices.  The  choice ,of responses and weights is expediated  by the  designer's 
past  experience and his understanding of the  physics of the  control problem.  The iter- 
ative  nature of the  procedure is illustrated in Figure 11. 
The  procedure can be  summarized as: 
Step 1: 
Step 2: 
Step 3: 
Step 4: 
Step 5: 
Step 6: 
Step 7: 
Model the  system as Linear differential  equations in state  variable 
form i = FX + G ~ U  + G ~ T )  
Define performance  criteria and  then  define  responses r = Hx + Du to 
minimize that relate  to  performance goals. 
Select initial weighting matrix  Q and compute initial  matrix of optimal 
gains. 
Evdluate linear designs and adjust weighting matrix  elements  and/or 
responses  until  specifications a re  met. 
Repeat steps 2. 3, and 4 for  remaining flight conditions. 
Schedule  gains over flight  envelope. 
Evaluate  the  final  design on a  nonlinear  simulation. 
Continuous-Time Quadratic  Formulation--The ~~~ synthesis  procedure  for  the uncon- 
strained  conffgurations is based on linear  quadratic  optimal  control  theory. [3,16.17) 
This  approach  results  in  an  unconstrained  or  full-state  feedback  control law. The system 
k modeled  by a set of first-order,  linear,  time-invariant  differential  equations 
i = Fx + G1u + Gzv 
me vector x is the  state  vector of dimension nx, u is the  control input vector of 
dimension %, and T )  is a disturbance  vector of dimension n,,. The disturbance input is 
assumed  to  be a zero mean  white noise  process  where 
E ( @ - T j . 0  
and 
E([v(t) - 7 1 [ T ( T )  - 71') = 16 (t - 7 )  - 
In these equations, E denotes  the  statistical  expectation, x' is the transpose of the 
vector x, b ie the dirac delta function, and I the  identity  matrix. For this  problem, r) 
includes a random  gust  disturbance  and a random  command disturbance. 
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The model incorporates  a  low-pass  filter  operating on the  process 11, so the  system 
is actually  driven by a  more  realistic  disturbance. The choice of the filter is discussed 
later in the text. The matrix F has dimensions nx x nx, GI is x %, and Gz is 
nx x n 
tl' 
A set of nr response  equations is defined as 
r = Hx + Du. 
The derivation of the  system  models in this  form is presented  in Appendix B. 
A quadratic  cost function J is defined by 
J = E(r' Q r) 
where  Q is a  matrix of quadratic weights  chosen during  the  design  process. The cost 
function  can  be written 
J = t r Q R  
where t r  is the  trace  operator and R the  response  covariance  matrix 
Assume  a feedback control law given by 
u = K x  
Then, 
r = (H + DK)x 
and 
R = E [ (H + DK)x x' (H + DK)'] = (H + DK) X (H + DK)' 
is the  state  covariance  matrix. 
The cost function is thus 
J = t r  [Q(H + DK) X (H + DK)'] = t r  [(H + DK)' Q(H + DK)X] 
For a white noise input, the  closed-loop  system,  must  be  stable if the  steady-state 
variances of the  states a r e  to  be  finite.  The  system  can  be  constrained to be  stable by 
requiring that the  steady-state  covariances of the states have zero  derivatives,  imply- 
ing  the  covariances a re  constant and finite. 
The  closed-loop state  covariance equation is given by 
2 (t) = F" X(t) + X(t) + G2G2' 
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where % is the  closed-loop  stability  matrix 
= F + G I K  
The  optimal  control  problem  formulation is to  minimize  the  cost function J subject 
to  the  constraint F 
This constraint can be  met by introducing  a  matrix of Lagrangian  multipliers, P, 
such  that 
n n  
t r p k = C  Pij X i j  . = 0 
i=l j=1 
if, and  only if, 
xij = 0 
Define the Hamiltonian by appending the  multipliers to  the  cost  functional;  thus: 
I? = tr(H + DK)' Q(H + DK)X + t r  Pk 
= tr(H + DK)' Q(H + DK)X 
+ t r  P [(F + GIK)X + X(F + GIK)' + G2G2'] 
Taking derivatives and setting equal  to zero gives 
- = X(F + GIK)' + (F + GIK)X + G G ' = 0 aB a p  2 2  - 
E = (H + DK)' Q(H + DK) + (F + GIK)' P + P(F + GIK) = 0 ax 
- 
" aH - 2D'Q(H + DK)X + 2Gl' PX = 0 
aK 
If D'QD and X a r e  positive  definite  matrices,  the  last equation requires 
2D'Q(H + DK) + 2Glf  P = 0 
from which K is determined as 
K = -(D'QD)-~ (D'QH + ~~1 PI 
Thus, o d y  the  matrix P must  be  determined to specify  the gain matrix K. Substituting 
this equation  into the equation for a'iE/aX yields,  after  algebraic  manipulations, 
0 = [ F - G1(D'QD)-l D'QHI'P + P[F - G1 (D'QD1-l  D'QH] 
+ H'QH - H'QD(D'QD)-~ D'QH 
. - P G,(D'QD)-~ G ~ ~ P  
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This is an algebraic  Ricatti equation of the  form 
N 
O = A ' P + P A + Q - P E P  
" w 
This equation is solved for P. which thus  determines  the  feedback  gain  matrix K by 
' ' computer algorithms described in the sequel. 
Discrete  Quadratic  Formulation--This  section  details  the  transformation  process 
which takes  place when the  control function u(t) in the  linear continuous control  system 
is required to  be  constant  over  intervals of length A, 
u(t) = un, for tn t tn+l, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N-1 
where N = T/A and tn = nA, n = 0,  1 ,  2, ..., N. 
A subsequent  section wil l  describe  the  use of DIGIKON to obtain  the  discrete quad- 
ruples 
X = A x n +  Bu + .$ n+ 1 n 
r n = Hxn + Dun 
with 
Similar  arguments  as  in  the continuous case wil l  show that 
u =en n 
where 
These  equations a re  solved in DIAK-D. 
Fixed Form  Optimal  Synthesis  --For  the  lateral  axis  a  quadratic  design was pro- 
duced using a constrained configuration of feedbacks  to  eliminate  the  requirement  for 
all-attitude  angular  measurements. This design was produced using an algorithm  that 
minimized a quadratic  cost function subject to  the  preselected  feedback  structure.  The 
optimum  feedback  gains a r e  then  determined with an incremental  gradient  algorithm. [19] 
The starting point for  the  incremental  gradient  algorithm is the  set of full-state 
feedback  gains for  the  unconstrained  controller. The algorithm  then  steps  the  gains not 
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allowed to  zero. while correcting  the  remaining  gains  by a gradient  optimization  method 
to  ensure  that  the  constrained  configuration  controller  satisfies  necessary  conditions  for 
optimality with respect  to  the  cost function  and the  specified configuration. 
For  the  constrained  control law. the  control  vector  consists of feeaback  gains on a 
measurement vector, y, where 1 
y = M x  
and  thus 
u = K*y = K*Mx 
For  the  general problem. the equation 
y =  M x  
defines  the  sensor outputs. To include sensor dynamics. the  original  state  vector may 
be augmented  with states  associated with sensor dynamics. If the  measurement matrix 
M were invertible.  the  constrained  gains  matrix would easily  be defined  by K* = KM-l. 
This is not generally  the  case, however. and other  means  must  be found to  determine K*. 
The  response  covariance  matrix is now 
R = (H + DK*M) X (H + DK*M)' 
and the  performance index is 
J = tr(H + DK*M)' Q(H + DK*M)X 
Now, consider  a  gain  matrix  parameterized with a scalar. X, in the  form: 
K(X) = K1(X)M + m2 and 0 S X 5 1 
The matrix K2 contains the  gains  that a r e  to  be  forced  to  zero. and K (X) those  gains  to 
be  retained and adjusted.  The  partial  derivatives of the  cost function  with respect  to  the 
variable  gains  K1.are  set  to  zero as a  necessary condition for optimality;  that is, 
1 
- a J C K ~ ( ~ ) M  + ~ ~ 2 3  
aK1 
o r  
The  Implicit  Function  Theorem [ 193 states that  the g a h a  a r e  defined by the  differential 
equation in X (assuming K1 is represented a6 a vector): 
. I I  
This equation  can  then be  integrated  from X = 1 to zero and the  gains at X .= 0 will  be  the 
desired ones.  The startirig  gains o r  initial condition at X = 1 can  be defined  by 
K(1) = K (optimal  full-state  matrix) 
and 
K2 = K [I - MI (MMI1-l MI 
If M is invertible.  this  reduces  to 
K1(l) = K"l 
a s  expected. 
The  integration  process is a predictor-corrector  scheme. In the  algorithm  used on 
this  project.  the  gains are  f irst  predicted  for  a new (smaller) value of X via the equation 
where  the  subscript "p" denotes  predicted gains. and 'lcll the  corrected gains. The pre- 
dicted  gains for Xj+l a r e  then  corrected  using a modified Newton-Raphson gradient 
search. 
The  gradient search  corrects  the gains to give the  minimum  cost  for  the  present 
value of X. The Newton-Raphson corrector would be 
Because  the  matrix of second partial  derivatives is very  costly to  compute, it is approxi- 
mated by dropping second-order  terms.  This  requires  more  gradient  steps. but. in 
practice,  the  additional  steps are  st i l l   less costly than the  exact method. This corrector 
equation is cycled repeatedly  until a convergence  criterion of the  form 
I aJ/aK1l < C 
Sampling Time  Considerations 
In designing  an aircraft  digital  control  system, a major  determinant of computer 
requirements is sample  rate.  Realization of adequate  performance  at  minimum rate ie 
the objective. When the  control  requirements a r e  examined against  this  parameter, it 
is obvious  that  the  high frequency  properties a r e  relevant. Both eigenvalues and fre- 
quency response  specifications a r e  candidates  for  sample  rate  selection.  Statietical 
measures such as  rms  accelerations  may be  significant  except  that  the  dominant spectral 
content for  typical  random  disturbances (i. e., gusts) is usually  concentrated well below 
candidate  sample  rates. 
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A specification  relative  to  describing  the high  frequency  controller  quality and con- 
sequently  useful  in  selecting  a  sample rate is frequency  response. There  are  three 
interrelated  criteria of significance in the  selection of a sampling  rate: 
0 frequency aliasing (folding) 
0 phase lag over control frequencies 
0 output quantization effects (with time) 
Each of the above effects is reduced by selecting  higher  sample  rates. 
To  preclude  excessive  sample  rates,  some analog prefiltering is required  to  restrict 
the  frequency  content of the  sensor  signals. A conservative  value  for a first-order low 
pass  prefilter is 
1 
T s  +- 1 
for  a  sample  rate of T. The  filter cutoff frequency is then a factor of away from the 
half-sample frequency. This  results in  an  attenuation of 10 db of the  input signal  at the 
half-sample frequency. If the  phase  lag  presents a problem of the  time  constant  can  be 
reduced  to  a x and/or  phase  compensation  can be  added  in the  computer. 
2 
The  major  difference between a continuous controller and its  discrete  counterpart 
is the  gain and phase  variation  resulting  from  the hold circuit  used  for  the D/A conversion 
at  the  servo  interface.  The  frequency  properties of a  zero hold is shown in Figure 12. [20] 
Adding a discrete function  to  provide  phase correction  over the control  frequencies 
of interest is also  illustrated  in  Figure 12. 
Another constraining  factor  in  practical  digital  system  design is the effect of output 
quantization (i. e. . driving  the  servo  actuator with a  "staircase" function).  The  effect 
of excessive output  quantization  generally is manifested by a  limit  cycle  during  large 
transients. Althotlgh the  practical  impact of such  operations is difficult to assess.  it is 
an important  subjective influence  that has  resulted  in  a  variety of added functions to 
reduce.  the  quantization  amplitude.  Most of these functions a re  analog  post-filters or 
averagers  operating with a  zero-order hold. 
For the CCV control  laws  a  requirement  for  post-filtering is not necessary  since 
the  secondary  servos  are  limited  to  a 10 Hertz bandwidth. This Ehould provide  adequate 
quantization  correction.  The CCV control  laws  were examined by breaking  the loop 
(indicated  in  Figure 13) and computing the  frequency  response of the resulting  discrete 
transfer function  between 1 and 2 using  the DIGIKON analysis  software.  This computation 
includes  the  phaee  lag of the  zero-order hold. The  resulting  phase  margin was  checked 
' using different sample rates. 'Examples are  presented in Section 7. 
Digital Analysis . 
The  analysis of the CCV Control  Laws  relied  to  a  large  degree on DIGIKON-2. [2] 
DIGIKON-2 is a software package. developed by Hopeywell. for  analyzing multi-loop, 
multi-input. multi-output systeme.  It  provides  frequency and time domain analysis 
toole for both continuous and sampled  data  systems.  The  subroutines ueed are listed 
in Table 2. 
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Table 2. DIGIKON-2 Subroutines 
Subroutine 
M P K  
WZK 
POZK 
(Subprogram) 
FREQK 
(Subprogram) 
TRESPK 
PLOT 
POWK 
~- 
Description 
It  computes discrete model of a continuous  plant  with digital  inputs 
in the  form of (FpD GpD HpD $1 for a given sample time. 
It computes a discrete  time model  for the continuous controller 
dynamics  using  the  Tustin  algorithm. 
It computes  poles  and zeros of specified input-output pairs in 
the  system  using  matrix  quadruples input. 
It  computes  frequency  response of specified input-output  points 
in  the  system. Analog as well as  digital  systems are handled. 
W-frequency response is also computed. Phase and Gain 
margins a re  computed. 
It  computes a transient  response  for a step input using  the 
matrix  quadruples. 
Using line  printer  it  plots Bode diagrams. 
It  computes  steady  state RMS responses as well as power 
spectral  density and its  integral with respect  to w. (Power 
contained in a given bandwidth. 
Discrete Model for the  Physical  Plant--The  application  here  is  to find the exact 
response of the plant states  (aircraft plus  actuators)  at  sample points as  well as all 
other  intersample  time points with these inputs. 
The analysis  starts with the physical plant continuous matrix quadruples (A B 
D 1. This  quadruple is obtained from  the  simulation  equations of the plant as dgD- cP. PD cusse8 in  Section 5. The  physical  plant  equations a r e  given by 
X = A x  + B  p P P  P”p 
The state  response is given  by 
t 
0 
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The  controller input from  the hold unit to  the  plant remains constant  between  the  sample 
intervals. For  this  case  the  state  response of the  plant is given by 
where 0 5 t s T. 
where 
T - 
Gpl = I eAPs Bplds 
or 
G~~ = ( eAPT -1 ) AP-l  
if the  inverse  exists. 
If the  inverse  does not exist,  the  integrator  states (5) are  partitioned as  
x = A x  + B U  
P P P  P P '  Xp(O) = "Po 
xh = 0 %h(o) = xho 
This is equivalent  to  the  homogeneous  system 
x = Ahx 
where 
Ah= P A ]  
The  transition  matrix  for  this  system is given by 
Fh = e *h 
where  by  definition 
c 
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To compute F = eAT,  subroutine EXPK uses  the following algorithm: 
m(AT)m + Eo]-1 [I+I-AT+-+  AT)^ . . +(-I) m m!  AT)^ 
21 . 
where  m is the  maximum power used  in  the  rational  approximation. 
The terms  appearing in the above series  are  recursively computed. 
The  transition  time  T  used  in EXPK3 is computed from 
T = 2  -k k TS 
where 
Ts = Sample interval  over which matrix  expotential is computed 
k = integer 2 1 
The subinterval index k is predicted  using  the maximum  eigenvalue of the continuous 
system  matrix A. The actual  value of the  parameter k and the  intersample  time  inter- 
val a r e  subsequently  obtained  using a relative  error  criteria. 
Discrete Model for  the  Controller--To develop  a discrete  time model for  the  con- 
tinuous controller  dynamics,  sub-routine WZK uses  the  matrix  version of the  Tustin 
algorithm. The z-transform could also be used (as above the the  physical  plant)  to 
obtain somewhat different results. The analysis  starts with the continuous controller 
xc = Acxc + Bcuc 
Yc = c,xc + DcUc 
Transforming  the  state equation 
XJS) = 
This  can  be 
XC(S) = 
(sI-A,) BCUc(s) -1 
written as 
ACT 
-1 
(y I -T) (T) BCT UC(S) 
Now replacing 2 by ST 
XC(Z) = ( 2 2  z+l I - 
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- z-1 
z+l ("ustin's Rule), 
-1 
2 2 UC(Z) 
Clearing  the fractions and rearranging, 
where - 
BCT 
G 1 =  2 
Note here that F1 and F2 a r e  analytic functiom of A. Therefore,  they  commute with A. 
The  transformed  system has a new set of states which we shall identify with the sub- 
script d. 
Letting 
Fc = F1 -1 ' F2 
Gc = F1 -2 G1 
Hc = c, 
Ec = Dc + Cc F1 G1 -1 
one  can write  the  state  equations of the  digitat  controller as follows: 
xd(k+l) = Fcxd(d) + Gcuc(k) 
yc(k) = Hcxd(k) + Ecuc(k) 
The state  diagram of the digitized  coatroller is shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. State Diagram of the Digitized Controller 
x (k) = State of the  digitized  controller 
xC&) = "Digitized etate" of the continuous controller 
yc(k) = "Digitized  output" of the continuous controller 
d 
It  can be shown that  the  steady  state gain under  the  Tustin  transformation is 
invariant. If the continuous system is prewarped  for  locating  the  critical  frequenciee. 
correction to gain term is made  to  maintain  the  steady-state gain invariance. 
General  Frequency  Response  Software--To  determine  the  effects of sampling  time 
on  System  frequency  response  (phase  margin,  gain  margin),  the complex system func- 
tions  discussed below are  implemented in program FREQK. 
-0 tmes of data inputs a r e  considered: 1) continuous quadruple (F, G, H, D), 
ru?d 2) dircrete  wadruple (A, B, H, D). For all types of frequency  responses  the 
transfer function is in the following generic f o r m  
H(j td = C[((I-A) + iQI1-l B + D 
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Where  the (A. B. C. D) matrices correspond  to  coatinuow or  discrete  syetem  matrix 
quadruples.  The  variables .$ and q depend upon the  type of frequency  responee evalua- 
tion. The complex matrix i s  evaluated by using  the complex matrix  inversion sub- 
routine. 
For a given range of frequency  (number of decades),  the magnitude of the  elements 
of H ( j d  are computed in uni ts  of db and phase  angles in unite of degree. These values 
are stored  on  tape  for  subsequent plotting. A simple  plotting  routine ie wed  to  see  the 
trends  in  the  response.  Accurate  plottings  can  be  made on the "calcomp"  plotter. 
RMS Response of Plant  to Continuous Stationary  Inputs--Consider  a  plant  char- 
acterized by the quadruple (F G , Hp, E ). Input to plant consists of two parts: 
P' P P 
' u = col(u P p l  up2) 
where 
u = control input to plant 
u = disturbance input to plant 
The state of plant  evolved as follows 
Pl 
P2 
;'p = Ap 'b  + $1 up1 + Bp2 up2 
Assuming a piecewise  constant  control  input and a stochastic  disturbance input, 
the  response is given by: 
When Q is a white  noise. the  covariance  response due to this input alone is given by 
P 
X(t) = F (t-kT)XkF (t-kT) + Xp(t) 
P P 
where 
kT 
with 
kT< t S (k+l)T 
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and 
For the statioriary inputs We is a constant  matrix. 
A change Of independent variable simplifies the  integral and fields 
xpct, = J (t-kT) .€A $WpB; e w l  dt 
0 
At eample  pointe  we obtain 
where 
rn 
and T = output sample  time. 
The  above set of  equations  define  the diecrete RMS response model  corresponding 
to c6ntinuous stochastic inputs. 
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SECTION 6 
MODELING 
The LTV F-8C which is the  test vehicle was designed as a supersonic  shipboard 
day fighter which resulted  in  several  special  features: two position wing incidence, a 
speed  break and a leading-edge cruise droop. The test  aircraft has been  modified for 
digital  fly-by-wire  and carries a triplex AP-101  computer,  and  triply  redundant air- 
craft  gyros and accelerometers. Dual air data  measurements of Mach, pressure 
altitude and angle-of-attack a r e  made. A single sideslip sensor is provided. Dynamic 
pressure and true air speed a re  derived  from Mach assuming a standard  atmosphere. 
The  existing  elevator,  rudder, and ailerons a r e  used as control  effectors. The ailerons 
were  also commanded symmetrically  for  an additional- control  surface  in  the  pitch  axis. 
The DFBW F-8C is shown in  Figure 15. [21] The aero data  and  the  force and 
moment  equations  describing the DFBW F-8C were  incorporated  in a nonlinear  simula- 
tion  program in use at Honeywell. [2] The resulting  software (F8SIM) is a six degree- 
of-freedom  simulation and linearization  program. It was  used to: 
Generate linear models for controller synthesis. 
0 Assist  in  set point optimization (determination of steady  state  sur- 
face  positions  for minimum drag). 
F8SIM is discussed  in Appendix C. 
Linear  Aircraft Model 
The  output of F8SDM is a set of linear equations 
; = F x + G l u + G Z w  
with  output  equations 
y = Hxx -k Huu + H w 
W 
The state (x) is defined in  Table 3, the  control  vector  (u) in Table 4, the  disturbance 
vector (w) in  Table 5, and the output vector (y) in Table 6. After  the modeling is com- 
plete  the  gust  vector and control  vector wil l  become  elements of the  state  vector. 
Using F8SIM linear  models  for  the twenty  flight  conditions shown in  Table 7 were 
obtained. The matrices  corresponding  to  these  flight conditions a r e  contained in 
Appendix B. 
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CLEAN  CONDITION 
Throw 
Uhen cruise droop selected - center sestion leading edge drooped 6.8' 
and outer panel leading edge  drooped 7 . 
LANDING  CONDITION 
Rubber  Stops 
Clean  Condition Stops Disengaged 
Aileron Throw  Changed to  15' Up and 
45" Down 
Ailerons Drooped 20° 
Figure 15 . The F-8C Aircraft 
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Table 3. State Definition 
~~ 
Symbol 
P 
r 
V 
'p 
* '  
Y 
q 
W 
U 
e 
h 
X 
Symbol 
6a 
6r 
'rt 
Definition 
Roll rate (rad/sec) 
Yaw rate  (rad/sec 
Lateral  velocity  (ft/sec) 
Bank angle (rad) 
Yaw angle  (rad) 
Lateral  displacement (ft) 
Pitch  rate  (rad/sec) 
Vertical  velocity  (ft/sec) 
Forward  velocity  (ft/sec) 
Pitch  angle (rad) 
Vertical  displacement  (ft) 
Forward displacement (ft) 
Table 4. Control Definition 
Definition 
Differential  aileron  deflection  (rad) 
Rudder  deflection (rad) 
Differential  elevator  deflection  (rad) 
Symmetric  elevator  deflection  (rad) 
Symmetric  aileron  deflection  (rad) 
Leading  edge  deflection (rad) 
Speed brake  (rad) 
Gear (70) 
Throttle (70) 
Lateral 
Axis 
Longitudinal 
Axis 
Lateral 
Axis 
Longitudinal 
Axis 
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Table 5. Disturbance Vector 
Symbol Definition 
U 
Vertical  gust  (ft/sec) W 
Side  gust (ft/sec) V 
Forward  gust (ft/sec) 
Symzol 
B 
a Y 
cr 
a 
v 
z 
FD 
FL 
C 
C 
Y6 r 
ye 
Table 6. Output Vector 
Definition 
Sideslip  angle  (rad) 
Lateral  acceleration  (ftlsec 1 
Angle-of-attack  (rad) 
Normal  acceleration  (ft/seC 
Total  velocity  (ftlsec) 
Total  drag  force  (Ibs) 
Total lift  force (lbs) 
AC /rudder deflection 
A C / sideslip 
2 
2 
Y 
Y 
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Table 7. Twenty Flight  Conditions 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10  
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19  
20 
~ 
h(ft. ) 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
40,000 
40.000 
10,000 
0 
0 
0 
20,000 
20,000 
40,000 
40,000 
0 
0 
20,000 
20.000 
Mach 
.67 
.67 
.67 
.67 
.4  
.9 
. 7  
1.2 
.8 
. 7  
.3 
.53 
.6 
.8 
.8 
.9 
.189 
.219 
.67 
.6 
305 
305 
305 
305 
109 
551 
134 
395 
652 
725 
133 
416 
245 
435 
175 
222 
53 
71 
205 
245 
V (ftlsec) 
695 
695 
695 
695 
41 5 
934 
6 78 
1163 
863 
782 
335 
592 
623 
830 
775 
872 
211 
245 
695 
623 
3.45 
' 6.10 
12.12 
4.32 
8.80 
2.18 
6.73 
2.72 
1.96 
1.86 
7.64 
2.88 
4.25 
2.54 
5.15 
4.08 
7.48 
2.76 
2.12 
15.45 
CONDITIOPi 
Cruise 
ANZ= lg 
ANZ = 3g 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
G e r  Approact 
(Climb) 
(Climb) 
L wing UP. bmap = 20'  LE = 25O Gear down 
ANz = 0.5g 
(Dive) 
(Climb 
ANZ = 3g 
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Actuator  Dynamics 
The primary and secondary  actuator  dynamics  were  taken  from unpublished NASA 
data and are  presented in Table 8. The hysteresis  model is defined in  Figure 16. 
Table 8. Actuator Model Parameters 
- 
Actuator I Primary  (First  Order) 
Pitch 
T = 0.0800 
2 a  = 0.25O 
1 
I I Rate limit = 25' lsec I 
7 = 0.0333 2 
2a = 0.35' I 
Rate  limit = 140' 
I Yaw I T = 0.0400 2a = 0.49' 
Rate  limit = 70' /sec 
Secondary (Second Order) 
w = 62.8 radfsec 
1: = 0.7 
2a = 0.82' 
Same as  above 
Same as  above 
Figure 16. Hysteresis Model 
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Gust  (Turbulence) Model 
The  gust  model  used in FISIM is the  form  attributed  to Dryden. In this form. it is 
assumed that  gust  velocities are locally  isotropic (i. e., locally  invariant with respect to 
position  and  orientation)  and  that  time  variations are  statistically equivalent  to  distance 
variations in traversing  the  gust field. [2] 
The  translational  gust  velocity  vector is defined as 
The  power spectral  densities  for  the translational gust  velocity  compcnents a r e  given 
bY 
c 
aw(m = 
where 
x 
Li 
U i 
i 
1 
V 
- 
= spatial frequency. (rad/ft) 
= wavelength, (ft) 
= scales (ft) 
= the  root  mean-square  gust  velocities  (ft/sec) 
= u# VD w 
The  meanAsquare  gust velocities and the  scales  are  related  to  each  other through 
the following set of equations: 
2 
U 2 u  2 u = Q y = -  W 
LU Lv Lw 
The  quantities  appearing  above have the following altitude dependence: 
100 < h < 1750 ft 
Lw-= h 
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Lu = Lv = 145.0 h 113 
h > 1750 ft 
=W 
= Lu = Lv = 1750 ft 
u = 5.25 - loglo 
W 
This expression  approximates  the"il 8785A values  from 100 to 60,000 feet. 
For 0 C h 100, the  value of h = 100 is used in the above  equations. 
Random velocities with  above spectra  are obtained  by passing a gaussian  random 
"white" noise  through a linear  system with a proper  transfer function G ( s )  
It is known that 
0,(w) = IG(jw) I Oi(w) 2 
where  the  bars denote the magnitude of the complex variable. The  power spectral 
densities given  above are ratios of polynomials in k? where ois the  temporal  frequency 
given  by 
w = Va 0 radlsec 
can be s ectrally  factored out. This  process  yields  the  proper  transfer  functions as 
follows: 721 
6 -  1 
"u v- LU 
va 
a [I+- SI 
J3L 
7/., [li L - 2  .e3 va 
uv ya 
[1+ - Lv SI2 
va 
J3L 
[l+ 2 SI 
va 
[l+ - Lw. s32 
va 
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Augmented  Model 
A separate  program was  written to  decouple the  lateral and  longitudinal axes and 
append the  actuator  dynamics and wind gust  models.  This program  also  re-ordered 
the  states and  implemented  the  coordinate  transformation  discussed in the next  section. 
The  lateral and longitudinal states  are tabulated in Table 9. W1, W refer to  the  states 
associated with the second order gust model. 2 
Table 9. Augmented  State Vector 
Lateral 
P 
r 
V 
cp 
4 
Y 
'a 
'r 
'rt 
W1 
w2 
Longitudinal 
9 
W 
U 
9 
h 
X 
6f 
'e 
'Ce 
W1 
w2 
't 
State  Transformation 
tudinal and lateral models. This was accomplished as 
The  augmentation  program  also provided for a change of coordinates for  the longi- 
k = Fx + GIu + GzTJ 
y = Hx 
z = Tx 
then 
= [TFT-lI  z + [TG1] u + [TGz] q 
and 
y = [HT'l] z 
where  the  products  in  brackets define a new set of quadruples  at  each  flight condition. 
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States  weee  selected  for use with particular  designs  based  on  the  sensor  complement 
and the control objectives. To illustrate,  consider  the  pitch CAS. Since  the  primary 
sensors are normal  acceleration and  pitch  rate,  the  short  period  states  were changed 
from w and  q to N, and q. Therefore,  considering only the  shoH  period  and  actuator 
dynamics 
+ -1 . ]  
12.5 
Since N is one of the output quantities of F8SIM, an equation for NZ in terms of the 
originafstates and controls  can  be  used  to  determine  the  transformation  for 
The transformation  matrix .T becomes r 1  O O l  
Pitch Axis  Model for Relaxed Static  Stability 
Thirteen of the twenty  flight  conditions were studied  with  relaxed static  stability in 
the  pitch axis. Two conditions were  considered:  a  shift to neutral  stability and a further 
shift  from  the nominal 29 percent or a  shift of 2.23 feet  aft. 
Shift of the c.g. to 48 percent c. The 48 percent E location  represents a 19 percent c.g. 
The pitching  moment  equatioh was modified  to approximate  the  effect of a c. g. 
c. g. movement. Shifting the c.  g. a distance X from the nominal modifies the pitching moment  equation  through 2, and 2, 
where m is the  airplane  mass. 
The same  form of the equation  can  be  kept by defining a new Ma (Gal and a new Mbe (c6e) that  include  the c. g. effect. 
Ga = [Ma - xcg  za , I Y 
XCP; Gbe = - mZ6e ] (this  does not change  much). 
IY 
Table 10 preeents and Ebe for the 48 percent F condition. 
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Table 10. RSS Modeling Summary 
- 
F. C. 
No. 
- 
1 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
16 
17 
- 
h(ft. ) 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
40.000 
40,000 
10.000 
0 
0 
0 
20,000 
40,000 
0 
- 
Mach 
- 
.67 
.67 
.4 
.9 
.7 
1.2 
.8 
.7 
.3 
.53 
.6 
.9 
.189 
- 
i (ps f  
305 
305 
109 
551 
134 
395 
652 
725 
133 
416 
245 
222 
53 
- 
VO 
lftlsec 
695 
695 
41 5 
934 
678 
1163 
863 
782 
335 
592 
623 
872 
211 
M, 
- 6.8 
- 6.38 
- 2.12 
-14.4 
- 3.71 
-24.1 
-14.3 
-14.4 
- 2.32 
- 8.03 
- 5.40 
- 6.57 
- .493 
Mb e 
-12.3 
-11.5 
- 4.54 
-21.6 
- 6.0 
-1 5.0 
-22.9 
-26.2 
- 5.65 
-14.7 
- 9.79 
-10.4 
- 2.08 
z, 
- 698. 
- 535. 
- 233. 
-1422. 
- 313. 
- 941. 
-1 577. 
-1638. 
- 281. 
- 896. 
- 544. 
- 592. 
- 100. 
'6 e 
- 89;l 
- 68.3 
- 33.2 
-158. 
- 39.3 
-105. 
- 190. 
-212. 
- 41.5 
-123. - .- 
- 71.6 
- 63.5 
- 18.3 
CORRECTION 
< mZa CG 
IY 
-11.5 
-10.8 
- 3.84 
-23.5 
- 5.15 
-15.5 
-26.0 
-27.0 
- 4.64 
-14.8 
- 8.97 
- 9.76 
- 1.13 
-1.47 
-1.38 
- .547 
-2.61 
- .648 
-1.73 
-3.13 
-3.5 
- .69 
-2.03 
-1.18 
-1.05 
- .207 
48% C! - 
R Y  
4.7 
4.4 
1.72 
9.1 
1.44 
. 8.6 
11.7 
12.6 
2.32 
6.8 
3. 57 
3.19 
.64 
%e 
- 
-10.8 
-10.1 
- 3.99 
-19.0 
- 5.4 
-13.3 
-19.8 
-22.7 
- 4.96 
-12.7 
- 8.61 
- 9.3 
- 1.87 
Parametera 
1.1 
1.07 
0.96 
1.2 
0.96 
1.17 
1.3 
1.19 
0.94 
1.17 
1.04 
1.05 
.60 
- 
- 
Ta 
- 
1.07. 
1.39 
1.01 
0.71 
2.35 
1.50 
0.59 
0.51 
1.27 
0.71 
1.23 
1.58 
2.2 
- 
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SECTION 7 
SYNTHESIS OF PITCH AXIS CONTROL AUGMENTATION SYSTEM (CAS) 
The  functional form of the  pitch CAS is illustrated  in  Figure 17.  The  feedback sen- 
sors include a normal  accelerometer, a pitch rate gyro,  and an  angle-of-attack  sensor. 
This  section will  discuss  the  procedure and the  rationale  used  to  design  the  pitch CAS. 
The  design of the  normal  elevator  controller wil l  be  discussed next  followed by a 
discussion of the  angle-of-attack  limiting  controller. 
Normal  Elevator  Controller 
The  pitch CAS mode using only the  elevator is referred  to as Mode I. This  controller 
provides  improved  handling  qualities by model-following an  explicit  second  order C* model. 
The  feedback  consists of normal  acceleration and  pitch rate with a low pass  filter included 
in the  accelerometer  feedback  for high frequency gain  attenuation.  Apparent neutral 
speed  stability (no trim change  with speed) is provided  (except at power approach) by 
effectively  including  an  integration  in the  forward loop. The integration is mechanized 
by a positive  feedback of lagged elevator position.  The  advantages of this  mechanization 
wil l  be  discussed  in  more  detail  later. 
With only  one forcing function (the  elevator).  the  reduction of gust  acceleration is 
- limited  to  that  resulting  from  the  improved  short  period damping. After obtaining  gain- 
scheduled  controllers  over  the  flight envelope, the changes necessary  to accommodate 
reduced static  stability  were studied. 
The  problem is formulated as presented in Section 5. That is: 
x = Fk + G1u + G2T 
r = H x + D u  
Five flight conditions (1, 5, 8, 9, and 17). spanning the  variations  across  the  en- 
velope, were  selected  for  preliminary design.  The structure  used  for  the  quadratic 
design at each  flight  condition is shown in  Figure 18. 
The states  were as follows: 
x1 = q, pitch rate (rad/sec) 
X = NZ, sensed  normal  acceleration  (ft/sec ) 
x3 = integral of C* error  
x = gust state 
x = gust state 
x6 = pf, symmetric aileron position (rad, + trailing edge down) 
x7 - ‘e 
2 
2 
4 
5 
- , elevator  position  (rad. + trailing edge down) 
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Figure 18. States for Pitch CAS Design 
x8 = command  model 
x9 = lagged NZ (g's) 
xl0 = C* model 
x = C* model rate 11 
The  gust  model  and the command  model a r e  driven by independent  white noise 
processes.  The  gust  filter was developed in Section 6. The command model was  selected 
as a first  order  lag with a time  constant of one  second.  Selection of the  time  constant 
is not critical  as  it does  not  affect  the  feedback  gains. 
After a number of tr ial  and error  iterations,  four  responses  were found to  be sig- 
nificant  for  the Mode I design. These  responses  together with the  final weights a r e  
tabulated  in  Table 11. Also shown is the gain variation and the  closed loop  eigenvalues. 
Both DIAK (continuous)  and DIAK-D (discrete)  designs  were checked at  various  flight 
conditions. No significant  differences  in  performance  were noted for a 32 sample/ 
second rate. 
The first  response is the  difference between the  explicit C* model (w = 7 radlsec 
5 = 0.9)  and the C*'quantity  formed by the  sum of lagged  normal  acceleration and pitch 
rate.  The  second  response is the  integral of this C* error  function. Weighting these 
two responses  causes  the C* response of the F-8C to  match  the C* response of the model. 
This provides a desirable  stick  response and suitable  short  period damping. The third 
response  used is the  elevator rate 'a obtained from  the  first  order  representation used for 
the power actuator.  Weighting,this  response  reduces  the  actuator  state  feedback  to  itself 
and helps  to  constrain  the bandwidth of the  controller. The final  response (UE) is required 
for a solution  to  the  optimal  control  problem  to  exist, and it  also  influences  the  system 
bandwidth. 
Next. the  controllers  were put into a transfer f'unction format  where  the  inputs  to  the 
transfer  fhctions  are pitch rate, normal acceleration. and pilot command. The reasons 
for  converting  to a more IIcIassicall' or conventional structure  are 
0 The normal/boundary limiting mode transition strategy requires isolation 
of a common proportional plus integral function. This is covered  in greater 
detail in the  discussion on mode transition. 
Insight to the gain scheduling requirements is obtained. 
Therefore,  the  designs  from  Table 11 a r e  redrawn in  block diagram  structure of 
Figure 19. In deriving this structure  the  gains on states 4, 5, 6 and 7 were  set  to 
zero. This did not change performance. The proportional plus integral h c t i o n  on the 
acceleronleter was isolated.  Since  pitch rate and stick input had different  proportional 
plus  integral  functions  this  resulted  in adding lead-lag  dynamics  to  these signals to 
maintain  equivalent  feedback. 
The  specific  parameters  for  the  flight conditions are  listed in  Table 12. Com- 
promisee in the gain as a result of gain  scheduling a r e  discussed  in  a  later  subsection. 
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Table 11. Pitch CAS Mode I Design Summary 
Closed Loop 
Eigenvalues 
Gains 
kl 
k2 
k4 
k7 
k8 
k10 
kl 1 
r 
FC 1 
. 1 E+3 
.1E+2 
. 1 E+4 
. 1 E+4 
-1.59 
-2.46+j2.52 - 
-4.32+j4.09 - 
' -6.75+j3.11 - 
.2974300 
.8612E-02 
.39883-01 
.8781 E-08 
-. 20553-06 
-. 14773-01 
,2331 Eo0 
.13723-01 
.1660E-01 
.18853-01 
.1336E-02 
Quadratic  Weights 
FC 5 
. 1 E+4 
.1E+3 
. I  E+4 
. 1 Et4  
-1.62 
-2.15+j2.257 - 
-4.89+j4.92 - 
-6.75+j3.11 - 
.9552EOO 
.1050E-02 
.1261EOO 
e. 37923-04 
.18053-04 
.. 62153-02 
.1079E00 
.38833-01 
,54243-01 
.62343-01 
.4301 E-02 
FC 8 
. 1 E+4 
. 1 E+3 
. 1 E+5 
. 1 E+4 
-1.67 
-2.562j2.18 
-3.43+j6.02 - 
-6.75+j3.11 - 
.192OEOO 
,16563-02 
.3998E-01 
-. 87623-04 
.1212 E-03 
.7655E-01 
.1342EXIO 
.lP91 E-01 
.1735E-01 
.2013 E-01 
-13843-02 
FC 9 
~ ~~ 
.1E+3 
. 1 Eel 
. 1 E34 
. 1 E+4 
-0.50 
-2.76+j4.26 - 
-6.38+5.72 - 
-6.75+j3.11 - 
,2361 EXIO 
, 1  1 72 E-04 
,1261 E-01 
,85703-05 
,86953-05 
,031833-01 
,5640E-01 
,8977 -02 
1502 E-01 
17593-01 
11 98 E-02 
FC  17 
. 1 E+-5 
.1e+4 
. 1 E+4 
. 1 E+4 
-0.76 
-1. a5 
-3.39 
-3.83+j3.7 - 
-6.75+j3.1 - 
.2793E+01 
-. 16803-02 
.1694300 
.1908E-03 
-. 4703E-04 
-. 4497E-01 
,3796EOO 
.1421 EO0 
.1253EOO 
.13843OO 
.1063E-01 
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Figure 19. Block Diagram of Pitch CAS Optimal Design 
I 
Parameter 
Ki/ Kp 
vCO 
1/T2 
T d T 2  
T3/*4 
l / T 4  
T5/T2 
* Kc - elevator loop 
gain 
w 2 
C*Model 
Table 12. Pitch CAS Parameters 
1 
2.3 
324 
2.4 
1.8 
4. 
0 
0 
.000515 
55 
0.9 
.729 
.0712 
1.15 
Flight  Condition 
5 
2.3 
324 
2.3 
1.76 
4. 
1.424 
-. 43 
.0017 
55 
0.9 
.623 
.069 
1.2 
8 
2.3 
324 
2.31 
1.11 
4. 
.563 
-1.36 
.000538 
55 
0.9 
.511 
.068 
1.16 
9 
2.3 
324 
2.3 
4.37 
4. 
0 
2.76 
.000167 
55 
0.9 
.51 
.068 
3.3 
- 
17 
2.3 
324 
1.0 
.380 
4. 
1.62 
.055 
.019 
55 
0.9 
1.31 
.096 
.414 
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Neutral Speed Stability  Implementation 
The neutral  speed  stability (NSS) characteristic is obtained by generating  an  inte- 
gration  in  the  forward path of the  elevator  control  system. The integration  maintains 
zero  steady-state error between force command  and the blended  pitch rate and normal 
acceleration feedback. Neutral  speed  stability  keeps  the  airplane in trim  since  any 
uncommanded  pitch rate and acceleration a r e  automatically  reduced  to  zero by the 
action of the  integral.  For  non-terminal  flight conditions.  only occasional tr im inputs 
initiated by the pilot a r e  required  to  offset  electrical  biases  or  to  trim  at  other  load 
factor  levels. During terminal phases the  integration function is removed when the 
wing is up or   the landing gear is down. These  flight  phases wi l l  require conventional 
trimming  action by the pilot. 
The two secondary  actuators are ,used  to  provide the  integration function. This is 
accomplished by a positive feedback of the  average of the two elevator  positions.  (Refer 
to Figure 20). Differential  elevator  position wil l  cancel and  hence wil l  not be fed back. 
The secondary  actuators  still contain their  internal  feedback of ram position.  The lag 
feedback is an  additional  feedback  that wil l  be mechanized in the  computer. 
For NSS the  switch is open as shown in  Figure 20 and the  closed loop transfer func- 
tion  to  the power actuator is 
7s  + 1 
7 s  
-if  the  secondary  servo  has a unity transfer function. T is the  time constant of the  lag. 
This  mechanization was  selected  since  it  eliminates the  need for  synchronizing 
integrators  in redundant computers and because  it is less  sensitive  to  secondary  servo 
nonlinearities. 
Angle-of-Attack  Boundary Controller Design 
A s  discussed  in Section 4 under  angle-of-attack  limiting, a separate  controller was 
designed using  the  elevator  to hold angle-of-attack.  The  quadratic  formulation of the 
design  problem is presented followed  by a discussion of the mode  switching implementa- 
tion. 
The  controller  structure  used  for designing the  angle-of-attack  controllers is shown 
in  Figure 21. For  these  designs  the  short  period  aircraft dynamics were modeled  with 
w and q as the  variables. The disturbance was modeled as filtered  white  noise to repre- 
sent  the  control  action of the  normal  controller.  The  filter was a 1 second  lag. 
The  states  were as follows: 
x = q. pitch rate  (rad/sec) 
x . =  W. vertical  velocity  (ft/sec) 
x = be. elevator surface position (rad. + trailing edge down) 
x = disturbance 
x5 = integral of a error (rad) 
1 
2 
3 
4 
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Figure 21. Boundary Controller Structure 
The quadratic weights a re  selected  to  minimize  the  angle of attack e r ror  without 
extending the bandwidth of the  actuator by actuator  state feedback. In addition  the  maxi- 
mum short-period damping is desirable to  prevent  boundary  overshoot.  The  responses, 
weights and gains a r e  tabulated  in  Table 13 for  selected flight conditions. The angle of 
attack error  and the  integral of this  error  (responses 1 and 2)  define a proportional 
plus integral function on the  angle of attack  error. Response 3, the  elevator  rate, is 
weighted to  reduce  the feedback  around the  elevator.  Pitch  rate  (response 4) is weighted 
to  provide maximum short  period damping. 
The block diagram  form of the boundary controllers a r e  shown in Figure 22. The 
parameters for the  transfer functions a r e  given  in Table 14. 
Mode Switching 
The  boundary controller is built  around  the  normal  elevator  controller in such a 
I manner as to effect a smooth  transition  from  normal  control  to  the  boundary and vice 
versa.  The  transition is via a signal selector  that  alters  the command  applied to  the 
actuator as the two h c t i o n s  become  equal  (cross  each  other). This prevents signal 
level  discontinuities and their  resulting  transients. 
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Table 13. Boundary Controller Design Summary 
1 
Responses 
r = u r e f  - u  
r = J (a ref - u )  
1 
2 
r = b e  3 
r 4 3  9 
r = u  5 E  
Closed Loop 
Roots 
Gains 
kl 
k2 
k4 
FC 1 
. lB l  
.1EY-6 
. 5 W 8  
. 1 E+10 
. 1 EY-8 
-1.94+jl.  - 79 
-5.262j5.80 
.4633300 
.1171E-02 
-. 18423-01 
-. 79093-01 
.35753-02 
Quadratic Weights 
FC 5 
" 
. 1 W 6  
.1E+9 
. 1 Et11 
. 1 E+7 
-. 85750 .753  
-4.60+j4.93 - 
, 8594300  
.11473-02 
.2064300 
-. 78063-01 
.253E-2 
- 
FC 9 
. 1 EY10 
. 1 W 6  
.1E+9 
. 1 E+lO 
. 1 E+7 
- 2 . 2 7 3 1 . 8 3  
- 5 . 4 5 3 6 . 5 1  
.2774300 
.3345E-03 
,1973  E-02 
-. 78693-01 
.25303-02 
FC 17 
" 
. 1 W 6  
. 1 m 9  
. 1 E+13 
. 1 w 7  
-0.146 
-0.459 
-6.48+j6.51 - 
.7644W01 
.1915E-02 
-. 16453-01 
-. 78773-01 
.25303-02 
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Table 14. Boundary Controller Parameters 
. Parambter 
. .  
1 
.8115 
3.053 
.4633 
2.4 
Flight Condition 
5 
.4703 
2.206 
-8594- . 
2.4 
9 
.2883 
7.563 
.2774 
2.4 
. .  . _ . .  
13 
The  traimition  between  the  normal and the  bmndary  elevator  -contl.aiier was imple- 
mented  usin& b comparison of commanded elevator rate. A comparibtjh of coinmandcd 
elevator  posithi is not practical  becauee of the  problem of a c c k t i n g  fdr the trim 
elevator poeition.  '&itching on elevator rate hae'been found to  be a ilmple Pnd effective 
transition m e b s  and ik eliminates  the trim question. . . 
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The  mode  switching is illustrated  in Figure 23 where  each  intersection of the 
normal and  boundary  control  represents a transition.  The  logic  selects  the  "most  nose 
down" signal so the  resultant  elevator rate command is shown as the dotted m e .  The 
input signal to  the common proportional  plus  integral function  can be  considered a 
pseudo elevator  rate.  For low frequencies (less than KI/% rad/sec)  the  signal  actually 
is the  elevator rate. For  this  reason  the  ratio of KI/% is usually .around 3 so that  the 
input to  the common block approximates  the  elevator  rate  satisfactorily  over  the 
frequencies of interest.  The  actual  implementation  used'  for mode  switching  permits 
switching  on  elevator rate even in power approach when the  neutral  speed  stability 
characteristic is not used in the  normal pitch CAS. This is mechanized by first  sub- 
tracting and  then  adding  the  lagged  feedback of the  secondary  servo. 
. .  
Adaptation Over  the  Flight Envelope 
With the  structures given in Figure 19 and 22 for  the  normal and boundary  controllers 
a number of compromises  were  assessed  using a linear  simulation  to check their  influ- 
ence on transient  response  performance. 
Mrst a schedule for Kc, was postulated  using  the dynamic pressure as the  schedule 
variable  (refer  to  Figure 24). Next the  various  filter  time  constants  were modified to 
obtain  fixed  values over  the  flight envelope. 
The  boundary controller was compromised in a similar fashion.  Gain schedules  for 
K and K u ~  were obtained in the following manner. GL has been explicitly obtained as  
a k c t i o n  of true air speed (as a result of using q and w in the  quadratic  designs). KbL 
was postulated as a scheduled gain by  plotting  gain  values  against  dynamic pressure 
(refer to  Figure 25). 
After  several  iterations with  fixed filter  time constants the  compromised  system 
shown in  Figure 26 was obtained. Figure 26 shows the  analog  representation of the 
controller with the gain schedules on the  normal and  boundary controller and  with the 
signal select  means included. 
Mode I Results 
Using the pitch CAS and angle of attack  limiter  (Figure 31) sample  responses  to 
pilot  commands and step u gusts are shown for  selected  flight conditions. Transitions 
to  the u boundary are  also shown. 
Figure 
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Figure 26.  Pitch CAS (Mode I) 
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Figure 27. Pitch CAS and Boundary Control 
(Mach 0.67, 20,000 feet) 
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Figure 28. Pitch CAS and  Boundary Control 
(Mach 0.4, 20,000 feet) 
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Figure 29. Pitch CAS and Boundary Control 
(Mach 0.8, 10,000 feet) 
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Figure 30. Pitch CAS and Boundary Control 
(Mach 0.19, Sea Level) 
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Figure 31. Pitch CAS RSS Controller 
Reduced Static  Stability Study  
The  short-period  dynamics of the  pitch axis were modified as  explained in  Section 5 
to account for  the  effect of moving the  center of gravity aft to reduce  the  static  stability. 
The implication of reduced  static  stability on both the  control  laws and on the  actuator 
requirements  were  determined. 
Control Law Modifications--The primary,modification  to  the nominal control  laws 
to  accommodate  reduced  static  stability was the addition of another  pitch rate feedback 
term  to the elevator.  This  term is lagged  pitch rate with a  transfer function  defined as 
where 
AM is the change in Me associated with the c .  g. shift and Ta is the  flight path time con- 
s t a t .  These values are  listed in Table 10. This feedback in  essence  restores  the 
stability  lost by shifting  the  center of gravity.  The  gain, Kc, can  be  approximated by 
unity. The time constant, T , should be picked to  give  the  best match at the highest 
short-period frequency. At a s  condition  the short  period  starts  to  approach  the band- 
width of the  controller. 
The RSS pitch CAS shown in Figure 31 appears to  have a gain (Kqs) scheduled with 
"center-of-gravity" position. The range in center-of-gravity that was considered varied 
by about 20 percent of the  mean  aerodynamic chord.  This dramatic  a change  in c. g. is 
not experienced  under  normal  loading conditions  (fuel, external  stores, etc. ) but repre- 
sents  different  airframe  designs. In actual  practice  the value of this gain would be fixed 
for a specific  airframe configuration, and it could then  accommodate  the  usual c. g. 
variations about  nominal resulting  from changes  in  loading. 
Because of the  importance of cy limiting in a  statically  unstable  airplane,  the boundary 
controller was  studied  in  detail. Proper mode transition  required adding a scheduled 
gain on the (cy - c~LIMIT)  error. 
The  modifications  to  the  nominal  pitch CAS for RSS a re  shown in Figure 31. For 
convenience an analog  representation is used.  The  changes a re  summarized below: 
0 Lagged  pitch rate  at aft c. g. added 
Stick shaping changed to 0.25 sec. lag (to.reduce overshoot at F C 9 ,  48 percent 
c. g. condition) 
0 Kc gain doubled at  all conditions to  attain  better aft c. g. stability 
0 ff gain schedule added and related  airspeed gain schedule revised in the boundary 
controller  for  better  aft c. g. control 
These  differences  in  the  pitch  controller will  not affect  the  selection of a sample  rate. 
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Time  responses  for  flight  conditions 17, 5, 1, 8 and 9 a r e  shown in  Figures 32 
through 45. These responses show: (refer to Table 15) 
rn Step a gust  response on CAS 
rn Step stick response 
rn Step stick response encountering CY boundary limit 
rn Step CY gust  while  on CY boundary limit 
These  responses a re  given for  stable (c. g. = 29 percent MAC) approximately  neutrally 
stable (Ma = 0) and unstable (c.g. = 48 percent MAC). 
Table 15. RSS Time Responses 
Figure 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
17 
17 
17 
5 
5 
5 
1 
1 
1 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
c.g. (MAC) 
3 670 
41% 
48% 
29% 
4 0% 
48% 
29% 
4  8% 
Servo  Actuator  Requirements--An  analog  computer  study  was  performed  using  the 
short-period F-8C dynamics  to assess the  impact of reduced  static  stability on the 
actuator  performance  requirements. 
From  the  analysis on the  servo/actuator  nonlinearities such as  hysteresis, it is 
evident that  state-of-the-art  actuator  performance is necessary  to  achieve  satisfactory 
performance  levels.  State-of-the-art is considered  to  correspond  to  magnitudes of non- 
linearities below 0.05 degree o€ equivalent  elevator  deflection. With elevator  effective- 
ness  in  excess of 1 g  per  degree  at  the  higher dynamic pressures.  control  resolution is 
a  concern  for  normal c. g. location;  and with an  unstable  airframe,  limit  cycle  amplitudes 
less than the 0.05 g. level a r e  required. 
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Reports on the  current F-8C servos  suggest  hysteresis  levels  considerably  greater 
than  the  above  requirement. [: 211 The inverse  proportionality of hysteresis with servo 
loop  gain  indicates  that  the  majority of the  hysteresis is due to  servo breakout  forces. 
An increase  in  servo  force  gain is therefore  apparently  necessary. It is recognized  that 
high force  gains  aggravate  the  force-fight  problem in redundant servos of the  subject type. 
The  elevator  servo was modeled  with an equivalent linear  natural  frequency of 10 HZ 
and a damping ratio of 0.7 with hysteresis of 0.01 rad. The  analog hysteresis  model is 
shown in  Figure 46. 
Resulte  on  the  performance with this  level of hysteresis is summarized  in  Table 16. 
As expected, 0.01 rad of hysteresis  results  in  rather  unacceptable  limit  cycles  for  the 
statically  unstable configuration. Time  responses a r e  presented  in  Figure 47 through 49 
for  three  selected flight  conditions at  the 48 percent c.g. condition. 
Table 16. Limit Cycle Characteristics with 
0.01 Rad. Servo Hysteresis 
be Amplitude 
Peak-to-peak 
night 
Location :ondition 
(rad) *LC C. G. 
HZ 
1 " (1)  2  9% 
1 " (1 1 O Mu 
1 0,0225  0.208 487'0 
5 
" (1) 2  9% 9 
0.0125  0.114 4870 
9 " (1 1 O Ma 
9 0.0548 0.444'  (2)  48% 
(1) No Limit Cycle 
(2) Limit Cycle exceeds uLimit boundary 
I 
" 
" 
3.96 
" 
" 
0.098 
" 
I 
" 
" " 
2.14  0.032 
" " 
" " 
35.00 I 0.240 
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Figure 46. Analog Hysteresis Model 
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Symmetric  Aileron  Controller 
Two controller  modes  have  been  provided  in  the CCV Control  Laws  for commanding 
symmetric  aileron deflection. The two modes are referred  to as a "q" mode  and  an "N I' 
mode. The "q" mode implements a minimum drag schedule with pitch rate. The Nz 
mode  combines  direct  lift with the  same  minimum  drag  schedule.  The  direct lift provides 
gust  alleviation and improved  command  responses.  The  direct lift function is integrated 
with the  elevator  control  such  that  the  pitch st ick automatically  provides  direct l if t  in  the 
Nz mode. 
Z 
The  minimum  drag  schedule is discussed next, followed by a discussion of the  direct 
lift controller  for  gust  alleviation and command enhancement. Finally, the  implementa- 
tion details and predicted  performance of the q  and N, modes are presented. 
Minimum Drag  Schedule--Predictions of aircraft  drag  can  be  obtained  by  analyzing 
a  nonlinear  model of the  aerodynamics. Minimum drag  configurations  using  symmetric 
aileron and leading  edge  deflections  were  determined for  both  1-g  flight (cruise) and 
maneuvering flight conditions. The schedules were determined from an analysis of 
the  nonlinear  aerodynamic  functions  using  the F8SIM program.  Those  results  were 
compared  to NASA/FRC flight test results  that  considered  the  effects of the  leading 
edge and flaps on drag reduction, buffet, and wing rock onset. [ 8 ,  11, 12, 131 
The  drag  reduction  aspect was  studied  using  the  nonlinear  (digital-non-real-time) 
simulation  program.  The  leading  and  trailing edge surface  positions  were  varied in a 
systematic  manner.  For  each  setting  the  simulation  trimmed  the  airplane equations. 
The  reduction of thrust  required  to  trim was  a  convenient measure of the amount of drag 
reduction obtained for  various  surface  positions.  This  approach is not restricted  to 
trimming only in  cruise; F8SIM can also  trim  the  aircraft with commanded  accelerations 
(i. e., 8-g pull-ups,  etc. ). This is quite  useful  in defining the  flap  schedule  since many 
points  can  be  inexpensively  obtained. 
In the  transonic  mach  number  range,  zero  flap  deflection combined with some  leading 
edge deflection defines a minimum drag configuration. This agrees with flight test data. 
The  schedule was  obtained by systematically  varying  the  leading-edge and flap 
positions  in  the  nonlinear  relations: 
Drag = f (6e, 6Ce, bf, a, M) 
Drag = f2 (be, 64.42, Cf, a, M) 
1 
and  then trimming  the  aircraft  at  the  prevailing condition. At Y = 0 ahd y = 0 (cruise), 
the optimum flap  position is zero  except  at low dynamic pressures  requirihg a high 
trim angle of attack.  This is depicted  below  in Figure 50. 
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a trim 
Figure 50. Cruise Flap Schedule 
Since  the  flape are already  deflected  in  the wing-up conditions. the  flapposition  recom- 
mended for  cruise will be  no  deflection. 
Th? flap  position for minimum drag was studied  for  accelerated flight  conditions 
(Y = 0. Y # 0 )  as illustrated in Figure 51. 
ACCELERATION 
ACCELERATION 
Figure 51. Accelerated Flight Condition 
FBSIM predicts  that  the  schedule  for minimum drag  for y = 0 is 
> 0 down flaps 
i < 0 up m p e  
Next. the  problem was considered  at  non-zero  flight path  angles. For { = 0 qnd a non- 
zero flight  path  angle,  the  gravity  vector rotates  appropriately and the tr im angle-of- 
attack changee ata require!. When y = 0. zero  flap  deflection ie shown to be deeirable 
for -mum drag. For y positive or negative. the  eame  strategy @E for y = 0 applies. 
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The  leading  edge  schedule  (with  mach  number)  used for  cruise  also  applies  to  man- 
euvers. The optimal  flap  deflection  determined by the  nonlinear  simulation is shown 
in Figure 52. The  flap  schedule is one that  produces  "direct  lift"  in a maneuver. A s  the 
altitude  increases,  additional  flap  deflection is required and the  gains  at low maneuver 
levels  increase as shown. The  maximum  flap  deflection  considered  was  limited  to 1 2  
degrees due to  limitations of the F-8C aero data.  The fact  that  the  schedule  quickly 
saturates  to  the 1 2  degree  maximum  deflection  correlates with other  results. [ 8 ,  113 
The flap schedule was defined as a function of steady-state  pitch  rate,  since  at  zero 
pitch rate no flap  deflection is desired. A further  advantage  in  defining a flap  schedule 
based  on  pitch rate is that  this  provides  minor  gust  alleviation as well  as drag re,duction. 
Therefore, a pitch rate schedule will be  compatible  with  the  gust  alleviation  provided by 
the N, mode using  normal  .acceleration feedback. 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
STEADY-STATE PITCH RATE (RAD/SEC) 
Mgure 52. Flap Schedule 
Direct  Lift  Implementation--The N, flap mode  was  designed to  provide  direct  lift 
through a combination of symmetric  flap  deflection and elevator deflection. The  benefits 
of direct  lift  are  gust alleviation and command  augmentation. A significant  reduction 
in rms acceleration due to gusts  can  be  realized if  lift can  be  produced "directly"  rather 
provides "command augmentation"  whereby the amount-of  pitch rate overshoot  required 
to obtain a fast Nz response is reduced. 
. than by changing the  angle-of-attack with the  elevator.  Utilization of direct  lift  also 
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The  formulation of the gust  alleviation  problem  for  quadratics  used a "rate-model'' 
following error quantity in pitch rate and normal  acceleration.  These two responses 
were defined as 
N 
N NZ - Ne 
m 
lz N 9 = [Fl z 
the il. kz equations  represent  the  short  period  dynamics'of  the F-8C driven by a com- 
qand model  and a wind guet model. 
+ CGlI + [GZ] % Wgust 
be Wpilot 
The im and5,m  equations  represent  the  same  dynamics as the 4. Nz equations. 
except  the  vector  corresEonding to the wind gust  input is set  to  zero. Weighting the  rate 
model  following er rors  (4 and N,) forces  the  response of the  aircraft  driven by both com- 
mands  and  gusts  to follow a similar dynamic  model driven by commands but  not  by gusts. 
Y 
The result of such a quadratic  formulation results in gains from the  gust state  to  the 
flap and elevator.  This is easily explained if one  considers'  the  response of the  short- 
period  dynamics  to  gusts. 
If the  actuator  dynamics are neglected 
then for q and nz  and their  derivatives  to  be  zero  yields 
The above feedforward  gains  from  the gust state  to  the  elevator and flap will  minimize 
gust  response.  These  gains d,epend  on the  inverse of the  G1  matrix which describes  the 
amount of normal  force and  pitching  moment  each  surface produces. The disadvantage 
of the above formulation is that  it  requires  measuring o r  estimating  the w 
equivalently u gust). 
. state-(or 
TO  avoid  feedback  gains from  the  gust  state.  the  direct  lift  controller  structure was 
selected  early in the  design  process by noting that the w input excites only the Nz equa- 
tion. Thus N, feedback to  the  direct lift wil l  provide  si&~cant  gust reduction. 
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Furthermore  the gain  limits on this  feedback  can  be computed from loop  gain  consid- 
erations.  Implementation of direct  lift  requires a flap-to-elevator  crossfeed  to compen- 
sate for  the pitching  moment of the  symmetric  ailerons.  This  crossfeed ie easily computed, 
from  the  properties of the G1 matrix by  comparing  the  relative  magnitudes of the  pitching 
moment  and normal  force of the  elevator and  flaps. 
The  direct  lift mode for  gust  alleviation has the  structure of Figure 53. The cross,- 
feed is the ratio of pitching  moments -Mgf/Mge which,  fortunately, is nearly constant 
for all flight conditions. Its  value is set at -0.16. The  gain K F ~  was determined  from 
the following  loop  gain considerations. 
" 
Consider 
N~ = z Q + Z6f (K N + other  terms 
Q F2 = 
Z, - U 
N~ - 1 - Z6f KF2 cy 
If the loop  gain is set at unity (i. e. -Z6 K F ~  = 1) the  effects of the  gusts will  be  reduced 
50 percent, and a loop  gain of unity widnot  present "y stability problem. 
the flight  envelope. F2 
Approximating K by  l/-Zgf  results in a gain scheduled with dynamic pressure  over 
The  gain schedule  that  results is 
KF2 = 4 .3 /s  
The  next  section  discusses  the  integration of the  gust  alleviation with the  mMmum drag 
schedule  to  produce a composite  direct  lift  controller. 
r==I--- ACTUATOR 6e. 
I 
NZ - KF2 % ACTUATOR - 
Figure 53. Gust Alleviation Controller Structure 
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Integration of Flap Schedule  and Direct  Lift--The  fighter-type MLC has been imple- 
mented in  two separate modes of the CCV Control Laws. The  modes are  referred  to  as 
"q flap"  and "Nz flap". The'implementation of both modes will be discussed.  These 
modes are inhibited in  the power  approach  condition. 
The optimal  schedule  has  the form of Figure 52 based on pitch  rate.  The  schedule 
could also  be  baeed on angle-of-attack or normal  acceleration. However, use of either 
of these  variablee would result in alpha  gust  aggravation. This  means  that a vertical  gust 
would move the flaps to aid rather than oppose the gust. This would result in degraded . 
ride  qualities.  The q flap  schedule  has  been  implemented with a two second lag on pitch 
rate  to effectively.decoup1e  the  schedule from  the  dynamics of the  direct  lift. 
The schedule  implemented  uses a fixed ratio of flap deflection to pitch rate.  This is 
a compromise  but  in view of the  saturation of the  flaps  at 12 degrees and the  approximate 
nature of the  aerodynamic  data, it is felt that  this  schedule is sufficient. There may be 
some  effects  that are not predicted by the  F-8C aero  data so that  the above schedules 
may need to  be modified as  a result of wind tunnel data or additional  flight test results. 
For  identical  maneuvers both the q flap and the N, flap  modes  produce  the same steady- 
state flap deflection. This  requires adding  a stick input in  the Nz mode. The q flap mode 
is scheduled with pitch rate. The Nz flap mode uses  a combination of normal  acceleration 
and stick input to  be  compatible with gust  alleviation  feedbacks and still provide  minimum 
drag in a maneuver. 
. The previous section discussed the implementation of the gust alleviation with normal 
acceleration  feedback  to  the  symmetric  ailerons and  an aileron-to-elevator  crossfeed. 
The  feedback is illustrated  in  Figure 54 where K2 is the  accelerometer  gain  scheduled 
with  dynamic pressure. The following discussion will determine an input  command 
signal (I) to be  combined with the N, feedback as  shown. The  object of this feedback is to 
obtain  a  steady state position of the  flaps  equal  to  the minimum drag  schedule 
Then in the  presence of no command the  normal  acceleration feedback remains  for  gust 
alleviation. 
I 
Figure 54. Nz Flap Compensation 
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.:consider 6f = -p (N,+I). The  quantity N, is accelerometer output biased by gravity 
(Nz = 0 in cruise? and I is an input command signal to be  determhed. The flap schedule 
desired  :for minimum drag is 
6f = KFS q 
therefore 
The  pitch CAS in NSS'enforces 
F + NZ + V 0 q  0 
and at  steady  state 
r 1 
Combining the above relations and writing I in terms of F and g  yields  the  structure of 
Figure 55. 
I 
F KFS t 1 
D " X "  - 
2 To , "T + 
1 + -  
- - 
' Kc0 
0 
g(cos e COS 4-11 , 
'FSK2"' 
0 
p"-~6f' LIMIT 
Figure 55. Command and Gravity Compensation for N Flap Mode z 
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The computation of g  (cos 8 cos cp - 1) requires  all-attitude 8 and cp. This  requirement  can 
be circumvented  by using a high-pass  onN to  remove  the  gravity effect.  The  command 
term I is then skpl i f ied to K as shown k Figure 56. The N flap mode then has a 
complementary  structure wit$& steady  rtate  flap  deflection  aetermined by pitch  rate. 
q 
KFS LIMlTER 
1 - 
Figure 56. Alternate NZ Flap Compensation 
Performance of Symmetric  Aileron  Controller 
The performance of the N flap  controller in reducing  gust  effects is summarized in 
Table 17. Three flight conditgns covering low, medium. and high dynamic pressures 
a r e  presented.  The  results have been normalized  to  the  free  aircraft  response and are 
for a digital  controller  operating at 32 spa. 
The  transient  response of the F-8C  to a step alpha  gust is shown in Figures 57 and 
58 f0.r a low and  medium  dynamic pressure flight  condition.  The time  histories  illustrate 
the  response using only the  elevator. then  with the q flap mode  engaged  and finally with 
the NZ mode engaged. 
The command  augmentation  provided by the  direct  lift is illustrated in Figure 59 and 
60 for a step  stick command.  The  enhancement of the  stick  response is apparent  at  the 
lower dynamic pressure flight condition. At the 20,000 feet Mach 0.4 condition the 
normal acceleration  transient  response is nearly  twice as fast with slightly  lees  pitch 
ra te  overshoot. The q-flap response is also shown for  comparison. It verifies  that  the 
minimum drag  schedule has been  decoupled from  the dynamic response by the  inclusion 
of the two-second  lag.  Therefore. the  transient  responses  to  stick commands are 
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Figure 57. Step Gust Response (FC 1) 
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Figure 58. Step Gust Res.ponse (FC 5 )  
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identical  for  the  elevator only mode and the  q  flap mode.  Note that the  flap position is 
identical  for  either  the q  flap or the NZ flap mode. 
Table 17. RMS Gust Acceleration Response 
- 
Flight 
Condition 
5 
ci = 109) 
1 
(i = 305) 
9 
= 654) 
Free 
Aircraft 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
Elevator Elevator  plus ' 
OdY Symmetric A ileror 
0.89 
0.85 
0.87 
L 
0.59 
0.61 
0.70 
Pitch CAS Functional Block Diagram 
The results of the design process  are  summarized in Figure 61 which shows the 
digital  controllers for the  elevator and boundary controllers for' a 32 sps rate.  (The 
analog equivalent of this was illustrated  previously in Figure 26). Also  indicated are  the 
summing  points for  the  crossfeed  from  the  direct  lift  controller and outer loop modes. 
The angle-of-attack boundary controller  uses  true air speed (ft/eec) and dynamic 
pressure (psf) as scheduling  quantities 
KcvL = 0.002* vT 
K = 12014 
0 
qL 
The elevator  controller  schedules loop gain with dynamic pressure 
The  minimum  values of and V used for gain scheduling purposes a re  100 psf and 100 
ftlsec, respectively. TO 
The explicit C* model is a second ordqr model with a frequency of 7 rad/sec and 0.9 
damping ratio. The function of the  signal  select was previously explained; it  selects the 
more  positive  (most  nose down) of the two command signals eg or eN (refer  to 
Figure 23). 
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SCHEDULED GAINS 
(1) KaL - ,002 * v 
To 
(2) Kq, = 120/q = 1.0 MX 
Figure 61. Mode I Digital Controller 
The  digital  controller for  the q flap and NZ flap  modes is shown in Mgure 62. Gains are 
scheduled with dynamic pressure and true air speed. 
KFS v 
TO 
- +  
KF2 TO 
KF4 = 324+ V 
Fixed  values of KFS and EfsF a re  used. 
Frequency  responses of the  elevator  controller with the loop  broken at  the input to 
the  elevator  actuator  were computed to check phase and gain margins as a f'unction of 
sample  rate. R.esults for flight condition 9 for  sample  rates of 10, 20, and 40 samples 
per second are shown as Figures 63, 64, and 65. 
The complete  pitch axis equations including four  symmetric  structural modes was 
used. The structural mode data and their influence on sensed pitch rate and normal 
acceleration  were  taken  from  reference 21. The prefilter was not included in  these 
.frequence  responses. The gain crossover  occurs between 3 and 4 radfsec and shows a 
phase  margin of about 70 degrees. The phase crossover  occurs between 45 and 50 rad/ 
s ec  and shows a gain margin of about 21 db. 
From a consideration of phase and gain margins a sampling rate of 40 sps  appears 
to provide  sufficient  phase margin such  that an analog prefilter can be accommodated 
without adding additional compensation. 
NASA /LRC  Simulator Results 
The  digital  control  system  presented in Figures 61 and 62 were  programmed  in 
FORTRAN and run as a control  subroutine in the CDC 6600 simulation of the F-8C. 
The control  system was checked out and "flown" throughout the flight envelope. 
Traces  are  presented below for eight selected flight conditions. The results  from  the 
LRC Simulator  compared  well with the  linear  simulation  results.  Time  histories  for 
the  elevator mode and the "q" flap and NZ flap  modes a re  presented for the following 
conditions. 
Altitude Condition Mach 
2 
20,000 
clean, high 0.8 10,000 
clean, low 0.4 20.000 
clean. medium 0.67 
40,000 clean 1.1 
3,000 Power  Approach 0.25 
For the N flap mode responses shown, the 2S/2S+l high pass was not included 
in the N feedbzack. z 
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SECTION 8 J - 
SYNTHESIS OFA LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CAS WITH 
INERTIAL COORDINATION 
The linear  quadratic  optimal design methodology discuseed  in Section 5 was used  to 
deeign a control augmentation system  for  the  lateral-directional  axes  for  the F-8C air- 
craft.  Details of the designs which uses pull state feedback are presented below. Thie 
design is denoted as "inertial coordination" since  the full state  vector is combined with 
a true air speed  measurement to command a yaw rate  that provides turn coordination 
(i. e. , minimum  sideslip). The design  specification  summary was presented  in  Section 4. 
The linear  mathematical models are first  described, followed by the  fixed point deeign 
procedure and results. Gain scheduling of the fixed point designs over the flight 1 -'  ' , 
envelope and the  resulting  control  system  structure are discussed next, followed by a 
eummary of the  system  performance and sensor  requiremente. 
. , L : !  
Linear Models for  Lateral-Directional CAS Design8 
The quadratic design methodology requires  linear  state equations for  syntheeis. 
These  linear models were obtained with the computer programs F8SIM and F8AUG. The 
lateral-directional  rigid body states of the F8SIM output a r e  p, r, v, rp, #, and y. The 
F8AUG program was used  to add actuator dynamics and to  transform  the  state. The 
lateral velocity state v was  replaced by the  lateral  acceleration  at  the  seneor  station, 
nys . By making this  transformation all' of the  rigid body states  are  sensed quantities, 
and the  full  state design can be  used directly  for  the  inertial coordination CAS without 
the added design step of using  the  practicalization  algorithm.  For  the  design  presented 
in Section 8 where  inertial coordination was not used,  the  practicalization  algorithm wae 
employed to eliminate feedback gains from  the  nonmeasurable  signals. 
For the  actual design  the first four  rigid body state equations were used (states  p,rD 
nys, rp). These  state equations were augmented with the  aileron and rudder  actuator 
dynamics, states &A and 6R, respectively. First  order  lags with time constants of 1/30 
and 1/25 seconds,  respectively,  were used. 
In addition to the aircraft dynamics. control  system dynamics were added. A first 
order  roll  rate model was  used for explicit model following,  and a lag and integrator 
were added on the nys signal. The lag is used for  noise  filtering and the  integrator for 
rudder trim. The pilot command was modeled as filtered white noise. The filter 
is firet  order.  The two control  inputs a re  the  aileron and rudder commands. 
The states  were  as follows: 
x1 = p, roll rate, radlsec 
x2 = r, yaw rate, rad/sec 
x3 = n , sensed lateral acceleration, ft/sec 2 
YS 
I . .  . .  
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x4 = cp. bank angle. A d  
x = bA, aileron position, deg. (left down, right up positive, % = 
x6 = bR, rudder  position, deg (trailing edge left positive) 
x7 = nysl , lagged sensed lateral acceleration, ft/eec 
3 'AL - 'AR 
5 2 
2 
x =  nySl = nysli integral of lagged sensed acceleration, ft/sec 
x9 = p,. roll rate model state (rad/sec) 
x l ~  = noisy pilot input filter  state (in) 
. .  
The state equations are of the  form 
k = Fk + G1u + Gav 
where u = (uA. u,) is the  control input vector of aileron and rudder commands  to  the 
servos (or actuators of this model). The noise input q is a white noise  source  represent- 
ing the  pilot's roll commands. 
T 
The state equations a re  thus 
Rigid  body I Surface 
equations I effective 
of motion ness 
0 0 0 0 - 3 0  0 
0 0 0 0 0 - 2 5  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 4.0 0 0 0 -4.0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 . O  . Q  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5.0 5.C 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 . C  
- - 
P 0 0  
r 0 0  
n 
ys X .  
cp 
0 25 
n 0 0  YSl 
ny,li O 
Pm . 0 0  
Um 0 0  
- L  - 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.  I 
3 
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The  rigid body elements of the  untransformed F and G1 m%$rices are  listed in 
Appendix B.for the  various  flight conditions. The two nonzero  elements in the  third row Of 
the G1 matrix  occur  because.of  the  transformation of the velocity state v to  the  accelera- 
tion state nya. The noise pilot filter of 30.41(s + 1) was chosen to have a CUt-Off Such that 
the  free  aircraft was  reasonably excited. The d. c. gain of 30.4 was selected  during  the 
design process  to give convenient rms  response magnitudes. These  parameters  affect 
only the feedforward  gains and a re  thus not important. The accelerometer  lag and the 
roll rate model time constant were  determined during  the  design  process. 
The  final  response  vectors used for design and evaluation a r e  shown in  Table 18. 
Responses  such as B . nyp, p. r, etc. . were  used  for evaluating the  system  performance 
with transient  responsesiand rms responses.  Other  responses  were  used  primarily for 
design  via weighting in the  quadratic  cost function. The f inal  designs were obtained with 
quadratic weights on p - pm. nyeli, r.- Po - rp. uA and uR. Several other combina- 
tions  were  investigated  during  the  design  process as will be  discussed  in  the next section. vTO 
Table 18. Response Vector for  Lateral CAS Design 
Component 
'1 
r2 
r3 
r 4 
r5 
r 6 
r7 
r 
r 
r lo  
rll 
r12 
8 
9 
'1 3 
'14 
r1 5 
'1 6 
- 
Definition 
B 
n 
YP 
e=P-Pm 
P 
r 
n 
cp 
ys 
b A  
b R  
sl 
"y el i 
&A 
i R  
uA 
UR 
r - pct-9?., = coordination response. radlsec 
= sideslip, rad 
= lateral  acceleration  at pilot station. g's 
= roll rate error, radlsec 
= roll rate. radlsec 
= yaw rate, radlsec 
= sensed lateral acceleration. ft/sec2 
= bank angle. rad 
= aileron surface position. deg 
= rudder surface position, deg 
= lagged sensed lateral acceleration. ft/sec2 
= integral of ny . ftlsec 
= aileron surface rate. deglsec 
= rudder surface rate, deglsec 
= aileron command input. deg 
= rudder command input. deg 
el 
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1 Lateral-Directional Fixed Point Designs 
9 
The lateral-directional  control augmentation system was designed by first synthesiz- 
ing  systems at  fixed points throughout the flight envelope, using  quadratic methodol- 
ogy software and, linear time-invariant models. Gain schedules were then defined based 
on the fixed point designs. There  were  linear models  available  at twenty flight conditions, 
'obtained with the F8SlM and F8AUGprograms. Five distinct flight conditions were 
choosen for  iterative application of the  quadratic methodology. After obtaining satisfac- 
tory  designs  at  these  five flight conditions, the  selected  quadratic weights were applied to 
all twenty flight conditions and this  set of twenty gain matrices was  used for  determining 
the gain  schedules,  after checking to  insure  satisfactory  performance;was obtained at  all 
twenty flight conditions. 
A s  mentioned previously, the F8SIM program  has  the  capability  to  linearize  the 
equations of motion about nonequilibrium flight conditions. This feature was used  to 
attack conditions; with the  associated  decrease in  directional  stability. Even though the 
longitudinal and lateral-directional  axes equations were decoupled after  linearization,  the 
dynamic characteristics of the  linear equations reflect  the  decreased  stability. The  five 
flight conditions were choosen so that high and low dynamic pressure conditions and a 
high angle-of-attack at medium dynamic pressure  were included, a s  well as  a nominal 
medium dynamic pressure  level flight situation. Since the  aircraft configuration is unique 
in power approach, a power approach  flight condition was choosen as the fifth. The five 
flight conditions choosen for design iteration  were as listed  in  Table 19. 
' ' lkearize about various pull-up maneuvers,  resulting in linear models at high angle-of- 
Table 19. Design Flight Conditions 
Flight Condition 
No. 
1 
5 
10 
17 
20 
h(ft) 
20,000 
20,000 
0 
0 
20,000 
i 
i 
Mach 
.67 
.4  
.7 
.189 
. 6  
305 
109 
725 
53 
245 
V (ft/sec) 
695 
41 5 
782 
211 
623 
3.45 
8.86 
1.86 
7.48 
15.45 
Condition 
Cruise 
Cruise 
Cruise 
PA, wing 
UP, gear 
down 
Anz = 
3g (climb) 
Flight Condition 1 is a npminal cruise, medium dynamic pressure condition. Flight 
Condition 5 was choosen because of the low dynamic pressure, and Flight Condition 10 
because of the high value .of dynamic pressure. Flight Condition 20 represents a high 
angle-of-attack, and Flight Condition 17 is a power approach flight condition. The high 
angle-of-attack flight conditions (20 and  5) also  were choosen to insure that the augmen- 
tation  system design  met the goal of good handling qualities  at  those conditions. 
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The design  objectives a re  stated in Section 4 on performance  criteria. The method of 
meeting these handling quality  objectives with the  quadratic methodology is to  select 
appropriate  responses and associated  quadratic weights which reflect and achieve  the 
objectives. This is an  iterative  process  just as any other design procedure. The steps 
that  lead  to  the  final  set of responses and weights a re  summarized briefly. 
To achieve a good roll  rate  response, a roll  rate  error consisting of the  difference 
between the  aircraft  roll  rate and the  roll  rate model response was defined. The roll 
rate model was a first  order  lag and is driven by the pilot stick input. In the design 
models this is set up by forcing  the model state equation (state 9, pm) with the output of 
the  noisy pilot filter  (state 10, urn). Weighting this error  response  serves  to  establish 
the  basic  control objective, pilot stick input commands roll rate, and also  introduces 
some Dutch roll damping in the  resultant  controller.  This  response was always weighted 
during the  iterative design  process. Two other  responses that  always had quadratic 
weights were the aileron and rudder  servo command inputs uA and UR’ These  control 
‘inputs  must  have weights for a solution to  the  Ricatti equation to  exist  (it is a necessary 
condition for [D’QDl’l to exist), and these weights have a major effect on the  system 
bandwidth and stability  margins. 
The initial  responses  selected to specify  turn coordination and  Dutch roll damping 
were the lateral acceleration at the pilot station, ny , and sideslip, p .  These two 
responses, weighted either individually or  at  the sa$e time, tended to define controllers 
with good coordination and damping but with objectionable properties of the gains. The 
two major  problems  were  the magnitudes of the gain on the  sensed lateral  accelera- 
tion (and the lagged signal) and the crossfeed gain from  aileron to rudder. The gain 
on lateral  acceleration must not  be excessive  because of the  noise content of the  ac- 
celerometer output. A general guideline, based on past  experience with similar  Yght 
control  systems that have been tested, was to keep this gain below .01 rad/(ft/sec 1. 
The crossfeed gain should be avoided as much as possible,  because  achieving turn 
coordination primarily by crossfeeding  aileron to rudder  results in a  system that is 
highly dependent on the  aircraft model parameters. The performance of such  a  system 
will  deteriorate  under  parameter  variations which can be expected. It was felt  that, 
with an  inertial coordination system, the  design should not have to depend  on cross- 
feed for coordination. It was  found that one or  both of these  problems  occurred with 
any combination of quadratic weights on n  and/or e , and that some other response 
should be  used  to  enforce  the  coordination YP property. 
A turn coordination measure was determined based on the force equation in  the  y-axis. 
The force equation is, in body axes, 
v + r - p - ” + c o s e s i n c p =  V W 2 
TO vTo  To
V 
TO 
which is approximately 
n 
V 
B + r - p a - + c o s e s i n r p = J  
TO TO 
The  objective of turn coordination is t? have lateral acceleration,  a , and sideslip p zero 
during a maneuver. Assuming a and B are  zero  results in  Y Y 
r - pa -Vg cos e sincp = 0. 
TO 
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Turn  coordination wil l  be achieved if this  expression is held at, or  near zero.  Lineariz- 
ing  the  expression,  a  response was defined a s  
r16 = - Pcvo V - g  
TO 
where a0 is the  trim angle-of-attack. Weighting this response wil l  result in  control 
system  designs which tend to  regulate  the  response  to  zero a s  desired. 
In terms of applying quadratics,  this is a good coordination response  because the 
lateral  acceleration  n does not appear explicitly in the equation, which appeared to be 
the cause of the two problems mentioned above. Weighting this  response worked well. 
Good controllers  resulted without the undesirable gains  experienced with the weights 
on n and B . 
Y s  
YP 
In addition to these  responses one additional  quadratic weight  was used on the integral 
of lateral  acceleration. . This  insures that the  rudder  trim function will  be implemented. 
The final set of responses and weights were thus: 
Response  Quadratic Weight 
P - Pm 
uA 
0 
UR 
50 
0.01 
2.5 x lo3  
1 x 103 
3 x lo3 
Initially, independent designs wcre obtained for each of the  five flight conditions studied. 
The quadratic weights turned out to be very  close  to  the above values for  all five flight 
conditions. Thus, these weights were used on all twenty flight conditions for  the  final 
designs. It might be  conjectured  that  this set of responses and quadratic weights would 
be  applicable to all similar  aircraft.  Experience  has shown that the  responses choosen 
for weighting a re  the  correct  responses  for  other  aircraft, but the  quadratic  weights 
must be determined  for each aircraft and, in general, a r e  markedly  different from  ap- 
plication to application. 
The primary  responses  used  for evaluation during  the  design process  were, p, r, 
ny , @ , B , 6 A and bR . Generally, transient and frequency responses were obtained 
fop each weight variation, and these  responses along with the eigenvalues were used to 
evaluate  the  design with. respect  to  the  performance  criteria. 
During the  course of the design, parametric  variations  were made  in  the roll  rate 
model time constant and the  sensed  acceleration signal  lag time constant to determine  the 
best values. A s  presented in the  discussion of the linear models, the model  was choosen 
to have a  time constant of 115 second and the  lag a time constant of 114 second. Faster 
responding  models tended to result in higher peak lateral  accelerations  at  the pilot station 
because of the  z-axis moment arm associated with roll  rate, and slower  models produced 
sluggish roll  rate  responses. The  lag on the  accelerometer was chosen to give the  best 
turn coordination. 
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The  effects of variations in each of the  quadratic  response weights can be  summar- 
ized. Increasing  the weight on roll  rate  error  results in  a sharper  roll  rate reeponae 
with attendant increases in gain magnitudes and a  deterioration in turn coordination. 
Increasing  the weight o r  the coordination response (r - pu - g#/V)  improves  coordination 
at  the expense of higher gain magnitudes and. in the  extreme, a deterioration in roll  rate 
response.  The weights on the  controls UA and UR directly affect  the  gains  to  each control 
input and the  stability  margins of the  system.  Decreasing  these weights results in high 
gains and good performance if stability  considerations a re  ignored. 
Gain Scheduling and  Block Diagram Definition 
The selected  control dynamics. responses. and quadratic weights were  used  to 
obtain feedback gain matrices  at all twenty of the flight conditions at which linear models 
had been derived. The result was  thus  a set of twenty fixed point controllers of the 
form 
u = Kx.  i =  1. 2. .... 20 I 
u = Kil  p + K i 2  r + K i 3  nys + K i 4  (p + K25 i 6A + K& 6R + Ki R 27 ny,.l 
i = 1. 2. 3 , . .  .. 20, 
where  the  supei'script i on the  gains  indicates  the flight condition. The  task  at  this point 
is to define a conbl'ol system which operates throughout the flight envelope balried on these 
gain matricel  at specific flight conditions. The problem is basically one of determining 
gain schedules.  where  the  gains a re  scheduled on acceptable  (for  mechaniiatioh) 
quantities which identify the flight condition for each gain. This could be done with the 
controller in the  structure given above--that is, determine  a schedule for each gain and 
implement the  system as u = K1x where  the  elements of K1 a re  each a function of a 
flight condition parameter. Because of uncertainties in the models always sisaociated 
with controi desigris And for mechanization reasons.  a  better  approach is to c'onsider the 
system  structure  prior to gain scheduling. A general  rule of thumb is that it is better 
to specify gain schedules on error feedbacks rather than separate  schedules ori: the com- 
ponent signals that a re  used to derive the error. In this way, the  system will  be less 
sensitive  to  compromises introduced when deriving  the gain schedules md to  uncertain- 
ties in the model6 used for design. Thus it is preferable to schedule  a @in on p - pm 
rather than to defhe individual gain schedules on the p and pm gains. AB wifi be  seen 
below. by consideririg  the  physics of the situation.  the  gains on r. p and tp constitute a 
synthesis of a @ simal which is a? error in turn coordination. Thus a sfPucture which 
first  synthesizes  an elOimate for B with a schedule on this  quantity is better than imple- 
men!ing the system in the  form u = Kx with separate  schedules on each component of 
the B signal. 
The result of the dpplication of the  linear  quadratic optimal  control aigorithms 1s a 
feedback gain mat rk  with a nonzero gain on every  state to every  control input. Several 
. .  
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of these  gains are  generally insignificant  and  can be  set  to  zero without affecting  perform- 
ance. This ale0 simplifies the controller structure. For the inertial coordination 
designs  this  was  accomplished  by  arbitrarily  zeroing  gains and  evaluating  the  performance. 
The  practicalization  algorithm,  discussed  in  Section 5 and used on the  second  lateral- 
directional CAS design  presented  in  the  following  section, could be  used  for  this  process, 
but this  algorithm is really  required only when modifying the  basic  structure  or  character 
of the  system which is not  being  done  here. In addition  to  arbitrarily  zeroing  insignifi- 
cant  gains,  the  gain on the  accelerometer output nys was  transferred  to  the lagged acceler- 
ometer  signal  ny 1. The  lag  was included basically  for  noise  filtering  and  phase 
compensation. 8ecause of the  structural  noise content of the  accelerometer output, this 
signal should  not be fed directly to a surface  actuator without prior  filtering.  Recause 
this  modification could affect  system  performance a careful  check  was  made  to  determine 
any  resulting  performance  differences. If there had been a significant change, the 
solution would have  been to  use  the  practicalization  algorithm to effect the  transfer.  This 
was not required. 
The  gains which were  arbitrarily  set to zero  for  the  reasons  discussed above  were: 
K15 - feedback  around  aileron  actuator 
K16 - crossfeed  from  rudder  surface  position  to  aileron 
K18 - gain on n  to  aileron 
J's li 
KZ6 - feedback around rudder actuator 
A negative  feedback  around  the actuator will  effectively  place a lead  ahead of the  actuator 
when implemented.  This would cause  mechanization  problems and is to  be avoided. 
During the deeign, this  was not a problem as the  gains  were  always  very  small. In a 
case  where  significant  feedbacks do occur,  weighting  the  actuator  rate will  eliminate 
them. Since the  actuator  feedbacks  were  negligibly  small,  they  were criminated. 
The  general  procedure €or obtaining  gain  schedules  was  to plot each  gain  value  over 
the twenty  flight  conditions  against  candidate  scheduling  quantities. Any plot of a  gain 
versus a parameter which is well behaved (not scattered).  or in particular, monotonic 
identifies a potential  for  scheduling  the gain on that  parameter.  There  were f ive candi- 
date parameters considered for scheduling. These were dynamic pressure (a, Mach 
number,  true air speed. altitude (h) and angle-of-attach (a). In the quadratic  optimal 
control  formulation of the  problem,  the  pilot  stick input was  modeled as a filtered white 
noise  process. In defining the  controller  structure,; the output of thc  filter  becomes thc 
pilot input, and the filter dynamics are dropped. Thus the  gains on state 10, um, are 
the  feedforward  gains  from  the  pilot  stick input. 
- . Roll Axis  GainSchedtlllng 
Prior to  determining  schedules  for  the  gains  from  the  states to the  aileron,  the 
potential  structure of the  roll axis CAS was  investigated. A s  mentioned above, three of 
the  gains in this axis were  initially  set  to  zero with no performance  difference (K 
KAA, K16 = KA bR, K18 = K A ~  where K A ~  is the  gain  from  the  rudder posd?on, 
6 ~ ,  to  the  aileron input UA). '$Me leaves six gains 
R 
Kll = KAp = roll  rate  to  aileron 
K12 = KAr = yaw rate  to  aileron 
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K13 = KAn , transferred to %7 = KAnyBi 
K14 = KAi = bank angle to aileron 
K17 = K13 = lateral  acceleration to aileron 
K19 = KApm 
Kl10 = KAu, = pilot stick input to aileron 
YS 
= roll rate model  to aileron 
Because of the significant  gains on r and cp to the  aileron,  it is possible  that  the.gains 
on r, cp, and part of the p gain constitute  a  synthesb of a p signal. If lateral  acceleration 
is assumed  to be negligibly small, the. y-force equation becomes 
- i = r - pa -6.0s eshnco. 
To 
The linearized equation is 
The feedback structure  as defifled by the  gains matrix is shown in Figure 74. If the 
gains do constitute a synthesis of p, then  the gain on rp for  the  linear  case should have a 
factor of g/vTp, and a component of the roll  rate feedback should appear as p a  Rearrang- 
ing the block dragram, without changing any of the loop gains, results in  the structure 
shown in Figure 75 where 
I 
Kll  = Kll - C Y  
' - K12 
K12 - - 
-K;4 
K14 ] 
T V T  
0 
If a feedback is being synthesized, then the yaw rate gain K i 2  should be  approxi- 
mately  constant and equal to one. This'indeed is the case as wil l  be seen  from  the  schedules 
presented below. Note that the  roll rat: feedback has been split into two components, the 
first a pu term with a scheduled gain K14 and the  second  the remainder of the  original Kll 
gain specified. Figure 76 is a rearrangement of the  stick input and the  remaining roll 
rate feedback paths. The block diagram of Figure 76 is equivalent to the diagram shown 
in Figure 77, where 
and 
Kl10 + K19 Ka = I 
-K 11 
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Up to  this point  no actual modifications  to the  original gains have been made. Two 
modificatione a re  now made. With the  present  structure of driving  the  aileron with a 
roll  rate  error signal, stick shaping is implicitly provided. Thus the gain Ka, which can 
be  identified as a stick shaping gain, was set  to one. Because of the new structure 
imposed, this does not affect  the dynamic performance of the  system. 
The second modification was to eliminate  the  zero  in  the equivalent roll rate model. 
The time constant T~ was approximately  constant and equal to 71/2. The effect of the 
zero is thus to quicken the model response.  Because  initial lateral  acceleration peaks 
at  the pilot station  for  step  stick inputs were  relatively high (but still  acceptable), this 
zero was eliminated. A check of transient  responses without the  zero showed no signi- 
ficant change in  the  roll  rate  response, and the  initial  lateral  acceleration peak was 
reduced somewhat. 
With these modifications the  controller  structure is now as shown in Figure 78. 
This is the final roll axis  system  structure used for scheduling the gains. 
Thefive  remaining  gains  were plotted against  each of the potential  scheduling para- 
meters (q. Mach, VTo. h, a )  to  determine  the  best choice for scheduling. The gains 
a re  relabeled  for  clarity as follows: 
A plot of each gain KA verous angle-ofrattack is shown in Figure 79. If the gains 
on r, @ and u are,  in effecf, synthesizing  a p signal, the yaw rate gain should have a 
constant value of one. As can be  seen  from  the  figure,  this is a fair approximation 
(except for two spurious  points), and thus KAr was set to unity. 
The gain KA was plotted against all the potential scheduling parameters, Most 
plots were  quite random except for  the plot against  angle-of-attack which is shown in 
Figure 80. For this gain angle-of-attack was choosen as  the scheduling parameter, and 
the  schedule is shown in the figure. 
B 
The roll  rate  error gain was most  uniform when plotted against angle-of-attack 
which is shown in Figure 81. A simple constant value was chosen for  this gain. Finally 
the gain KA ie shown in Figure 82 plotted veraus angle-of-attack. The gain -ria- 
tion was not well behaved for any of the  candidate parameters: Because the gain wa8 
very  small and not amenable to scheduling, it was dropped (set to zero).  Little 
performance  difference was noted. The resulting  schedules a re  shown on the  syetem 
block diagram,  Figure 91. 
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Yaw Axis Gain Scheduling 
The  procedure  for  scheduling  the yaw axis  gains was similar to the  roll  axis. The 
gains  to be scheduled were 
K21 = K = roll rate to rudder 
K22 = KRr = yaw rate to rudder 
K24 = KRrp 
K25 = K = aileron to rudder  crossfeed 
K27 = K R ~  = lagged accelerometer output to rudder 
K28 = K = integral of lagged accelerometer to rudder 
K29 = K = roll  rate model output to rudder 
K210 = Kmm = pilot stick input to  rudder 
RP 
= roll angle  to rudder  
R6A 
YSl 
Rnysli 
RP-, 
A s  with the  roll  axis,  it was suspected  that  the feedback gains on roll  rate, p w  rate, 
and  bank angle  determined-by  the  quadratic  design  process  constitutes  a  synthesis of an 
estimate  for  sideslip  rate p .  The roll angle gain was considered first. Figure 83 is a 
plot of K% against  true  airspeed. The locus of points is seen to approximate an inverse 
dependency on VT Fitting a curve to these points results in 
0.  
K24 = 22 + .003 
I 
0 
The ratio 
- -I-. 003 22 v, 
is approximately 1.4. Thus the K schedule was defined to be g/V which must then be 
followed  by a gain of 1 / 1 .4  (KkB) to w preserve the magnitude of the  orlginal  roll angle gain. 
The structure is now specified if  the yaw rate and roll  rate gains h v e  the expected varia- 
tion, in which a fl signal is synthesized followed  by a  constant gain of K' 
TD 
R8' 
Consider the yaw rate gain first.  Figure 84 is a plot of KZ2 versus u. The gain is 
9pproximately  constant and equal to'O.77., Assuming that r is to be used to  synthesize  the 
p signal which is to have a gain on it of KG (determined by the %4 manipulation), K22 
must be multiplied by 1.4. 
This  gives  a  constant  value of 1.07 which was approximated by a  unity gain. The 
roll  rate gain to the  rudder K21 plotted against u is shown in Figure 85. The gain is 
definitely  linear with angle-of-attack, with a slope of 0.38 instead of 1.0 as expected. 
Rather  than force  the gain to be equivalent to  angle-of-attack, the  schedule shown was 
used which results  in  a feedback of the  form  p(mu + b)  rather than pa. After  scaling 
by 1.4, as with yaw rate,  the  slope  becomeso. 54 and the int.ercept 0.042. The  final 
scheduled gain K is shown on the block diagram of Figure.92. 
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The gain KRnysl is plotted versus dynamic pressure in Figure 86. Recall  that  this 
gain is actually KRnys. K23 which was  transferred to the  lagged  accelerometer  .signal. 
The  gain  magnitude on the lagged accelerometer  signal  specified by the  quadratic  design 
was  very  small. In transferring  the  feedback  from  the  accelerometer  to  the  lagged 
signal,  the sign was  reversed.  The  gain K27 was  positive  (but  small)  while K23 was 
negative. In previous designs with the same structure, this gain was positive. Test 
runs  were  made with  both signs  for K . m y s l ,  and  although little  difference  was noted, 
coordination  was  improved  somewhat  for  the  positive  feedback. It is felt  that  the  phase 
shift introduced  by  the lag accounts  for  this. A s  will  be  seen  in  the  next  section  where 
the  practicalization  algorithm  was  used,  the  algorithm  effectively  reversed  the sign. 
Because  the  gain is small  and  quite  scattered  for all candidate  scheduling  parameters, a 
constant  value of 0.002  was  chosen. 
The integral gain Km plot versus dynamic pressure is shown in Figure 87. 
Because  the  gain is small 8 constant  value of 0.0085 was chosen.  The  principle  reason 
for  the  integral  feedback  was  to  permit  automatic  rudder  trim.  This  criteria  was 
not really  reflected  in  the  quadratic  cost function. The gain shown is actually making a 
small contribution tytur-n coordination. From past experience the trim function is 
adequately  provided by a gain of the  magnitude  selected. 
h i  
The  fact  that both the  proportional and integral  accelerometer  gains  decrease with 
increasing  dynamic  pressure  or  angle of attack is interesting. One would expect  that 
as angle-of-attack increases and coordination becomes more difficult (or directional . 
stability is lost)  the  gain would increase. This does not occur  because  for low dynamic 
pressures and thus  high  angles of attack  mis-coordination is reflected  predominately  in 
sideslip  rather  than  lateral  acceleration. Thus the  quadratic  algorithms  place a small 
gain on the signal since  it is ineffective  for  coordination. 
A constant  value of -0.. 13 was chosen  for  the  aileron  to  rudder  crossfeed  gain K R ~ A  
shown in Figure 88. At high 'Qand low angles of attack  this  crossfeed had a small 
affect on turn  coordination.  For  lower  dynamic  pressures  it had essentially no effect, 
, and no change  was  noted  in  setting  it  constant.  The  variation of the  crossfeed with p and 
cy will  be  seen  to  be  markedly  different in the  next  section  for the. system without inertial 
coordination. There,  the gain increases  significantly with a or   qwhere  i t  is required 
for coordination. For this design it is really not required and has  small effect. 
Two other  crossfeeds  from  the  roll  axis are shown in  Figures 89 and 90. The cross- 
feeds are   f rom  the  rol l   ra te  model to  rudder and from  the pilot stick input  to rudder. 
The  gains are small and the  main  effects a r e  to  improve  the  roll  rate  response. 
The  formulation of the  problem did not include,the  capability  for a pilot rudder input 
since  the  control  augmentation  system's  normal  operation  does not require  any  direct 
rudder  control by the pilot. In order to  provide  for  rudder  control,  primarily  during 
landing,' a direct path from  rudder  pedals  to  the  rudder  servos w a s  added. The gain in 
this path  initially was arbitrarily choosen as unity  (rad/in).  During  the  hardware  simula- 
tor  checkout this gain was  found to be appropriate. Note that with the  feedback in the 
yaw axis, a rudder  pedal input  with  no stick input is effectively a sideslip command. 
The  linear  models and  feedback  gains  determined via quadratics  indicate  a  feedback 
of roll  angle 9. By inspection of the 6 equation  presented  above  it  can  be Seen that  this 
signal should  be sin cp, and an  additional  factor of cos 8 should be  incorporated in the 
g/V sin cp feedback term  for  completeness. 
TO 
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COmTION 
The  reader will  note  that  most of the  scheduled  gains are scheduled on angle-of-attack 
whereas conventionally the predominant scheduling parameter is dynamic pressure. The 
reason  for  this is straight-forward. Angle-of-attack is a prime  lateral-directional  axes 
rigid body dynamics  variable.  Variations with angle-of-attack were taken into account 
by designing at both cruise and maneuver conditions. 
Lateral-Directional Control Augmentation System Block Diagrams 
The block diagrams  for  the  roll and yaw axis  control augmentation systems a r e  shown 
in Figures 91 and 92 for'the  roll and yaw axes,  respectively. The system is shown in the 
continuous form. Digitized versions a re  presented below. Now that the  system is in a 
conventional format  the  operation can be conveniently summarized.  For  the  roll  axis  the 
pilot lateral  stick command is shaped by a first  order  roll  rate model and combined 
with roll rate  for roll control.  This roll  rate  error is fed to the  aileron  servos with a 
gain scheduled on angle-of-attack. In addition, a  kinematic  beta dot term is crossfed 
to the aileron. This crossfeed, in effect, partially counteracts the dihedral resistance 
to roll commands. This  crossfeed is also scheduled on angle-of-attack. 
The yaw axis augmentation system  achieves  turn  coordination and  Dutch roll damp- 
ing with the  beta dot feedback. In addition, a lagged lateral  acceleration  aids in turn 
coordination, and the  integral prpvides automatic rudder trim. Small feedforwards of 
the roll  rate model and pilot stick input a r e  scheduled on angle-of-attack. A small 
rudder-to-aileron  crossfeed is included. Because of the beta dot feedback, this  cross- 
feed fs not critical  to  turn coordination. 
The  complete beta dot signal would include a lateral  acceleration  term  at the ?enter 
?f gravity. When incorporating  sensed lateral  acceleration, additional factors of p and 
r, due to the moment arms associated with the  sensor location,  must also  be included. 
This acceleration  factor is generally omitted from  the beta dot signal for  implementa- 
'\ tion reasons. The accelerometer output should be filtered--in this case a first  order 
1 h g  was used--to  reduce  the  noise content of the signal, and hence the  acceleration is 
not appropriate  for inclusion as a contribution to beta dot. 
Two switches have been incorporated  in  the block diagram. The first switches out 
the lateral  acceleration feedback when the  rudder pedals a r e  deflected so that the 
acceleration feedback does not resist  the  desired  sideslip maneuver. The second switch 
closes a feedback loop around  the integrator when the  aircraft is on the ground (weight 
on wheels) which slowly resets the  integrator. 
The sensor  requirements will be  discussed in detail following the  presentation of the 
CAS without inertial coordination. In summary,  the following signals are  required  for 
the  inertially coordinated lateral-directional CAS. 
p = roll rate 
r = yaw rate 
n = lateral  acceleration 
cp = roll angle 
8 = pitch attitude 
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The last signals (p and 8 imply  that  an  all-attitude reference is included on the air- 
craft. The implications of using  these  additional signals over  the  cmventional yaw d8mp- 
er plus accelerometer  system will be discussed  in Section 10. 
Digitized versions of the augmentation system block diagrams are shown in Figure 93 
for the  roll axis and Figure 94 for the yaw axis. The Tustin  transformation was used to 
digitize  the continuous control laws at a sample  rate of 32 samples per second. This is 
the  sample  rate  used in the NASA-Langley Research  Center  Hardware  Simulator for 
c3eckout. . _  . . . .  
Performance Summary 
The  digital  control  system  presented in Figures 93 and 94'  were  programmed to 
r'un on the NASA-Langley Research  Center F-8C hardware  simulator. The system was 
programmed in FORTRAN and run as a control  subroutine in the CDC 6600 simulation 
of the F-8C. For  the  responses  presented below the  simulated  actuators were used. 
The closed loop roots at flight conditions 1, 5. 10 and 20 a r e  shown in Table 20. 
The eigenvalues are identified with the  aircraft modes in  the table.  The  identificationa 
are estimated. 
The  control  system was checked out and "flown" throughout the flight envelope. 
Traces are presented below for eight selected flight conditions. The  flight conditions 
were numbers I, 5, 6, 7 ,  8,' 10, 11 and 17. Table 21 is a summary of the system ' 
performance at these flight conditions. The parameters  describing  the flight conditione 
a re  also included in the table. At each  flight condition three  responses were run. a step 
stick input, a closed loop p gust (v gust)  response and the  response of the  free  airplane 
to  the  same gust. The responses are presented in Figures. 95 %rough 102. A s  evidenced 
by the  responses and the  summary  table  the  control  system  performs well  throughout the 
night envelope, including high angle-of-attack  flight conditions. 
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F'igure 94. Digitized Yaw Axis Lateral-Directional CAS with Inertial Coordination 
FQw 
Condition 
1 
I 
I 5 
I 
Table 20. Closed Loop Roots 
REAL 
-5.00000000 -. 00002912 -. 02564684 
-1.47230910 
-3.49243913 
-8.45422045 
-19.05383277 
-27.42263472 
-5.00000000 
.00033090 -. 03381781 
-1.3664531 5 
-3.78048876 
-21.81508930 
-29.59745066 
-5.00000000 -. 00024189 -. 02238666 
-1.25322803 
-5.84992873 
-15.44849905 
-24.01411432 
-5.00000000 -. 00049404 
05104368 -. 88312817 
-2.45504280 
-4.30527431 
-12.60850229 
-29.01322890 
Eigenvalues 
IMRG 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
2.23132486 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
,82222308 
.13846434 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
3.97180977 
6.44808031 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
0.00000000 
5.58725596 
0.00000000 
FR nQ 
5.00000000 
.00002912 
.02564684 
1.47130910 
4.14438677 
8.45422045 
19.05383277 
27.42263472 
5.00000000 
.00033090 
.03381781 
1.59475547 
3.78302361 
21.81508930 
29.59745066 
5.00000000 
.00024189 
.02238666 
1.25322803 
7.07085136 
16.74018705 
24.01411432 
5.00000000 
.00049404 
.05104369 
.88312817 
2.45504280 
4.30527431 
29.01322890 
13.79100283 
DAMP 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 -. 84269141 
-1.00000000 
- 1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
- 1.00000000 
1.00000000 
-1.00000000 -. 85684180 -. 99932994 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
- 1.00000000 -. 82733018 -. 92283909 
-1.00000000 
-1,00000000 
-1. oQDooooo 
- 1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 
-1.00000000 -. 91425565 
-1.00000000 
Mode 
Identification 
Roll  Rate  Model 
piral 
Actuator 
Actuator 
Spiral 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ 
A ctuator 
A ctuator 
(Roll  Rate  Model 
Spiral 
ny  Integrator 
ny Lag, Roll Subsidence 
Dutch Roll 
Actuator 
Roll  Rate  Model 
Actuator, Roll Subsidence 
Actuator 
Table 21. Inertially Coordinated Lateral-Directional CAS Performance  Summary 
I I I 
I FLIGHT CONDITION I 
I 
. 1 I 20K 
Cruise 8.86 3 415 . 4  20K  5 
Cruise 1 3.45  .67  305 I 695 6 Cruise 2.18 551  934 .9  20K I 
7 20 Cruise 678 I 6.73 134 . 7  40K 
8 20 Cruise 2.72 1163  395 1.2  40K 
I 7~ I I I I I I [ 10 1 S.L. 1 . 7  [ 725 [ 782 1 1.86 I Cruise I 2o 
~ 
11 12 Cruise 7.65 335 133 .3 S.L. 
17 P A  7.48 211 53 ,189 S.L. 
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Figure 95. Stick and Gust Responses, Inertially Coordinated CAS, 
Mach .67, Altitude 20,000 ft. 
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Figure 99. Stick and Gust Responses, Inertially Coordinated CAS, 
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Figure 100. Stick and Gust Responses, Inertially Coordinated CAS, 
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Figure 101. Stick and  Gust  Responses, Inertially Coordinated CAS, 
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SECTION 9 
SYNTHESIS OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CAS  WITH  REDUCED  MEASUREMENT SET 
The design of a control augmentation system  for  the  lateral-directional axis. which 
requires fewer sensors than the  system  discussed in Section 7 is presented  here. The 
inertially coordinated CAS of Section 8 requires an all attitude  reference  system  to  pro- 
vide  the feedback signals cp and 8. It was determined  that  such a sensor complement 
would  not be  available on the  flight test  aircraft. Consequently a second CAS for  the 
lateral-directional  axes  was designed with reduced requirements  for  sensors. Specific- 
ally, the  variables cp, 0 and V T ~  (true  airspeed)  were not allowed. The allowed feedbacks 
were p, r, nYw 6~ and a (for gain scheduling). The practicalization algorithm discussed 
in Section 5 was employed to develop the new CAS. The starting point or  starting gains 
for  the  practicalization  process  were  the  full state feedback  gains  used for  the  inertially 
coordinated system  presented in Section 7. The practicalization  algorithm  was  used  to 
obtain simplified  controllers  at fixed flight conditions and the resulting gains  were.then 
scheduled over  the flight envelope. The system design and performance a re  discussed 
below. 
Fixed Point Designs 
A s  described in the  discussion of the  practicalization  algorithm  (FFOC) a set of 
measurement  equations of the  form 
y = Mx., 
where  y is the  vector of measurements is formed. The algorithm then determines  the 
gains matrix K' which minimizes  the  cost  functional  using  a  gradient  minimization method 
starting  from the full state optimal feedback gains matrix K. The resulting  controller 
is of the  form 
u = K'y= K' M x  
Because of the  measurement  set available,  the  simplified controller  structure must be 
of the yaw damper type, and thus  additional  control  dynamics a r e  required. In order  to 
obtain Dutch roll damping while at the same  time allowing steady  turns, washed out yaw 
rate must be fed'back to achieve  the damping since a yaw rate feedback would oppose 
turn coordination. Thus the  linear  state equation model must be augmented with the wash- 
out o r  high pass dynamics. This  was  accomplished by augmenting the  state  vector 
with a lagged yaw rate  state. The new state equation, for rL, is given by 
r L = - r  + r  - L  
The washout yaw rate  signal is then 
r = r - r L  
W 
which is the desired high pass. The time constant was chosen based on previous  designs 
of a similar nature. The new state  vector is as shown in  Table 22. 
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Table 22. State Vector - Lateral - Directional 
. .  
Component 
x1 = 
x2 = 
x3 = 
.x4 = 
x =  5 
x6 = 
x7 = 
x8 = 
x9 = 
x =  10 
11 x =  
. . . . . - - 
Definition 
p. roll rate, rad/sec 
r, yaw rate,  radlsec 
n  sensed  lateral  acceleration,  ft/seC 
Q, bank angle, rad 
b A , .  aileron  surface position,  deg 
b R ,  rudder surface position, deg 
2 
YS' 
n , lagged  n , f t /sec 
n integral of n f t lsec 
2 
ys1  ys 
Ysli ' YE1 ' 
p, roll rate model state, radlsec 
rL, lagged yaw rate,   radlsec 
u pilot filter  state m' 
Because  the  same  cost function  and  quadratic  weights are  used  for  the  simplification  as 
for  the  full state optimization,  the  same  response  vector was used. 
The  measurement  vector was as shown in  Table 23. 
The first six components  and  the  eighth  are,  in  fact,  the  allowed  measurements or 
feedback signals. Components 7 to 11 (except 8 )  a r e  added because  the  initial  start-up 
of the  simplification  algorithm,  as  implemented  in  the  FFOC  program,  requires  that 
the  measurement  matrix  be  square and invertable. 
In addition to  limiting which signals  can  be  used as  measurements, the structure of 
the K' matrix  can  be  specified--that is, within the  six allowed measurements,  the 
specific  feedbacks  to  each  control  can  be  specified.  For  the  fixed  point  designs,  the 
following structure  was  imposed: 
Signals  allowed to  drive  the  ailerons (5): 
Signals  allowed to  drive  the  rudder (5): 
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Component 
Y 1  = 
y2 = 
Y3 = 
y4 = 
Y5 = 
Y6 = -""" 
Y7 = 
Y8 = .  
Yg = 
y10 = 
y11 = 
Table 23. Measurement Vector 
~ ~~ 
Description 
P 
r W  
6A 
n Y s l  
"Ysl i  
P - P m  = e t actual  measurements .""""""- """. 
rL measurement  augmentation 
um (actual measurement) 
n ys 
[P 
6 1 2  
Prior to selecting  this  "structure",  an investigation (at  the  five  flight conditions 
used  for design iteration of the full  state design) of alternative  structures was undertaken. 
The signais rw, nysl, and nysli to the  aileron and p to the  rudder, which normally do not 
appear  in yaw damper, plus accelerometer coordination  augmentation systems  seemed 
to  improve  system  performance  to  a  small  degree and were allowed in the fixed point 
design  structure. The resulting feedback gains were  small, and during gain scheduling 
no feasible way of scheduling these gains was found so most of them were eliminated 
eventually. 
The results of the  simplification  algqrithm  for  the power approach flight condition 
choosen (flight condition 17 in Table 19) were  very poor for  reasons not immediately 
obvious. The Dutch roll damping was reduced to an unacceptable level and turn coordina- 
tion was poor. Because of this,  the  gains  for  the power approach condition were ignored 
during the gain scheduling process.  After  determhing gain schedules  based on the  other 
flight conditions the  resulting  schedules  were applied to the power approach condition. 
Results  were  better but still not acceptable. ,Further gain adjustments  were made 
to upgrade  the handling qualities at  this configuration to  an  acceptable  level. 
Gain Scheduling and Block Diagram Definition 
Upon determining  the  desired  system  structure (allowed feedbacks and form of Kt) 
based on the  basic  five flight conditions used for design iterations, the practicalization 
algorithm was run on ten  different flight conditions which spanned the flight envelope for 
gain schectuling. The flight conditions were numbers 1, 2, 5, 8, 10, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20 
-of Table 7. 
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The gain scheduling was much simpler  for  this  system than the full state  case because 
structural modifications or  block diagram manipulation had already been accomplished 
during  the  application of the  simplification  algorithm. 
The gains on the  measurements  to  be scheduled were: 
Roll Axis 
= K i 8  = pilot stick to aileron 
KAe = Kis = roll  rate  error to  aileron 
Kt = K i 2  = washed out yaw rate to aileron 
A r W  
KtAn = K i 4  = lagged accelerometer output to aileron 
' ys l '  
= K ; ~  = .r n  to  aileron 
ysli ys 1 
Yaw Axis 
Kt = Kb2 = washed out yaw rate to rudder 
RrW 
R"y.1. 
Kt = K i 4  = lagged accelerometer output to  rudder 
K' = K t  = aileron  surface position  to rudder RbA 23 
K' = Kil = roll rate to rudder 
RP 
The candidate  scheduling parameters  were dynamic pressure q, Mach, altitude and 
angle-of-attack. Each of the above gains was plotted against  the  candidate  scheduling 
parameters.  For  three of the  gains (K' , 'KAn , KtAn ) there was no discernable 
pattern in  any of the  plots.  Because of this, and since  they  were  small,  these gains 
were dropped. Little performance difference resulted. The remaining seven gains 
were  either scheduled on angle-of-attack or  specified as constants.  The  same comment 
about the  angle-of-attack  schedule  applies  here as  in the  previous  section.  Because 
maneuvering  flight conditions were  considered,  angle-of-attack  becomes  a  better 
scheduling parameter than dynamic pressure. If the maneuvering  flight conditions were 
not included in the gain  schedule  considerations, dynamic pressure would likely have 
been the scheduling parameter. By scheduling on angle-of-attack, some improvement 
in high angle-of-attack  performance was achieved. However, because of the yaw damper 
structure imposed, high cy performance degraded  compared to  the  inertially coordinated 
system. 
ArW Y S l  ysli 
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The gain schedules  for  the  seven gains, both roll and yaw axis, a r e  presented in 
Figures 103 to 109. The block diagrams in continuous time  form  for  the  roll and yaw 
axes shown in Figures 110 and 111 respectively. The power approach  gains are also 
shown. 
The  control  system was digitized for checkout on the Langley hardware  simulator 
using  the  Tustin  transformation. The sample  rate was 32 samples  per second which ie 
the  basic  sampling  rate  used in simulator. The digital  control laws a r e  shown in 
Figures 112 and 113. 
Performance Summary 
The  digital  control  system shown in Figures 112 and 113 was programmed  for check- 
out  on the NASA -Langley  Research  Center hardware  simulator in the  same  manner a s  
described  for  the  inertial coordination system (Section 8). 
The closed loop roots  at flight conditions 1, 5, 10 and 29 are  presentad in Table 24. 
Best guesses  at identifying the  modes a re  included in the  table. 
The control  system was checked out and flown throughout the flight envelope. Traces 
a re  presented below for eight selected  flight conditions, which a re  the  same points used 
for  the  first CAS presented.  Table 25 is a  summary of system  performance  at  these 
flight conditions. At each flight condition three  responses  were run, a  step  stick input, 
a closed loop p gust response and a p gust response of the free  airplane. The responses 
a re  displayed  in Figures 114 through 121. At level  flight conditions and moderate  to 
high dynamic pressures  the  control  system  performs well with little  difference in 
performance between the two systems designed. For low dynamic pressures (and con- 
sequently  higher trim angles-of-attack)  a  degradation in performance is noted over  the 
inertial coordination system, mainly in the Dutch roll damping. 
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Table 24. Closed Loop Roots, Reduced Measurements CAS 
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Figure 116. Stick and Gust  Responses Reduced Measurement CAS 
(20,000 f t . ;  Mach  .9) 
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Figure 117. Stick and G u s t  Responses Reduced Measurement CAS 
(40,000 ft. ; Mach . 7 )  
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Figure 118. Stick and Gust Responses Reduced Measurement CAS 
(40,000 ft. ; Mach 1.2) 
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Figure 119. Stick and Gust Responses  Reduced  Measurement CAS 
(1,000 ft. ; Mach . 7 )  
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Figure 120. Stick and Gust Responses Reduced M'easurement CAS 
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Figure 121. Stick and Gust Responses Reduced Measurement CAS 
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL SENSOR CONSIDERATIONS AND 
COMPARISON OF CAS DESIGNS 
Recall that the  first  lateral-directional CAS, presented  in Section 8 requires all- 
attitude inertial reference. It was determined after completion of the design that such a 
sensor complement would  not be available on the F-8C in which the CAS was to be flight 
tested. Consequently a second CAS was designed which did not require  this  set of sensors. 
The second design was accomplished starting with the ful l  state feedback results (of the 
first design) and applying the simplification  algorithm  to  the eystem. 
The eensor  requirements for the two lateral-directional  control augmentation- systemg; 
are  reviewed in this section, and the  benefits and properties of the two basic candidate 
sensor complements discussed. A comparison of performance of the two typee of 
systems as applied on this  program to the DFBW F8 is made. 
3 -, , . i , 
Sensor Considerations 
The first inertial-directional  control augmentation eystem  presented in Section 8 
required  sensors for  the following 
p = r o l l r a t e  
r = yaw rate 
n = lateral  acceleration 
cp = bank angle 
Y 
8 = pitch attitude 
V T ~ ' =  true air speed 
u = angle of attack 
bA = aileron surface position 
Feeding back bank angle and pitch attitude  implies a requirement for an all-attitude refer- 
erence. This has been called the inertial coordination system because of these two 
signals. The second system,  presented in Section 8, employed a reduced sensor  set 
consisting of: 
p = roll rate! 
r = yaw rate 
n = IateraI  acceleration 
a = angle of attack 
Y 
bA = aileron surface position 
. l o 6  
This  system  has been referred  to as the reduced  measurement CAS. A s  will  be : 
illustrated below, the two sensor complements result in significant  differences in system 
performance.  Provision of airframe  stability  under conditions of low o r  negative  aero- 
dynamic stability  requires one or  more of the following feedback sensors: 
0 angular rate 
0 linear  acceleration 
0 sideslip 
The latter  sensor is objectionable from  the standpoint of ;mlnearability. mdy-mounted ' ' 
devices  may  lso  uffer  from flow distortions  under  certain conditions. . .  
Linear  accelerometers a re  relatively  reliable, but the  rigid body signal content may 
be difficult to  extract,  particularly  for  directional  stabilization  at lbw dynamic pressures. 
xence, ' l o w - ~ ~ k r r i  coordination  often demands unrealizable gain levels. 
Angular rate is the  preferred  sensor, provided that its  desired value  can  be defined 
during a maneuver. For  the  directional  case,  it depends on the object of the  control, 
which in  most  cases, is turn coordination at  zero sideslip.  Here  the physics of the 
maneuver require 
V r =gs incpcos0  
To s 
where rs is stability  axis yaw rate, VT true  airspeed. and cp and B conventional Euler 
angles. For all-attitude aircraft, this 8bviously requires all-attitude sensors. Accuracy 
requirements  must  be  appropriate  to  usual dynamic lateral  acceleration  limitations 
(steady  state  requirements can be  attained  through low frequency  acceleration feedback 
of sufficient magnitude). 
With dynamic lateral  accelerations  limited  to  the 0.1 g  area,  basic  sensors  appear 
to need accuracies within about 2 percent.  This is considered  to  be  attainable  from  Current 
devices provided that power supply variations a re  compensated  appropriately. 
In the F-8C DFBW a  lateral CAS requiring  attitude  information could be mechanized 
with the  attitude  gyro if  the  maneuvers  were  restricted to avoid hitting  the  pitch  gimbal 
stops. In an all-attitude  system we would recommend  a primary mode using a single 
platform  properly monitored to detect  failures. In the event of a platform error, the 
system could switch to a  lateral CAS not requiring  the  attitude information (i. e.,  n 
plus yaw rate feedback). Y 
Application of Acceleration  Plus Yaw Rate  Control 
The least complex sensor complement .for the yaw axis  consists of lateral  accelera- 
. . . .,. . .  . . . . / I  , ,  l . i , :  
tion plus yaw rate,  the  former providing turn coordination and the latter yaw damping. 
This set also offers compatibility of the  sensors with reliability and redundancy  objec- 
tives, not the  least of which is the avoidance of external  (airstream) vulnerability. 
Unfortunately, the use of acceleration plus rate feedback  entails limitations  for  the turn 
coordination  task.  These  limitations can be exposed by considering  some of the'basic 
influences involved in the coordinated  turn. 
If the basic  airplane  were  assumed  to have roll  control  surfaces which contributed, 
no yawing moment (N~A) or  side  forces (Y& and if the yawing moment and side  force 
due to roll rate (Np and Y ) were  also zero! the  relationship between sideslip and  ban+ . P 
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angle (for 6 = 0 )  would reduce to: R 
' s2 - E (Nr+Yv) + (Ne +NrYv) 
Here  the  inevitable  occurrence of adverse  sideslip  in  the  absence of yaw control 
forces is evident, initiating as the  airplane is banked and developing to a sufficient 
magnitude to  counteract  the yawing moment due to yaw rate in the turn.  The  benefit of 
directional  stability (Ne ) in minimizing the  sideslip is also evident. Development of yaw 
rate in proportion  to bank angle 
is, of course,  essential to turn coordination, and herein  lies  the  first  problem in  feed- 
back sensor design for  the yaw axis. 
In using  the  rate gyro and accelerometer combination, the  former  generally domin- 
ates  for  the higher frequencies (around the Dutch,roll  frequency) and the latter is dom- 
inant for  the lower  frequencies.  This  arrangement  offers Dutch roll damping and is pre- 
ferable  from  the standpoint of local vibration pickup. I 
Unfortunately, it  usually  results in contrary  reactions to the  initiation of a banked 
turn, the net feedback opposing the yaw rate  essential  for  the coordinated.  turn. Place- 
ment of the  lateral  accelerometer can further  aggravate  the tendency to  initially  misco- 
ordinate if the location is forward of the  center of rotation  for  sideslip inputs (point where 
the  initial  acceleration of the cg is equal and opposite  to  the  local  linear  acceleration due 
to yaw angular acceleration). This location equals - Y / N  which, for typical fighters 
varies  from about 6 feet  forward of the c .  g. at  the  lanling condition to abous 35 
feet forward at the high-speed, high-altitude condition. Since lateral  accelerometer 
positions often exceed the  former,  its  inithl output during a bank at  the low-speed condi- 
tions often aggravates an adverse yaw situation. 
0 
Perhaps  the dominant influence  in  attaining turn coordination via a lateral  accelero- 
meter is the wide variation  in its effectiveness as a contributor of lateral  ''stiffnesstt 
over  the flight range. A measure of "artificial"  directional  stability is given by the 
product KnyNaRYe, where equals the acceleration gain (rudder deflection per unit 
acceleration). Y 
The  dimensional  derivative  product N ~ R Y  varies widely over  the flight range (by a 
factor of 100 for the F-8C). Since the minimjm value occurs  at  the landing condition, 
very high accelerometer gains a re  required to make  significant  improvements in coor- 
dination. This magnitude is generally  well beyond practical loop gain values for 
frequencies around  the Dutch roll. 
The inadequacies of a  linear  accelerometer  as  a coordination sensor  for  the low- 
speed conditions a re  recognized in the  industry. The unavailability of an alternate  sensor 
and the  aversion to use of a  sideslip  sensor have resulted in employment of various 
cross-feed or  feedforward  signals, the most  popular of whic.h is the  aileron-to-rudder 
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signal. Although these techniques  (in conjunction with acceleration) have been used with 
reasonable  success, they do  not enjoy the  tolerance advantages of the high-bandwidth feed- 
back  system which must, of course,  be  capable of sensing somewhat directly  the  control- 
led  variable. Lack of this tolerance has contributed to gain-scheduling  complexities 
which are highly dependent on individual airframe  peculiarities.  Aileron yawing moments 
can be dominant influences on the coordination  problem,  varying with flight condition, 
angle-of-attack, and placement of the  roll  surfaces  relative  to the remainder of the  air- 
frame. 
Benefits of Attitude-Referenced Yaw Control 
Use  of attitude-related  control of angular rate is considered to have the following 
benefits: 
static stabilization provided with attainable control structures 
0 superior turn coordination with tolerance to airframe variations 
0 consistent performance under large angle-of-attack changes 
0 feedback sensors with realizable redundancy potential 
0 feedback sensors with predictable characteristics over adequate dynamic 
range 
0 superior heading stability under lateral turbulence 
- Simulation results on this program and for the A - 7  multimode indicate that sideslip 
is reduced, and lateral-directional  stability is maintained as N is reduced  for  the mode 
that  includes  attitude  information  in  the feedback. [: 141 B 
Performance Comparison 
The performance of the two types of systems can be compared by referring  to  the 
summary  tables and the  simulator  response  traces of Section 8 and 9. Table 20 (Sec- 
tion 8) is a summary of the  performance of the  inertially coordinated system and Table 22 
(Section 9) is the analogous table  for  the reduced measurement  system.  Figures 95 
through 102 of Section 9 a re  the  response  traces  for  the  inertially  coordinate  system, 
and Figures 114 through 121 are  the corresponding  responses  (same flight  conditions) 
for  the second system. 
Comparison shows that both systems  perform well at medium and high dynamic 
pressure  cruise flight conditions. At the  lower dynamic pressure flight conditions, the 
inertially coordinated system continues to  perform  well  whereas  the reduced  measurement 
systems show. some  performance degradation (compare  Figures 96 to 115. 98 to 117. . 
101 to 128 and 102 to 121 1. This is unavoidable as pointed out above. A significant dif- 
ference in the two systems  appears during  maneuvers at high angle-of-attack. Figure 122 
is the  response of the  inertially coordinated system to a step  stick input at flight condi- 
tion 20 (h = 20 K feet, Mach = .67, q = 245, atrim = 15.45', 3g pull  up) and Figure 123 is 
the  response of the yaw damper  system  to a step  stick input at  the  same flight condition. 
These  traces are linear system  responses. The linear model of the  aircraft was obtained 
by trimming  the 6 DOF F8SIM nonlinear  simulation in a 3-g pull up  and then  linearizing. 
The lateral-directional equations were then decoupled. (This is precisely  the model used 
for designing at flight condition 20). Linear model responses a re  used here because 
similar conditions cannot be duplicated on the  hardware  simulator. The inertially 
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coordinated system shows very good Dutch roll damping whereas Dutch roll in the  reduced 
measurement  system is very  lightly damped. This is also evident from  the eigenvalues 
presented in Tables 2 1  and 22. The maximum sideslip  excursiona a re  roughly equivalent 
for  the  critical  time period of the  first two seconds.  Because the  reduced  measurement 
system has unacceptably low damping (. 06). the maximum sideslip is limited .due to the 
oscillatory  nature of the  response. The inertially coordinated system has a much more 
acceptable  response. and the  advantages of the  more complex system are evident. 
.. . . . 
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Figure 122. S-g Pull-up with Inertial Lateral CAS 
h * 20,000 M - 0.6 
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Figure 122. 3-g Pull-up with Inertial Lateral CAS 
h = 20,000 M = 0.6 (concluded) 
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Figure 123. S-g Pull-up with Reduced Measurement Lateral CAS 
h - 20.000 M = 0.6 
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Figure 123. 3-g Pull-up with Reduced Measurement Lateral CAS 
h = 20,000 M = 0.6 (concluded) 
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SECTION 11 
OUTER LOOP MODES 
Conventional outer  loops  have been. incorporated  with  the CCV inner loops. These 
functions were  designed  using  classical  techniques. 
Pitch A x i s  
Three  conventional  autopilot  modes  have  been  provided: 
0 Attitude hold 
0 Altitude hold 
0 Mach  hold 
The  outer-loop  functional  block  diagram is shown in  Figure 124. The  three  modes are 
mutually  exclusive.  Engagement of a selected  mode is via a pilot selector switch: 
disengagement is via a control-stick-steering (CSS) switch o r  by exceeding  preset  mode 
constraints (e.g. a bank angle greater than 1 radian). The CSS switch activates above 
a preset  stick  force  threshold (e. g. 2 pounds), after which the  system  reverts  to  the 
CAS mode. Various options exist  for  mode  re-engagement upon stick  force  release,  the 
simplest being to  maintain  the CAS mode. More  complex  options  provide  re-engagement 
of an  autopilot  mode upon stick  release;  usually  the  re-engaged  mode is attitude hold re- 
gardless of the  originally  selected mode. An automatic  re-engagement of altitude o r  Mach 
hold after making a CSS correction is generally not operationally  convenient. 
Common to all pitch autopilot modes is the bank angle feedback applied as a . 
CAS command signal through  the  indicated  velocity-scheduled gain. The bank angle 
function is designed  to  command  the  combination of pitch  rate and normal  acceleration 
required  to  approximately  maintain  the  prevailing  altitude  rate (which is generally 
zero)  up  to a bank  angle of 1 radian.  The  scheduled  gain  term  matches  the  associated 
CAS feedback signals of acceleration and  pitch rate  as shown in  Figure 125. Since  the 
control  roughly  maintains  altitude  during a turn, the  transient  demands on the  outer-loop 
feedback  functions of pitch  attitude  and  altitude are reduced  to  somewhat of a t r im action. 
Furthermore,  the  transient  performance of the  system (e.g.  altitude  retention  during 
turns) is generally  improved.  The  value of this  roll  angle function for  the Mach hold 
mode  has not been  determined at this writing. It is considered  to  be  generally  desirable, 
however, since it counteracts  the  normal  speed  increase tendency of the  basic augmented 
airplane as the  roll  attitude  increases. 
. - ": ." J 
The bank angle function is limited  to  that  value  necessary  for  the +1 radian  operating 
range of the autopilot modes. The absolute value of the  sec e function is unnecessary 
for  normal  operation,  but  provides  added  safety  under  attitude  reference  malfunctions. 
The  pitch  attitude  hold  mode  maintains  the  attitude  existing at the  time of engagement 
by  storing  the  reference  attitude on integrator 11, and holding the  reference  constant 
during engagement. The  error  signal which is formed  from  the  attitude input and 
reference combination is, applied  through  the  velocity  scheduled  gain  and  shaping 
arrangement shown in  Figure 124 as a CAS command signal. The net steady-state gain 
of the  attitude  error  signal is 324 + . V T ~  which combines with the CAS feedbacks to 
maintain (via the  integrating  elevator  actuator)  the following steady-state  relationship. 
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Figure 125. Pitch Autopilot Gain Schedule 
B E  (324 + V ) + NZ + q (324) = 0 
TO 
With the  relationship NZ = vToq> 
e E  (324 + V ) + q (324 + VTo) = 0 
TO 
resulting  in  one  unit of attitude  error ( e  ) producing  one  unit of pitch rate at all 
flight conditions. Consequently, ignoring short-period dynamics, the attitude control E 
loop  tends  toward a desirable  one-second  time  constant. When short-period  dynamics 
are considered,  the  pitch  rate  response  to  an  attitude  error is characterized by a 
first-order  over a second-order  transfer function, the  latter  constituting  the  effective 
augmented  short-period  frequency.  The  first-order  numerator is the  time-constant 
relating flight path to  attitude  changes.  These  inner-loop dynamjcs approximate  the 
response  frequency of the  attitude  control  loop  at  lower  dynamic  pressures;  hence  to 
avoid undesirable coupling at  these flight  conditions, a 2-second lag is placed  on a 
portion of the  attitude  error gain. Because  the  parallel gain  path  (which is not lagged) 
is set  equal  to  velocity,  the  effect of the  lag is reduced  as  the  velocity  increases. It 
is not known whether  velocity is the  best  scheduling  parameter in this  situation, but 
it  does  accomplish  the  general gain  variation  desired. 
The  command  signals  to  the CAS generated  by  the  attitude  error signal (and by 
the  other   error  signals of Mach  and altitude when engaged) a r e  limited as indicated 
(to  approximately -. 3, +. 8 g's).  These  limits wi l l  probably  never  be  encountered 
except perhaps when  engaging  altitude hold at high initial  altitude  rates.  They  provide, 
therefore, a controlling  element  to  determine  the  compromise  between  altitude 
overshoot  and  pilot  comfort. 
The Mach hold mode  controls  the  Mach  number  to  that which exists upon mode 
engagement.  The  associated e r ro r  signal is generated  by  the  synchronizing  arrange- 
ment shown in Figure 124. The  pitch  attitude  mode  provides an inner  loop  for  the 
Mach  mode, and  Mach e r r o r  signals can  be thought of as pitch  attitude  command signals. 
To allow attitude  trim  changes (and achieve low steady-state Mach errors)  the  attitude 
reference  integrator is slowly  reset  at  an  effective  time  constant (20 seconds) which 
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is slow compared to  the Mach  hold response  frequencies. The resulting Mach control 
loop can be approximated as shown in Figure 126. 
AMach t A8 Av 
.05 first  order aircraft -L approximation 
Attitude control 
without  higher  order 
dynamics 
I 1 
lvelocity of sound J 
Figure 126. Mach Hold Control 
Using nominal  values, the Mach loop gain has a bandwidth of approximately 0.3 radians 
per second,  sufficiently below the 1 -radian-per-second  attitude  control loop frequency 
to avoid stability problems. 
An  unknown in  the above synthesis  process is the quality of the Mach signal itself. 
Noise content may dictate added filtering (with potential  gain  reduction) o r  filtering 
in combination with signal blending (Mach, attitude, and longitudinal acceleration). 
A similar  action may be  necessary  for  the  altitude  error  signal  used  for  the  altitude 
control loop, the blend including barometric  altitude,  normal  acceleration, and roll 
attitude. 
The altitude hold mode maintains  the  altitude  existing  at  time of engagement, the 
error signal being generated by the  synchronizing  element shown in Figure 124. The 
pitch attitude  control  forms  the  inner loop for  the  altitude mode, with the  attitude 
reference  integrator being slowly reset  to allow attitude trim changes with low altitude 
error. At the point in the  system  where  the  altitude error is summed with the  attitude 
error function, the  latter approximates  altitude rate (loosely  at low dynamic pressures, 
closely  at high dynamic pressures). 
An approximation  to the  altitude loop is illustrated in Figure 127. 
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Figure 127. Altitude Hold Dynamics 
The altitude loop gain, therefore,  remains  approximately constant. varying from about 
.15  sec'l at high speed to about half as much at low speed.  These  values  maintain a 
I desirable  intermediate position between the  higher  order  attitude loop dynamic range 
and 20-second attitude  reference  integrator  reset  rate. 
The switches  controlling mode status  use two-second faders  to  eliminate objectionable 
transients. The attitude  reference  integrator has the  digital  form 
I T l + Z - l  
-1 I - z  
and the 2-second lag has the  form 
T(l + Z-l)  
(4 + T) - (4 - T)Z" 
where T is the  sample period. It is recommended  that the  sampling rate of the  outer 
loops be one-haif the  inner loop sampling rate.  Therefore.  the  sampling rate is 20 sps. 
. 
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Lateral-Directional  Outer Loops 
Two outer loop autopilot functions a re  provided: 
0 roll attitude hold 
0 heading hold 
These modes a re  mutually exclusive. The block diagrams of the  outer loops are shown 
in Figure 128. Upon engaging roll attitude, the  roll synch stores  the prevailing  value of 
t as  the reference. The attitude error  is fed back as a roll  rate command to  the CAS. 
The roll attitude mode is dropped when roll stick  forces exceed 5 FRC (preset constant) 
o r  when the roll angle  exceeds 1 radian. 
A roll attitude error gain of 3 (rad/sec of commanded roll  rate  per  radian of 
attitude error) is selected  to provide  a maximum roll  attitude loop bandwiah  consistant 
with good damping. An effective roll subsidence  time constant up to about 0.4 seconds 
may be  tolerated with this gain, therefore, which appears  to be within CAS performance 
capabilities. The roll  rate command limit is Set at 2 0.2 rad/sec,  primarily as a 
pilot comfort  element if heading select is applied in the  alternate mode. 
Upon engaging heading hold, the  reference value of JI is stored, and the  sum of 
heading error and bank angle  becomes the  roll  rate command to  the CAS. The gain 
and limiting values of the heading error   are  switched to  smaller values for power 
approach. The heading error can be  generated by the  synchronizer as indicated o r  
by a.heading  select error signal  generated by an  external  source. A limited  authority 
0.1 radian) heading error integrator is provided to  minimize  steady  state  error. It 
is activated only if the heading error is small  to avoid undesirable  transients  under 
large heading changes when considerable  time is spent on the bank limit. 
The  values of the heading error  gains a re  selected  to  produce a responsive heading 
control  consistent with good damping. Because the heading rate  per unit bank angle 
varies ~ /VT, ,  the highest loop gain tends  to occur  at low speed (hence the heading 
error gain  reduction for power approach). Using the  higher heading error  gain ( ) 
and a minimum velocity of 200 ftlsec, a maximum heading loop gain of 0.64 sec-' results, 
This is sufficiently below the  roll  attitude  response  frequencies (around 3 rad/sec) to 
maintain good heading damping. The heading integrator  operates a  decade below the 
maximum heading loop frequency, maintaining low frequency stability even at the 
maximum speed end of the flight range. 
Two-second faders  are used on switches  to reduce  transients when engaging or 
disengaging modes. The logic  that  defines the switch  positions is shown in Figure 128. 
The integrator  has  the  digital  form 
where  T is the  sample period. It is recommended  that  the sample  rate be  one half the 
inner loop sample  rate (i. e. , 20 sps). 
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Figure 128. Lateral Outer Loops 
SECTION 1 2  
SYSTEM  INTEGRATION  VERIFICATION 
This section  presents a series of test  operations recommended for  verification of 
proper function of the CCV control laws applied to  the  F-8C  digital  fly-by-wire  system. 
The general intent is to demonstrate that the  performance is comparable to that deter- 
mined during prior  system  synthesis  efforts and suitable for  further flight test  investiga- 
tion. Related assessments include: 
(1) Performance of actuation elements and related interfaces 
(2) Programming 
(3)  Pilot input sensors, control panels, and related interfaces 
(4) Feedback sensor  interfaces 
(5) Structural stability during ground operation 
Open-Loop Frequency  Response Tests 
This set of tests is specified by Table 26. Each test is a single input test, with the 
outputs of all motion sensors  (gyros and accelerometers) blocked or otherwise  disabled 
to preclude  extra inputs. A single  analog sine wave input is applied at  the  specified 
sensor input. The output is measured in terms of either  actual or simulated  surface 
position, the  latter being obtained by simulating  servo and surface  actuators on a general- 
purpose  computer  driven by the analog servo command signal. In one case  (test number 
7) the actual  servo  must be  used to obtain  fcrward-loop  integration characteristics in 
pitch. In other  cases  (tests 8 and 9). a simulated servo is specified to avoid this  same 
integration effect. 
Note that all functions a r e  specified  under  the  assumption  that  a zero-order hold out- 
put is used and that  the  programming is such that cornpiitation delay  effects a re  negligible. 
The functions used to compute the  frequency response for each of the  sixteen  tests 
a re  listed in Table 26. Two frequency response plots are  given for each test. The first 
is for a  sampling time of 0 (continuous), and the second is for a  digital  system  at  a 
sampling rate of 32 sps. The discrete plots used the  Tustin equivalent of the  indicated 
analog filters and include  the  effects of the  zero-order holds (ZOH). Therefore, 
frequency response  checks  for operation at  other than 32 sps a re  easily computed with 
DIGIKON. 
Gain Schedule Verification 
These  operations check proper implementation of gain schedules by a series of open- 
loop input/output  measurements. Each test  uses a  single  analog input with all other in- 
puts  nominally  zero.  Variations in direct-current inputs a re  made  sufficiently slow to 
preclude dynamic effects (i. e., allow outputs to  "settle1'  before reading). Gains applic- 
able  to high-passed  paths a re  checked at  discrete frequencies.  Table 27 specifies the 
actual  test functions and expected results. 
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Table 26. Open-Loop Frequency Responses 
Test 
1. Pitch  rate  to 
elevator (PA) 
Figure 129 
2. Normal 
acceleration 
to  elevator 
Figure 132 
3. Pitch stick 
to  elevator 
Figure 135 
4. Pitch rate 
to  flaps . 
Figure 138 
5. Pitch stick 
to  flaps 
Figure 143 
Conditions 
a m0 
QF off, N F  off 
be ~0 (via trim) 
PA 
p < 50 psf 
CAS on 
(Same as 
above) 
(Same as 
above) 
Q I M O  
QF on, N F  off 
be FJO (via trim) 
PA 
CAS on 
50 psf 
CAS on 
N F  on 
PA 
< 50 psf 
Vo <. 59 KTS 
Frequency 
( rad/sec) 
0 . 4  '30. 
0 . 4  "30. 
0 . 4  - 30. 
0 . 4  -, 10. 
0.4  -, 10. 
I 
Spproximate 
Smplitudes ' Input 
!i 
5 = t 2' u < 10 ; Sirmlated pitch e -  ; rate (variable) 
= + - - , ~ r 1 0  20 - u  
[Same as above) 
(Same as above) 
ba = 2 4' 
6 = -I- 10°,u<3 a -  
% = ?  - - , w 2 3  30 
u) 
Simulated  normal 
acceleration 
(variable) 
Simulated  pitch 
stick  (variable) 
bias  to  eliminate 
dead spot 
Simulated  pitch 
rate  (variable) 
Simulated pitch 
stick  (variable) 
bias  to  eliminate 
dead spot 
output 
~~ ~ ~~ 
Elevator 
position 
Elevator 
position 
Elevator 
position 
Elevator 
position 
Flap 
position 
Flap 
Position 
Frequency  Response 
Continuous 
~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _  
Figure 
130 
Figure 
133 
Figure 
136 
Figure 
139 
Figure 
141 
Figure 
144 
32 sps 
Figure 
131 
Figure 
134 
Figure 
137 
Figure 
140 
Figure 
142 
Figure 
145 
Table 26. Open-Loop Frequency Responses (continued) 
Test 
i. Normal 
Acceleration 
to  flaps 
Figure 146 
1. Pitch rate 
to  elevator 
Figure 149 
B. Angle of 
attack  to 
elevator 
(boundary 
function) 
Figure 152 
9. Pitch rate 
to elevator 
(boundary 
function) 
Figure 155 
Conditions 
CAS on 
N F  on 
PA 
p < 50 psf 
CY-0 
OF off, N F  off m 
q<50 psf 
CAS on 
be -0 (via trim) 
Use  actual 
servo 
CAS on 
N F  off, QF off 
P A  
cy =cy limit 
simulate servo/ 
V < 59 KTS 
actuator 
&. nose up 
trim 
CAS on 
NF off 
QF off 
PA 
c y ~ c y  limit 
Simulate  servo 
Vo < 59 KTS 
Max. nose up 
trim 
q <  50 psf 
Frequency 
(rad /sec) 
0.4 -, 10. 
0.4 -, 10. 
0.4 -, 10. 
0.4 -10. 
Ilpproximate 
Ilmplitudes 
= 2 10 , m < 3  
5 = + - , m 2 3  30 a "u) 
0 
f i e = -  + 2 O  
0 
cy= f 5  
q =  - + 2Olsec 
Input 
Simulated normal 
acceleration 
(variable) 
Simulated pitch 
rate (variable) 
Simulated  angle 
of attack 
Simulated  pitch 
rate 
output 
Flap 
position 
Elevator 
position 
Elevator 
position 
Elevator 
position 
Figure 
147 
Figure 
150 
Figure 
153 
Figure 
156 
32 spa 
Frequency  ResPonse 
Continuous - 
- 
Figure 
148 
Figure 
151 
Figure 
154 
Figure 
157 
. .  
Table 26. Open-Loop Frequency Responses (continued) 
Test 
10. Roll rate 
to  aileron 
Figure 158 
11. Roll stick 
to  aileron 
Figure 163 
12. Yaw rate 
to  rudder 
Figure 166 
13. Lateral 
acceleration 
to  rudder 
Figure 169 
14. Roll rate 
to  rudder 
Figure 172 
15. Pitch 
attitude  to 
elevator 
Figure 175 
Conditions 
Cas .on 
N F  off 
QF off 
PA 
6a -0 
ba -0 
CAS on 
N F  off 
QF off 
k Rlo 
PA 
CAS on 
PA 
ik %j0 
br wo 
CAS on 
CAS op 
(Y > 18 
Clean 
condition 
Attitude hold 
on 
PA 
( Y i u o  
be WO (via 
trim) 
q<50 psf 
Vo c 59 KTS 
Frequency 
(rad/sec) 
0.4 -. 30. 
0.4 - 10. 
0.4 - 30. 
0.1-  10. 
0. .I- 10. 
0.1- 10. 
Approximate 
Amplitudes 
- + 1O0/sec 
equivalent roll 
stick 
6 =+2' r -  
0 
6, = + 4  - 
6 =+2' 
r -  
0 
6 = + 4  a -  
Input 
Simulated roll 
rate 
Simulated roll 
stick.  Bias  or 
reprogram  to 
remove  stick 
nonlinearities 
Simulated yaw 
rate  (variable) 
Simulated 
lateral 
acceleration 
(variable) 
Simulated roll 
rate (variable) 
Simulated 
heading  angle 
(variable) 
_ ~ _  .
output 
Aileron 
position 
Rudder 
position 
Aileron 
position 
Rudder 
position 
Rudder 
position 
Rudder 
position 
Aileron 
position 
T 
Figure 
159 
Figure 
161 
Figure 
164 
Figure 
167 
figure 
170 
Figure 
173 
Figure 
176 
32 BPS 
Figure 
160 
Figure 
162 
Figure 
165 
Figure 
168 
Figure 
171 
Figure 
174 
Figure 
177 
Table 26. Open-Loop Frequency Responses (concluded) 
I I 
I Frequenc3 Test Conditions (rad/sec: 
16.  Heading to 0.1 - 10. Heading  hold  on 
aileron 
b a u O  Figure 178 
PA 
Approximate Frequency  Response 
Amplitudes Continuous I 32 sps Output input 
6 = + 4 8  a -  Simulated 
(variable) 
180 179 position heading  angle 
Figure Figure Aileron 
0 4 50 psf 
0 PA Condition 
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Figure 133. Normal Acceleration to Elevator  Frequency  Response  (continuaus) 
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Figure 135. Pitch Stick to Elevator 
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Figure 136. Pitch Stick to Elevator Frequency Response (continuous) 
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Figure 137. Pitch Stick to Elevator Frequency Responee (32 sps) 
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Figure 138. Pitch Rate to Elevator and Flaps 
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Figure 139. Pitch Rate to Elevator Frequency Response (continuous) 
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Figure 140. Pitch Rate to Elevator Frequency Response (32 SPS) 
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Figure -141. Pitch Rate to Flaps Frequency Response (contin&us) 
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Figure 142. Pitch Rate to Flaps Frequency.Response (32 eps) 
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Figure 143. Pitch Stick to Flaps 
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Figure 144. Pitch Stick to Flaps Frequency Response (continuous) 
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Figure 145. Pitch Stick to Flaps Frequency Response (32 sps) 
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Figure 147. Normal Acceleration to Flaps Frequency Response (COntinUOu8) 
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Figure 148. Normal Acceleration to Flaps Frequency Response (32 epe) 
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Figure 149. Pitch Rate to Elevator 
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Figure 151. Pitch Rate to Elevator Frequency Response (32 sps )  
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Figure 252, Angle-of-Attack to Elevator 
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Figure 153. Angle-of-Attack to Elevator Frequency Reeponee (32 ape) 
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Figure 154. Angle-of-Attack  to  Elevator  Frequency  Reeponee (continuous) 
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Figure 155. Pitch Rate to Elevator (Boundary Function) 
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Figure 156. Pitch Rate to Elevator Frequency Response (continuous) 
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Figure 157. Pitch Rate to Elevator Frequency Response (32 8p8) 
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Figure 158. Roll Rate to A-ileron and Rudder 
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Figure 160. Roll Rate to Aileron Frequency Response (32 Sps) 
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Figure 161. Roll Rate to Rudder Frequency Reeponec (conti&&) 
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Figure 162. Roll Rate to Rudder Frequency Response (32 sps) 
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Figure 163. Roll Stick to Aileron 
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Figure 164. Roll  Stick to Aileron Frequency Response (continuous). 
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Figure 166. Yaw Rate to Rudder 
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Figure 167. Yaw Rate to Rudder Frequency  Response  (continuous) 
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Figure 168. Yaw Rate to Rudder Frequency Response (32 spa) 
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Figure 169. Lateral Acceleration to Rudder 
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Figure 170. Lateral Acceleration to Rudder Frequency Response (continuous) 
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Figure 171. Lateral  Acceleration to Rudder Frequency  Reeponse (32 spa) 
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Figure 172. Roll Rate to Rudder 
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Figure 175. Pitch Attitude to Elevator 
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Figure 176. Pitch Attitude to Elevator Frequency Response (continuous) 
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Figure 177. Pitch Attitude to Elevator  Frequency  Response (18 Bps) 
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Figure 178. Heading to Ailerons 
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Figure 179. Heading to  Aileron  Frequency  ReepoMe  (continuous) 
Figure 180. Heading to Aileron Frequency Response (16 eps) 
Table 29. Open-Loop Gain Schedule Tests 
1. Pitch CAS fwd- 
loop  gain KC* 
11 2. Angle of 
attack gain I KuL . 
(boundary I control) 
I 3. Roll attitude to  elevator 
4. Pitch  attitude 
to  elevator 
gain 
Initial 
Conditions 
P A  
N F  off 
QF  off 
u u o  
6 e w 0 (via trim) 
PA 
N F  off 
QF off 
Hydraulics off 
Full nos  e  up trim 
P A  u = O  
N F  off 
QF off 
6 e u 0 (via trim) 
q = 50 psf 
Att. mode on 
P A  
N F  off 
QF off 
6 M 0 (via trim) 
q = 50 psf 
Att. mode on 
a w 0  
- 
e - 
Inputs 
NZ = + 1 g (DC) 
q =  50 -. 1200 psf 
- 
a = 3' (DC) above 
Cy limit 
Vo = 594590 KTS 
'Q = 45' DC 
Vo = 59 - 590 KTS 
e = -10 DC 
Vo = 59  590 KTS 
Outputs 
Elevator  (position 
or command) 
Elevator position 
command 
Elevator (position 
or command) 
Elevator  (position 
or command) 
Expected  Results 
= 5.8 max 
* 
change from NZ = 0 value 
A l e  = ,0040 Vo deg * 
* 
change from u = u limit  value 
A b e  = 1.7  (1 +-) deg * 192 
VO 
* change from 'p = 0 value 
Ab* = -.00532  (191 + V0)O e 
* 
change from 8 = 0 value 
Test 
5. Roll rate to 
aileron gain 
Table 27. 
Initial 
Conditions 
CAS on 
QF off 
NF off 
PA condition 
6 a =  0 (via trim) 
- 
CAS on 
QF off 
N F  off 
PA condition 
b FJ 0 (via trim) 
- 
a 
Open-Loop  Gain  Schedule Tests (continued) 
Inputs 
p = -50' / sec (DC) 
u = 0-20" 
roll stick = +5@ 
s ec 
equivalent units 
(DC) 
a = 0-20" 
outputs 
Aileron (command 
or position) 
Aileron (command 
or position) 
Expected Results 
1.7 4 17 
a o  
* 
chance from value at D = 0 
I I  I 
1.7 4 17 
a' 
* 
change from d u e  at p = 0 
. ... 
I 
1 
7. Roll rate to 
rudder gain 
8. Yaw rate to 
rudder gain 
Table 27. Open" Gain Schedule Tests (continued) 
Initial 
Conditions 
CAS on 
QF off 
N F  off 
PA condition 
- 
6 = 0 (via trim) 
6 w 0 (via trim) 
a 
r 
CAS on 
QF off 
N F  off 
PA condition 
b r  FJ 0 (via trim) 
Inputs 
p = 50'lsec (X) 
a = 0-20" 
r = 10 sin 3t0 lsec 
a = 0420° 
Outputs 
Rudder  (command 
or position) 
Rudder (position 
or command) 
Expected Results 
- .  . . .  
c:.! - 
2.9 
O* 
'r 
.41 
-. 5( 
-1.8: 
-2.1' 
* 
change from value at p = 0 
I 
1 .7  4.0 
a 
* 
- + sine wave amplitude 
1 
17 
Table 27. Open-Loop Gain Schedule Tests (concluded) 
N 
4. 
N 
Test 
9. Pitch rate 
to  elevator 
(boundary 
control) 
0. Pitch stick 
to  flaps 
( N F  mode) 
. I .  Normal 
acceleration 
to flaps 
Initial 
Conditions 
CAS on 
QF off 
N F  off 
PA condition 
‘ b i t  
Full nose up trim 
Hydraulics off 
~ ~~~ 
CAS on 
N F  on 
P A  condition 
q = 50 psf 
CAS on 
N F  on 
P A  condition 
- 
hputs 
q = IO sin 3t0 /see 
q = 50-1200 psf 
- 
pi.tch stick = a sin 3t 
where A = variable 
Vo = 59 - 590 KTS 
Ng = (. 05 g) sin 3t 
q = 5041200 pef 
outputs 
Elevator command 
Aileron  (position 
or command) 
= + 10” sin 3t - 
Aileron (position 
or  command) 
Expected Results 
* 94O 
“e - -  I - - + - , + 7.8’ max. 
9 
* 
sine wave amplitude 
(191 + V,) 
A = A(59)  2,9(27.4 + Vo) 
where A = A(Vo = 59) 
(59.) 
* 
sine wave amplitude 
Closed-Loop  Ground Tests 
This  test  verifies  proper functioning of the  system  during  grouni  operation including 
checks  for  structural  resonances.  The  latter can also  indicate low-q structural  stability 
in flight, although  the  value of such  indications  depends  greatly on landing  gear  support 
influences  and  on  control  surface  inertial  properties., 
Ideally  the  system  and  airplane should be  in  final  operational  configuration. A l l  
hydraulic  and  electrical  power  systems  should  be  functioning  normally,  driven by the 
aircraft engine. Preliminary tests, however, will  use  auxiliary power units for hangar 
testing. It is particularly  important  that feedback sensors  be mounted in flight  configura- 
tion. 
Surface  Position  Tests--Operation of control  stick,  rudder  pedals,  pitch  trim, roll 
trim, and y@w trim are tested. With stick and  pedals at neutral positions, all surfaces 
are operated via the  trim inputs.  Allocated trim  authorities are verified as well as the 
trim  center of all axes. Following this, the  trim  inputs are neutralized, and the  control 
, stick and rudder pedal inputs applied individually. Excluding deadspot or other applied ’ 
nonlinearities,  the following relationships apply: 
0 Pitch stick to elevator 6 5 50 psf) = 5.83 deg per g 
0 Roll stick to aileron = .47 deg/deg/sec (PA condition) 
Roll stick to rudder = .28 deg/deg/sec (PA condition) 
0 Rudder pedals to rudder = to be determined 
For  the pitch  and roll  stick inputs,  the  input  values  have  been  normalized  in terms 
of the  indicated  feedback  quantities of normal  acceleration and roll  rate,  respectively. 
Specific stick  quantities of force  or  displacement are currently unknown. 
Structural  Stability  Tests--High  control  gain  values  for  the  critical  feedback  paths 
associated with structural coupling exist  at  the take-off  condition. Lack of limit c,ycles 
or  excessive  spurious  resonances  during ground operation is obviously a requir-ement. 
These can  be  simply  detected by operating  the  system  at  zero  speed in the  flight  configura- 
tion, applying control pulses via stick and pedals, and measuring  surface  activity.  Prime 
paths for coupling (because of less low-pass  filtering and higher-order  signals)  include 
pitch rate to elevator (1.025 deg/deg/sec m a ) ,  roll rate  to  aileron (0.4 deg/deg/  sec max),, 
and yaw rate  to  rudder  (1.0  deg/deg/sec).  These  values should be doubled and the re- 
sonances  rechecked  to  assure adequafe margins. 
A valid test  for low-; inflight structural  stability  requires  considerably  more  effort 
to  eliminate  landing  gear  support  effects  and  to  account  for  lack of surface  aerodynamic 
forces.  The  former  can  cause  large  increases  in damping ratios of the  structural modes. 
Reduced gear damping or  special  support  similar  to  that  used  for  structural  shake  test- 
ing  will  improve  simulation  quality. 
Lack of surface  aerodynamic  forces  can  aggrevate  lower  frequency  mode coupling 
by increasing  bop gains if surface inertial forces are being  opposed  by  aerodynamic 
forces  (the  usual  case).  Appropriate  compensation  can  be  applied in the ground simula- 
tion if the  surface inertial properties are known. 
Prior  F-8C  flight  experience  should  be  reviewed  to  compare  the  gain  values quoted 
above.with  those  used in earlier  systems. Given similar  sensor  locations and  loop 
dynamics,  potential structural coupling may  be  assessed by similarity. 
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Closed-Loop  Rigid-Body Flight Functions 
These  tests couple the  digital  controller through either  actual or simulated servo 
actuators  to a rigid body simulation of the  aircraft and associated motion sensors.  Pilot 
controls a re  in the  active  state and may be used  to apply inputs. * Actual rpte gyros, 
accelerometers, and angle-of-attack sensors  are blocked or otherwise disabled to pre- 
clude extraneous inputs. Their outputs are  replaced by corresponding signals from sim- 
ulated sensors.  Provision is made to apply either  selected values of dynamic preseure 
and airspeed (in the  case of a small perturbation aircraft simulation) or to apply these 
quantities as added outputs from a Pull-freedom aircraft simulation. 
The major intent of this phase of system  verification is to evaluate pedormance in 
terms of transient  responses to discrete pilot inputs and gust disturbances. Small 
pertubations are  featured to facilitate comparison with prior analyses. Table 2l.sum- 
marizes a recommended test  repertoire. The evaluation should include the following lg 
flight conditions to cover the aircraft flight regime: 
Altitude Mach Configuration 
20000' . 6 7  clean 
20000' .40 clean 
40000' 1.2 clean 
10000' 0.8 clean 
0 .189 P A  
* To achieve input consistency and freedom  from  stick or pedal nonlinearitiee, step 
input switches  paralleling  the  normal pilot controle a re  extremely useful, particularly 
in correlating ground  and flight test performance. 
1 
Table 28. Closed-Loop Simulated Flight Functions 
I. 
I Key .: Critical  Performance 
Test Inputs Outputs li . ’ Qualities 
I 
~ 1. Pitch CAS  CAS 
1 
~ I 
Step stick doublet, ’ 0 CY response  to stick 
- +3 lb  from  trim 1 0 Short  period  damping 
0 Step vertical gust 1 
l c* I - 
l 
0 Roll rate  response to  stick CA S I 0 Step stick doublet i 0 Roll rate 2. Lat-Dir. CAS 1 +2 lb from  trim - i Yaw rate Turn coordination 
! 0 Step lateral gust j Lateral accel* 0 Dutch-roll damping 
1 Step pedal doublet . Sideslip 
3. MLC QF I 0 Stop pitch  stick i Normal  accel. I C* response to stick 
I 
I 
I 
I 1 F h p  response 
0 Short-period damping 
I, 
I 4. MLC I N F  
I 5. Baundary Control I CAS with cy bound- 
doublet 
0 Pitch  rate 
Step vertical gust ’ 
~ Flap pos. . c* 
0 Step pitch stick 0 C*, Nz, & q response  to  stick Normal  ccel. 1 
doublet Pitch  rate ’ 0 map  response 
0 Step vertical gust . c* 
0 q & Nz gust alleviation Flap position 
0 Short-period damping 
0 step  aft pitch 1 Angle of attack I Achieve limit cy without over- 
stick  to exceed 
cr limit, hold on 
limit, then recen- 
ter via step. 
Step vertical gust 
on limit 
. c* 
Pitch  rate 
shoot 
0 Short-period damping while 
on limit 
0 Resumption of normal  control 
Test 
6. Pitch Attitude 
Control 
7. Mach Control 
8. Altitude 
Control 
Table 28. Closed-Loop Simulated Flight Functions (continued) 
Control 
Modes 
Pitch Attitude 
Hold 
Mach  Hold 
Altitude Hold 
Inputs 
0 Pitch  stick, pull 
up to  desired 
attitude & release 
force. push over 
to new attitude & 
release. 
0 Step vertical gust 
0 Roll stick. bank 
45'. hold 10 sec, 
and return to 
wings level 
0 Roll stick, bank 
45'. hold 10 secD 
and return  to 
level. 
0 Step vertical gust 
0 Step longitudinal 
gust 
0 Engage  mode 
during 5000 fpm 
climb 
0 Roll stick, bank 
45', hold 10 sec, 
and return to 
level 
Step vertical gust 
Key 
Outputs 
Pitch  rate 
Pitch  attitude 
Critical  Performance 
Qualities 
0 Attitude lock-on & release 
0 Mode stability  under gust 
0 Attitude retention  during turns 
0 Mach 
0 Attitude 
Altitude 
0 Attitude 
0 Normal 
Acceleration 
0 Mach error during turns 
0 Mode stability  under gust 
0 ,Transient g's & altitude error 
when  engaged in climb 
0 Altitude error during turns 
0 Mode stability  under  gusts 
1 Test 
I 9. Roll Attitude 
10. Heading Hold 
Table 28. Closed-Loop Simulated Flight Functions (concluded) 
Control 
Modes 
Attitude Hold 
Heading Hold 
Critical  Performance 
Inputs outputs  Qualities 
II I 
0 Roll stick,  roll  to 0 Bank angle 
Mode stability  under gust back to  level & Roll rate 
45' & release,  roll 
0 Attitude  lock-on & release I 
release. 0 Yaw rate 
0 Step lateral gust 
0 Engage mode 0 Bank transient following engage 0 Bank angle 
during 45' bank Heading turn 0 Mode stability  under  gust 
0 Step lateral gust I I I 
-a 
N 
-a 
SECTION 13 
SIMULATOR PROGRAM DEFINITION 
Overview 
This  section  defines  an  experimental  program  to  evaluate  controlled configured 
vehicle (CCV) laws on the NASA/LRC  F-8C simulator. The objective is to  provide NASA 
with a tool for quantitatively measuring and comparing pilot performance and to aid 
NASA in planning a more efficient flight test  program. [22]' 
The  design and methodology for two specific  experiments a re  defined. In the first 
experiment-, the effects of gust levels on pilot performance with the CCV controlled F-8C 
and a base-line  controller*  for  the F-8C a r e  compared. In the second experiment,  gust 
level is held constant and the effects of speed and altitude on pilot performance with the 
two structures  are compared. Since the CCV control laws a re  to enhance stability,  the 
response to turbulence is considered a major consideration. 
The independent and dependent variables  associated with the two experimental 
designs a re  discussed next. The  reduction of subject  variability is then  discussed 
followed by a definition of simulation  tasks. Next the  procedure and instructions  used 
to conduct the  experiments a r e  defined. This  section concludes with a summary of data 
analysis and interpretation. 
Experimental Design 
The  purpose of having an experimental  design is to provide  a structure through 
which data  may be obtained in a systematic  manner  relatively  free  from unwanted effects. 
The data a re  indicators of the  existence and strength of a relationship between two or  
more  variables.  Further, in order  to  be  able  to  state with some  level of certainty that 
the  relationship  exists,  it is necessary  to  repeat  the  observation(s) a number of times. 
There  are two essential  elements involved in specifying  an  experimental  situation-- 
one or more independent variables (Tv) and one or more dependent variables (DV). A n  
IV has its value set  prior to and remains constant  during  the  experiment. In a DV 
changes a re  being observed and recorded.  These changes a re  a function of or "dependent" 
upon controlled changes in  the W ' s .  
There are many variations of experimental  design which exist in the  literature. For 
purposes of the  present  studies a basic mixed design  using  repeated measures has been- 
chosen. The choice and recommendation was based almost  entirely on economic consid-- 
erations. This particular design  yields  the largest amount of data with a minimal expend- 
iture of resources. In addition, it  directly accounts for  the  variability  in  performance 
which exists between pilots. 
An example of this design is depicted in  Figure 181. An experiment  utilizing this 
design would compare  the  performance of three pilots flying both the CCV controlled 
F-8C and a base  structure F-BC' under  varying  values of a flight condition. With this 
* 
A structure designated by NASAiLRC. This could be the unaugmented F8-C. 
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I 
I V :  F l i g h t  C o n d i t i o n  
DV : P i l o t  Performance 
Measures 
I V :  F-8C Structures 
Figure 181. Ekperimental Design 
DV: Pi 1 o t  Performance 
Measures 
I V :  Gusts 
0 
5 
10 
15 
20 
I V :  F-8C Structures 
Figure 182. Experimental Design for Comparison of Gust EXfects 
on Pilot Performance 
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design  any condition for which values can be  pre-set (N) could be used.  Pilot perform- 
ance (DV) could be  measured using: 
0 Altitude error 
0 Velocity error  
0 Lateral  error 
0 Bank angle 
0 Sideslip 
0 Pilot  aileron  stick command 
0 Pilot  rudder command 
0 Single-axis rms  errors 
0 Multi-axis rms  errors 
In addition two pilot opinion ratings could be used: 
0 Cooper-Harper Ratings [23] 
0 Global Ratings [24] 
In the evaluation of flight systems, one major  consideration is how the  system  operates 
under  various  levels of gusts., The first experiment will ,  therefore,  use gust  levels as 
the flight condition in  the  experimental design. Five  velocities of gusts  were  determined 
mum disturbance which the F-8C could he expected to encounter.  The des.ign for the 
first experiment is shown in Figure 182. 
. by taking equal interval velocities between zero. or no gusts, and 20 knots, the maxi- 
Another major  consideration is the evaluation of the  system while flying at typical 
speeds and altitudes. Figure 183 contains the design of the second experiment. The - design has remained  the  same as in the first experiment. However. the independent 
variable of gusts  has been replaced with five  values of speed and altitude. 
Subjects 
In experiments  using human subjects. two types of subject  variability must  be toler- 
ated and accounted for:  intersubject  variability such as  training  differences and experi- 
ence  differences; and intrasubject  variability  such as  motivation, attitude,  fatigue, or 
boredom. Variability is computed as  error and thus, in a sense. is subtracted from the 
results.  Therefore.  large  variability can have the  effect of suppressing  real  differences 
between the  variables being  tested. 
Intersubject  variability can be reduced by increasing  the  number of subjecfs. How- 
ever,  experimental  situations.  such a8 the  present one, impose  certain minimum require- 
ments upon subject  acceptability (i. e. . being able  to fly  an  F-8C). The number of avail- 
able subjects is thus  reduced and often these  subjects are not homogeneous. These 
factors  contribute to inter-subject  variability. 
The  experimental  design  described in the  previous  section treats the  subject  pilots 
as a separate independent variable. Fewer  subjects  can  be  tolerated  in  a  design of this 
type  because  the  variability  introduced by each  subject can be directly examined. How- 
ever. this technique can only determine the amount of variability--it does not or cannot 
control it.  Therefore.  subjects should be matched to  the  extent  possible on factors  such as: 
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r 
IV: Speed + A1 t i tude DV: P i l o t  Performance 
Mach = 1.2; 40,000 ft. 
Mach = 0.8; 10,000 ft. 
Mach = 0.67; 20,000 ft. 
Mach = 0.4; 20,000 ft. 
Power Approach i15 
ccv x 1 9\'"" 
IV: F-8C Structures 
Figure 183- Experimental Design for Comparison of Speed and 
Altitude Effects on Pilot Performance 
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Figure 184. Typical Flight Profile 
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0 Service  branch 
0 Age 
0 Rank 
0 F-8C flying hours 
0 Total flying hours 
0 Education 
Intrasubject  variability is reduced through an  increase in the number of observations. 
Since the number of subjects is small,  the number of observations on each  subject  must 
be increased. However, factors  such as boredom and motivation must  also be taken  into 
account. A procedure developed to balance these  factors  to  reduce  the  intrasubject  varia- 
bility is described in the subsection on Procedure. 
Task 
A task  used by Stein and  Henke [25] meets the crucial  requirements for the present 
type of experimentation: 
0 New learning or interference  from  prior  learning is kept to a minimum. 
0 The task includes the use of full cockpit instrumentation and controls. 
0 The task provides a structure for controlling intrasubject variability; i. e., all 
subjects should perceive,  understand, and perform the task  in  a  similar  manner 
and are  subject to the  same  experimental controls. 
The  task  consists of a series of flight profiles which can be  randomly  used for each flight 
condition (i. e., gust or speed and altitude). The profiles  consist of timed intervals  dur- 
ing which constant bank angle turns or wings--level flight a re  commanded. A typical 
flight profile is pictorially  represented in Figure 184. 
The primary display of the flight path course to the pilot is the flight director. The 
task is thus a perceptual  motor  tracking  task  in which deviations  from appropriate pitch 
and lateral commands must be detected and corrected for. 
Procedure 
Instructions--Instructions  must  be developed which will insure that  the  subject clearly 
understands what is required of him. From the standpoint of the  experimenter, the 
instructions  must be as explicit as possible to insure  consistency between subjects. 
In general,  instructions should incorporate the following sequence and sections: 
1) Introduction includes who is conducting the research; a generalized statement 
of the purpose. 
2) Overview includes  in  general terms what the  task wil l  be; what equipment is 
used;  approximately how long it will take; if more than one session--how many; 
and importance of continuity in attendance. 
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3) Specific explanation of the  task and subject  role includes  demonstration of 
equipment and performance of a typical  task;  number and length of trials. 
4) Practice  trial includes a complete run through of all aspects of the  task by the 
experimenter, conducted in the  same manner as a formal data session. 
5) Answering of questions 
Practice Session--In  experimentation involving a highly complex task,  such as the 
present one, it is necessary  to have all subjects begin with approximately  the  same  skill 
level and yet, at a level  at which results  are based upon a typical  level of operators of 
the  task.  Practice  sessions a re  used to insure that subjects a r e  operating  at  a  pre- 
Bcribed level. 
The practice  session should be handled in a  manner as  close  to  the  formal data col- 
lection  sessions as possible. A l l  of the  flight conditions (in a randomized order) should 
be flown twice. Throughout the  practice  session  the pilots should receive  immediate 
feedback about their  performance  errors.  Particular  care should be  taken by the  experi- 
menter  to  insure that the  subjects a re  maintaining a high performance  level on all para- 
meters . 
Data Collection--Using the dependent measures  previously  described in  the  experi- 
mental  design  subsection, two data collection  phases would be  required.  Phase I would 
be used  for collection of the pilot performance  measures, and Phase I1 would consist 
of the pilot opinion ratings. 
Each subject pilot would participate in five sessions consisting of 40 trials each--20 
in Phase I and 20 in Phase 11. In each  phase would be  presented a random  sequence of 
20 trials containing two trials  for each of the 20 experimental conditions, (e. g., the two 
F-8C structures by the  five conditions of either gust of speed and altitude - 2x5~2). The 
pilots would  not be told which condition they were flying. 
The task and procedure would be the  same  for both Phase I and Phase I1 with the 
exception of the  time  interval between trials. In Phase I1 the  pilots would be  asked to 
rate each system  under each condition as  it was flown. Thus, the  intertrial  interval has 
to  be  longer to give the pilots time  to f i l l  out the  forms. * 
Data Analysis 
Once an experimental  design is selected, much of the analysis can be  performed on- 
line if data point or data summary  requirements are  considered early enough to be 
included in  the  software  set-up. The value of performing these  analyses on-line lies in 
being able'to  detect  trends in the data during  the  training and formal data  collection. 
Thus, changes in pilot strategy that do  not meet the  requirements of the  simulation 
can be detected and corrected. 
In addition, the  establishment of standard data formats and headings reduces  the 
probability of losing  cell  entries and avoids  the  problem of 'unequal observations. 
Once the  data have been  collected,  the data should'be manipulated for the computa- 
tion and displaying of such things as: 
* 
The two scale forfns a r e  contained in Appendix E. 
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0 Histograms 
0 Graphics 
0 Means 
0 Standard  deviations 
0 Analysis of variance tables 
Recall  that in  the  present  experimental design the main  effects of interest  are  the 
fixed effects of system type and flight condition and the  random effect of pilots. The 
analysis of variance is designed  to determine  the  level of statistical  significance of these 
effects in the experiment. An analysis of variance output format  (analysis of variance 
table)  for  this  experimental design is contained in Table 29. 
The histograms and graphics  provide a pictorial  representation of the data. while 
the means and standard  deviations  provide a numerical  summary of the data. These 
are, therefore,  the key to interpreting  the  results indicated by the  analyses of variance. 
Data Interpretation 
An analysis of variance would be computed on the  data from each of the pilot perform- 
ance  measures and output in a format  similar  to that contained in Table 32. The F-stat- 
istic (contained in the  last colum) is used for two types of interpretation--the main 
effects and interactions. The main effects terms consist of: 
0 Systems (A) 
0 Flight condition (B) 
0 Subjects (C) 
CCV controlled F-8C and Base structure F-8C 
Gust levels or  speed and altitude 
The  interaction terms  represent  all  possible combinations of the main effects: 
0 '  Systems (A) x Flight condition (B) 
0 Flight condition (B) x Subjects (C) 
0 Systems (A) x Subjects (C) 
0 Systems (A) x Flight condition (B) x Subjects (C) 
The output of an analysis of variance is an F-statistic (F 2 0). which is computed under 
the  statistical hypothesis (H 1 that all the means of a particular main effect are identical. 
Under this hypothesis. the  fl-statistic is distributed  according  to  the  F-distribution 
lawL2q. Critical values (Fp) can thus  be  determined  such  that  (under Ho) probability fa 
(F 2 Fp) = p, for p = 0.05 or p = 0.01. Then, if the  F-statistic (under F in  Table 29) 
comes out greater than Fp. it can be concluded that H is refuted (i. e., the means are 
different) or a ra re  event of probability, p, has been &served.  This ie condensed 
by  saying  that  the  means a re  different at a level of significance  equal  to  p (or. more 
simply,  the effect is significant at  level p). If F qomes out less than Fp, the hypothesis 
(Ho) that the means were  identical would have to  be accepted (or. more simply, the 
effect is not significant at  level PI. 
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For example, if the  F-statistic  for  the main effect of systems (A) came out greater 
than Fp on any of the pilot performance  measures,  it would have  to  be concluded that for 
that measure,  there was a  significant  difference (at  level  p) between the CCV controlled 
F-8C and the  base  structure F-8C. The histograms, graphics, means, and standard 
deviations would be  used to isolate  this difference. Inferences about the  difference 
could then  be drawn. 
Table 29. Analysis of Variance Output Format 
Source of Variance 
\ 
A" -~ . . . 
Systems (A) 
Flight condition (B) 
Subjects (C) 
A x B  
B x C  
A x C  
A x B x C  
Residual 
Degrees 
of 
' Freedom 
Mean Square 
a s 0.01 
b < 0.05 
P 
P 
N. S. = Nonsignificant C 
F 
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SECTION 14 
FLIGHT TEST INVESTIGATION 
This  section  presents recommended  flight test  procedures  to  evaluate  the  control 
laws developed under  this study. Major emphasis is placed on the  basic "inner-loop" 
functions (augmentation, boundary control, direct  lift, and maneuver load control) in 
contrast to the  relatively conventional "autopilot" modes of attitude, heading, Mach, and 
altitude hold. It is recognized  that  the  recommended procedures and conditions a re  sub- 
ject to constraints imposed by prevailing aircraft  status as well as  overall flight test 
safety. Particular conflicts  may arise in probing flight envelope extremes which is 
desirable in evaluating overall  control  system  performance.  Figure 185 *illustrates  the 
general flight condition repertoire envisioned for  control  assessment, including specific 
points having past  analytical  emphasis. 
Table 30 lists the recommended mode test sequence. Each mode is discussed in 
following paragraphs. 
Table 30. Mode Test Sequence 
1. Primary Flight Control System 
2. Boundary Control 
3. Maneuver Load Control (Q-Flaps) 
4. MLC plus Response Augmentation (N-Flaps) 
5. Autopilot 
0 Attitude 
0 Heading 
0 Altitude 
0 Mach 
Digital Flight C.ontro1 System (DFCS) 
The DFCS is the fundamental control mode which incorporates  the  so-called  ''control 
augmentation" functions. The only possible "lower" mode would be an  emergency backup 
mode normally engaged only after  a sequence of failures. The DFCS is engaged on the 
ground  and functions throughout takeoff  and landing. 
Table 31 shows the  suggested DFCS testsequence. It begins with the low-dynamic 
pressure conditions and proceeds  to  higher qls as  system  performance is verfied. Each 
condition has  nearly  the  same  general  test  repertoire designed to  evaluate  nominal 
system  performance. The special  tests  are  more flight research  oriented,  attempting 
to optimize  system  characteristics through parametric investigations. 
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Figure 185. Flight Control Test Conditions 
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The  general  test sequence  begins with trim capability  trials. The trim elements in 
pitch, roll, and yaw a re  operated to verify  that  a  desired trim  state can be easily achieved 
without repeated  efforts. Both "straight and level'' and intentionally mistrimmed  states 
should be established. It is noted that  the trim objective is not to  enable "hands-off" 
flight (autopilot modes  provide this function) but rather  to  achieve and  hold a desired 
trim  state within acceptably low (around  breakout levels)  control  forces. At clean  flight 
conditions (where  the  so-called  "neutral  speed  stability function" is provided) a pitch axis 
with near-neutral speed stability is expected. 
Table 31. DFCS Test Sequence 
1.0 Low - 4 Testing 
1.1 Approach Configuration 
1.1.1 General Test Repertoire 
0 Trim Capability (3 axes) 
0 Stability margins & mode damping 
0 Transient command response 
0 Apparent speed stability 
0 Configuration change transients 
0 Overall flight acceptability 
1.1.2 Special Test  Repertoire 
0 Stick gradient optimization 
0 Stick nonlinearities investigation 
0 Response speed investigation 
1.2 Clean Configuration 
1.2.1 General  Test  Repertoire 
1.2.2 Special Test  Repertoire 
2.0 Increasing - q Testing - 
(Repeat test 1.2 at higher flight conditions) 
A trim  related  issue  particularly  relevant to fly-by-wire systems is the  general 
acceptability of series  trim methods*. Because the series  trim action involves a 
*A series  trim input is added to the stick input, whereas  a  parallel  trim input alters the 
prevailing  stick  force  level only. 
closed-loop  response  through  the  aircraft,  a  somewhat  more  difficult trim task  usually 
results.  This is compensated  to a degree by having to  trim  much less frequently (if at  
all) with an  integrating  system. 
Stability  margins and airframe damping are the  next  tests.  These are conducted 
from a trimmed  straight and level condition. Control  stick  pulses and, rudder  kicks are 
the  primary  means of excitation. It is assumed  that  pilot  adjustment of forward-loop 
control  gains  (proportionally  affecting  rudder,  aileron,  and  elevator  command  signals) 
is possible on an  incremental  basis (up to 26 db) f rom nominal. The  gains  should  be 
perturbzd  individually  around  their  nominal  value  with  the  other  gains  at  their  nominal 
values. An appropriate series would be: 
(1) pitch, roll, and yaw pulses, gains nominal (including scheduled gains) 
(2) pitch stick pulse, pitch gain + 3 db 
(311 pitch stick pulse, pitch gain + 6 db 
(4) pitch stick pulse, pitch gain - 3 db 
(5) pitch stick pulse, pitch gain - 6 db 
(6) Roll stick pulse, roll gain + 3 db 
(7) Roll stick pulse, roll gain + 6 db 
(8) Roll stick pulse, roll gain - 3 db 
(9) Roll stick pulse, roll gain - 6 db 
(10) Rudder Pedal pulse, yaw gain + 3 db 
(11) Rudder Pedal pulse, yaw gain + 6 db 
(12) Rudder Pedal pulse, yaw gain - 3 db 
(13) Rudder Pedal pulse, yaw gain - 6 db 
The  primary  variables  to  be  recorded  during  these  tests  are  the  3-axes body rates 
and surface  positions. Any tendancy  towards  limit  cycles  should  be  noted, as well as 
associated  amplitudes and frequency.  Prevailing  values of apparent  short-period  damp- 
ing and Dutch-roll  damping a r e  estimated  from  the  pitch rate and yaw rate  recordings, 
respectively. 
Measurement of transient command responses follows. Here  the  use of step input 
switches in pitch  and roll is recommended  to  enable  precise  inputs and  avoid stick non- 
linearities.  Pitch  inputs between 0 . 2 5  and 0 .  5 g a r e  applied,  held  for 3 to 5 seconds, 
then  removed.  Recordings of pitch rate and normal  acceleration  are  made  to  enable 
comparison  with  ground  simulation  results and related  response envelopes. Roll inputs 
of 20 degrees per  second a r e  applied,  held  until 40 to 50 degrees bank. removed  for  3 
seconds,  reversed and removed to achieve wings level. Recordings of roll  rate. bank 
angle, yaw rate,  lateral  acceleration, and s idesl ip  angle a r e  taken. 
TO  investigate  higher  angle-of-attack  performance, a constant  altitude  turn (e = 45O) 
can  be  established. Roll inputs  causing a 2 20" change in bank angle are applied and 
similar  recordings  are  made as in the wings level  case.  From  these  data,  lateral-dir- 
ectional  performance is measured in terms of roll  subsidence,  spiral  stability,  and  turn 
coordination. 
Apparent  speed  stability  tests  consist of applying  power  changes  to  achieve  speed 
increments of 5 to  10% of nominal  while  holding  constant  altitude flight. The  resulting 
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time  histories of stick input, speed, normal  acceleration,  pitch  rate, and elevator  posi- 
tions a re  recorded. 
Transients  resulting  from changes in  aircraft configuration a re  measured at  appro- 
priate conditions. Usual operational changes in gear position, wing position, and flap 
position a re  applied. Recordings a re  made of stick input, normal  acceleration, pitch rate, 
and elevator position. Comparison with conventional F-8C transients  are made by pilot 
opinion. 
After  the above formal  test sequence is completed, a series of operationally-relevant 
maneuvers  appropriate to the  prevailing flight condition should be made to  assess  overall 
flight acceptability. Landingltake-off trials, aerobatics, simulated in-flight refueling, 
and formation flight a r e  candidates. 
The special  test sequence of Table  31'identifies three  technical  areas which continue 
to merit additional handling qualities investigation. They are  listed in a preferred  order:. ! : ! i . ! 
of test, although the  interactive  nature of their  properties  dictates an iterative approach. 
The stick gradient  variations a re  accomplished first,  using  a nominal type of stick non- 
linearity (e. g. 2 .5 pound deadspot) and nominal response dynamics. After  selecting a 
preferred gradient, various stick deadspot values a re  investigated. The best value is 
probably task-oriented, so the  investigation should include  a range of flying tasks,  from 
simple  cruise  control  to  small amplitude  tracking. Additional nonlinearity  types can 
also  be studied. In place of or in addition to a  simple  stick deadspot, a stick output vary- 
ing as the square of the stick input (deflection or  force)  has proven advantageous in certain 
situations. Finally, the  system  response speed can be adjusted via prefiltered on the 
pitch and roll  stick inputs  using nominal gradients and stick  nonlinearities. 
Boundary Control 
The boundary control  system is designed to  prevent  inadvertent excessess in angle- 
of-attack. A s  currently studied, a "hard" mgle-of-attack limit is ap,plied, although the 
system can be adjusted to merely effect an increase in apparent  stick  force above the  pre- 
set u limit.  For  purposes of initial flight tcsting,  the u limit should be  set  at a conserva- 
tive low value for  the prevailing condition, -?erhaps via cockpit adjustment. A s  confidence 
develops, the  limit can be  set to increasing values. The major  use of the boundary control 
is at the  lower  q conditions, although the  system will  function over  the flight range. Both 
approach and-clean configurations should be tested  where  appropriate. The testing should 
begin at low 9's and progress higher. At each condition the following test sequence is 
recommended. In addition to the  usual pitch variables,  the  limit a (if cockpit adjustable) 
and the input signals to the  signal  selection  algorithm should be recorded. The following 
test sequence  investigates  the switching characteristics of the boundary controller, I and  not 
the dependence of the  alpha boundary on sideslip. 
Unaccelerated Limiting.--Slowly reduce speed (or reduce  the u limit value)  until  the 
limit is encountered. Continue to reduce  speed  (or  the  limit) and pbssrys that  the  actual 
angle of attack follows the  limit. Apply aft stick inputs when  on the  limit and note no 
reaction. Apply forward  stick  inputs  until the angle of attack  moves below the limit. 
Restore speed (or raise the a limit) to restore  trimmed flight. 
Accelerated  Limiting - Slow Approach--Beginning at  trimmed flight, apply  aft  pitch 
st.ick inputs until  the  limit u is encountered, taking 3 to 6 seconds to  achieve a stick input 
corresponding to about twice that necessary  to  reach the  limit. Note that  the a limit fe 
accomplished without overshoot. Reduce stick input to the  trimmed value, and note  that 
normal  control is smoothly restored.  Vary bank angle  apd'power ap  required during  the 
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maneuver to roughly maintain  speed and altitude. Finally, vary  stick inputs araund.trim 
within the a limit and note  that DFCS operation is normal. 
Accelerated Limiting - Fast Approach--Repeat the above tests using rapid stick 
inputs (essentially  steps) and verify that the a limit is observed smoothly and without 
overshoot, and that  normal  control is properly  restored. 
General Acceptability--At appropriate conditions apply typical  operational  maneuvers 
to  make a general pilot assessment of boundary control  effectiveness and utility. Attempt - 
to  determine  control  utility as a maneuver aid in achieving maximum performance with- 
out upset. Judge the  acceptability of a limiting  action without associated  stick  force cues. 
Observe boundary maintenance while performing  gross speed changes by applying full 
power at  low speed,  pull to  achieve  limit, and accelerate  until speed. power, or g  limited. 
Adjust bank angle  to  mainkin  approximate altitude. 
Maneuver Load Control (Q-Flapd 
This mode is designed to produce minimum drag  flap  positions without appreciably 
affecting normal DFCS transient performance. To verify  the  latter.  the following elements 
of the  "general  test  repertoire" should be  repeated  in  the pitch axis at conditions where 
the  QF mode is pertinent. 
0 trim capability 
0 transient command response 
apparent  speed  stability 
0 overall flight acceptability 
Results a r e  compared to those of the DFCS. 
After  these  teets have proved satisfactory.  the  effectiveness of the  flap  schedule  in 
reducing drag during  sustained  maneuvers may be determined by a series of coordinated 
turns. With 12 degrees of flap  allocated  to  the MLC function. a 3 degree per-second  pitch 
rate produces full flap deflection. Bank angles should be selected  to  produce  slightly in 
excess of the full  12 degree deflection to produce maximum effect. A steady  turn is held 
between 10 and 30 seconds to allow study conditions to develop. Two techniques  may be 
employed: 
(1) Perform the turn at constant power setting. Record the speed time history 
with and  without the QF mode. 
(2) Perform  the  turn  at a8 constant speed as possible. Record power setting with 
and without the QF mode. 
From  the above data, drag reduction due to  the  QF mode can be  determined. 
MLC Plus.Response Augmentation (Nz-Flap~) 
This mode produces the  same  steady-state flap settings as the QF mode, but in addi- 
tion is designed to improve pitch transient  response  to  stick inputs and alleviate  gusts in 
terms of reduced normal  acceleration  and/or pitch rate. To evaluate  the former quali- 
ties. portions of the pitch DFCS testing  described  earlier should be repeated. namely: 
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transient command response 
e overall flight  acceptability 
The  step input responses of pitch rate and normal ac_ce?eration a r e  of particular  inter- 
est, and these should  be recorded with  and  without tbeAI& f lap  mode  engaged in two adjacent 
runs to  assure common  conditions as much as possible. A combination of less pitch rate  
overshoot and faster  normal  acceleration  response should be  the dominant  quality of the 
NZ flap mode when compared  to  the  basic DFCS. 
The  gust  alleviation  qualities of the N, flap  mode  must  be  determined as air turbulence 
conditions permit. Pitch rate, pitch attitude, and normal acceleration recordings a r e  
desired  at  various  turbulence conditions,  run  with  the.DFCS and N, -flap  modes engaged 
alternately. Relative RMS values can then be computed. 
Autopilot  Modes 
The autopilot  mode  complement consists of a fairly conventional set of outer loop 
control  laws  for  an  airplane of the F-8C class. They a r e  all "hold" modes  in  that  the 
desired  value of the  major  controlled  variable  (attitude, heading, Mach, or altitude)  must 
be  attained  before  mode  engagement, upon which the  current  value  becomes  the  control 
reference point. Flight test of each mode is discussed in following paragraphs. Flight 
conditions  defined in  Figure 185 are applicable. 
Pitch  and Roll Attitude  Hold--Engage  the  mode  after  establishing  trimmed  unacceler- 
ated  flight  at  the  desired  attitude. Apply rudder  kicks and check damping (record body 
rates and surface  positions). 
Apply roll  stick  inputs  to  achieve roll rates of about 30 deg/sec. Avoid pitch inputs to 
preclude  pitch  attitude CCS (control  stick  steering)  switching. Bank to about 4 5  degrees 
and release roll stick  to  lock on new bank  angle. Hold bank for 30 seconds,  then  apply 
opposite  roll  stick  to  roll  to  opposite bank  angle. Hold for 30 seconds,  then  roll  to  wings 
level and hold. Assess roll engage  and  disengage properties of above  maneuver  (record 
roll  attitude and roll  stick).  Record  pitch  attitude  to  measure  attitude  error  during 
maneuver. 
Flying at  wings  level,  apply  pitch  stick  inputs of approximately + 0.25  g to  achieve 
pitch attitudes of about 2 45 degrees. Hold lach  attitude  for about l rseconds.   Assess  
pitch  attitude engage.  and disengage  properties  (record pitch  attitude and pitch  stick). 
Assess general  mode  performance  under  typical  operational  maneuvers.  Include 
full-roll and  loop maneuvers  to  verify  accommodation of large amplitude  anomalies. 
Judge  acceptability of stick-force  properties  during  large  maneuvers. 
Heading  Hold--Engage mode at  trimmed flight.  Apply rudder  kicks  to  check  damp- 
ing. Note heading retention qualities. Apply roll  stick inputs, bank to 4 5  degrees, and 
hold. Engage  heading hold in band and observe  roll  out and recovery of initial heading. 
Record  heading e r ro r  and  bank  angle.  Repeat at  opposite bank angle. 
Altitude Hold--Engage mode at level flight  and record  steady-state  performance for 
30 seconds (altitude error, pitch attitude, and elevator position). Apply configuration 
and  power  changes appropriate  to  the flight  condition  and measure  altitude  error  time 
history. Make  bank. CSS maneuvers without  dropping  altitude mode,  holding 5 45 degree 
banks for 30 seconds each. Record altitude e r ro r  and bank angle. 
2.9 2 
Check altitude engage transients  at  initial  rate conditions. Via pitch  attitude hold, 
establish  initial  ratee of climb of + 5000 fpm. k g a g e  altitude mode at selected  altitude 
and measure attitude, altitude, and normal  acceleration.  Assess trade-off between 
altitude  recovery and normal  acceleration. 
Mach Hold--Engage mode at  selected speed and record  steady-state  performance  for 
1 minute (Mach error, pitch attitude, elevator position). Perform CSS banking maneuvers 
without dropping Mach mode and assess performance  during  the  turn. With the  autopilot 
on attitude hold, establish a rapid Mach rate (plus & minus). Engage Mach hold and 
record  transient.. 
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SECTION 15 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The  design program  described in this  report  has  successfully  generated flight- 
worthy digital CCV control laws. These  laws  meet  all handling quality requirements 
for  fighter-category  aircraft. They provide automatic boundary limiting, 40 percent 
reduction in gust  load accelerations, and 15 percent  maneuver load drag reduction. 
The capability for flying with reduced  static  stability  has been included. These  benefits 
were  realized without  any modification of the test  aircraft.  Careful  integration of the 
various  quadratic  controllers with mode transition logic and minimum drag  schedules 
results in no conflicts among the CCV objectives. 
.. 1 . 
A test plan for  verifying.proper.flight  system  integration was formulated  based on 
frequency response  characteristics. A number of experiments  were  also  suggested 
for evaluating handling qualities on the  simulator.  Finally, flight test investigations 
were  specified for  assessing  performance in  the  air. 
The design process  made  extensive  use of modern  quadratic  optimal  control  design 
methodology. To ensure flight worthiness, the signal shaping and integrators  essential 
to good CAS design were included in  the optimum control  formulation. In addition, 
many classical  performance and sensitivity  measures (such as gain and phase  margins) 
were  used  in  evaluating the  designs  during  the  synthesis  process.  Finally,  better 
understanding and acceptance of the  designs  were achieved by presenting  them  in  standard 
block diagram  form. The resulting  control  laws are  basically  linear  gains and signal 
compensation, with  key parameters scheduled on external air data  measurements  to 
achieve  stability and  good performance throughout the  flight envelope. 
Two lateral-directional CAS designs  were produced using  different  sensor 
complements. The first CAS mechanizes "inertial turn coordination. 'I It commands 
theoretical yaw rates  required  to maintain  coordinated turns and uses deviations  to damp 
Dutch roll.  This  results  in  ideal  lateral coordination and good damping regardless of 
the angle-of-attack. 
Unfortunately, these feedbacks require several difficult to measure signals. In 
addition to rates and attitudes, angle-of-attack and true  air speed are  required.  The 
second lateral CAS eliminates  the  attitude and true-air-speed  signals, yet performs 
nearly as  well as the  full-measurement design. 
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APPENDIX A 
DEFINITION OF "A" ARRAY 
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COMPLETE SIMULATION  DICTIONARY  NUMERICALLY 
A( ) MNEMONIC 
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TM 
X 
Y 
H 
MACH 
sos 
U 
V 
W 
UA 
VA 
WA 
XDOT 
Y DOT 
HDOT 
VEL 
UDOT 
VDOT 
WDOT 
ACGX 
ACGY 
AXGZ 
AX I 
AY I 
AZ I 
GAM 
AL  (ALD) 
BET 
TH 
P H I  
P S I  
GAMDOT 
ALDOT 
BETDOT 
THDOT 
PHIDOT 
PSIDOT 
P 
9 
R 
PDOT 
QDOT 
RDOT 
STH 
CTH 
SPHI 
CPHI  
S P S I  
CPS I 
E l  1 
E 2  1 
E31 
DESCRIPTION 
SIMULATION  TIME 
BODY  POS. ALONG EARTH A X I S  XE 
BODY POS. ALONG EARTH A X I S  YE 
BODY POS. ALONG EARTH AXIS   ZE  
MACH  NUMBER = VEL/SOS 
SPEED OF SOUND - COMP. I N  ATMOS 
VEL COMP OF CG-X A X I S  WRT EARTH 
VEL COMP OF CG-Y A X I S  WRT EARTH 
VEL COMP OF CG-Z A X I S  WRT EARTH 
VEL COMP OF CG-Y A X I S  WRT A I R  
VEL COMP OF CG-Z A X I S  WRT A I R  
VEL COMP OF ce-x AXIS WR-I‘ A ~ R  
VEL COMP ALONG XE 
VEL COMP ALONG YE 
VEL COMP ALONG ZE 
MAGNITUDE OF VELOCITY VECTOR 
TIME  DERIVATIVE OF  U 
T IME  DERIVATIVE OF V 
T IME  DERIVATIVE OF W 
ACCEL OF BODY  (WO G) - BODY X A X I S  
ACCEL OF BODY  (WO G) - BODY Y A X I S  
ACCEL OF  BODY  (WO. G) - BODY Z A X I S  
OUTPUT ACCEL PKG  BODY X A X I S  
OUTPUT  ACCEL PKG  BODY Y A X I S  
OUTPUT  ACCEL PKG BODY Z A X I S  
FLIGHT  PATH ANGLE WRT EA?TH A X I S  
ANGLE OF ATTACK WRT I N S   4 I R  MASS 
EULER PITCH ANGLE 
EULER  ROLL  ANGLE 
EULER YAW ANGLE 
NOT USED I N  F8 
SCALAR TIME  DERIVATIVE OF  AL 
SCALAR TIME  DERIVATIVE OF BET 
TIME  DERIV OF TH 
TIME  DERIV OF P H I  
TIME  DERIV OF P S I  
S IDE-SL IP  ANGLE WRT INS 41R  MASS 
BODY ANGULAR WTE-BODY  AXIS X 
BODY ANGULAR RATE-BODY A X I S  Y 
BODY ANGULAR RATE-BODY A X I S  Z 
BODY ANGULAR ACC  -BODY A X I S  X 
BODY ANGULAR ACC -BODY A X I S  Z 
BODY ANGULAR ACC  -BODY A X I S  Z 
S I N E  THETA 
COSINE  THETA 
S I N E   P H I  
COS P H I  
S I N E   P S I  
COSINE P S I  
ELEM DIR .  COS MAT.-EARTH TO BODY 
ELEM  DIR. COS MAT.-EARTH TO  BODY 
ELEM DIR .  COS MAT.-EARTH TO BODY 
I N I T I A L  
VALUE 
0. 
0. 
0. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
0 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C. 
C 
C 
SET BY 
EXEK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
AERO 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
TRIM 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
UNITS 
SEC 
FT  
FT  
FT 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/ S EC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/S/S 
FT/S/S 
F?/S/S 
FT/s/s 
FT/S/S 
FT/S/S 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/S/S 
RAD/S/S 
RAD/S/S 
” 
” 
” 
” 
“ 
” 
” 
” 
” 
A( 1 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
6? 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
9 2  
94 
9 5  
96 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
108 
111 
112 
113 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
128 
129 
MNEMONIC 
E l  2 
E 2 2  
E32 
E l  3 
E 2 3  
E 3 3  
C H I  
RX 
RY 
RZ 
QBAR 
FX 
FY 
F Z  
L 
M 
N 
PA 
QA 
RA 
I X  
I Y  
I Z  
I XY 
I Y Z  
I xz 
DELT 
G 
MASS 
TRIMCNT 
FLG 
XCG 
I MOM 
UG 
UG 
WG 
PG 
QG 
RG 
HDOTl 
XT 
Z T  
YT 
S 
C DDG 
CLDF 
CLOG 
CMDF 
CMDG 
FMAX(1) 
FMAX(2) 
FM4X (3) 
C BAR 
RLE 
- - 
COMPLETE SIMULATION  DICTIONARY  NUMERICALLY 
(continued) 
DESCRIPTION 
ELEM  DIR. COS MAT.-EARTH  TO BODY 
ELEM  DIR. COS MAT.-EARTH  TO BODY 
ELEM  DIR. COS MAT.-EARTH  TO BODY 
ELEM DIR .  COS MAT.-EARTH  TO BODY 
ELEM  DIR. COS MAT.-EARTH  TO BODY 
ELEM  DIR. COS MAT.-EARTH TO BODY 
HEADING  ANGLE 
ACCELEROMETER LOCATION Y COORD 
ACCELEROMATER LOCATION!Z COORD 
DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
AERO FORCE ALONG X BODY A X I S  
AERO FORCE ALONG Y BODY A X I S  
AERO FORCE ALONG Z BODY A X I S  
AERO MOMENT ABOUT X BODY A X I S  
AERO MOMENT ABOUT Y BODY A X I S  
AERO MOMENT ABOUT Z BODY A X I S  
P + ANG. WIND COMP, (ROLL) 
Q + ANG. WIND COMP. (P ITCH)  
R + ANG. WIND COMP. (YAW) 
MOM OF INERT ABOUT BODY AX AT CG 
MOM  OF INERT ABOUT BODY AX AT CG 
MOM OF INERT ABOUT BODY AX AT CG 
ACCELEROMETER LOCATION-X COORD 
CROSS PROD OF INERT-AXES X-Y 
CROSS PROD OF INERT-AXES Y-2 
CROSS PROD OF INERT-AXES X-Z 
SIM  T IME  INCREMENT=A(132) /A( l31)  
ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY 
MAX NO. T R I M  LOOP ITERATIONS 
FLAG = 1 I F  BODY  MOMENTS CHANGE 
CG LOCATION 
ENGINE MOMENTUM (DT) 
VEHICLE MASS -- MASS WO FUEL= 
WIND GUST VEL ALONG X-AXIS 
WIND GUST VEL ALONG Y-AXIS 
WIND GUST VEL ALONG Z-AXIS  
WIND GUST ANG VEL ABOUT X-AXIS 
WIND GUST ANG VEL ABOUT Y-AXIS 
WIND GUST ANG VEL ABOUT Z-AXIS 
PAST VALUE  OF HDOT 
NOT USED I N  F 8  DYNK SETS XT=O. 
NOT USED I N  F8rOYNK  SETS ZT=O. 
NOT USED I N  F8-DYNK  SETS YT=O. 
WING  SURFACE  AREA 
DEL  CL/DEL  FLAPS -CONSTANT 
DEL CM/DEL FLAPS -CONSTANT 
DEL  CD/DEL  LANDING GEAR-CONSTANT 
DEL  CL/DEL  LANDING GEAR-CONSTANT 
DEL CM/DEL LANDING GEAR-CONSTANT 
MAX X FORCE TO T R I M  (+ OR - )  
MAX Z FORCE TO T R I M  (+ OR -) 
MAX Y MOM. TO  TRIM (+ OR -) 
MEAN CHORD 
MOMENT  ARM OF  DRT-CONSTANT 
I N I T I A L  
VALUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
0. 
0. 
0. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
0. 
0. 
C 
C 
32.18 
5 8 3 . 8 8  
10. 
C 
0. 
C 
' 0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
376. 
.025 
.480 
.026 
-.1457 
-.017 
270. 
270. 
1 000. 
11.78 
5. 
SET BY 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
OYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
OYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
EXEK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
TRIM 
DYNK 
DY NK 
AERO 
DYNK 
DYNK 
OYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
T R I M  
T R I M  
T R I M  
AERO 
AERO 
U N I T S  
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
RAD 
FT 
FT 
FT  
LB/SQ  FT 
L B  
L B  
L B  
FT- L B 
FT-LB 
FT-LB 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SEC 
FT/S/S 
SLUG 
" 
" 
" 
SL-FT*FT 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
FT/SEC 
L B  
L B  
L B  
FT*FT 
1/100PCT 
1 /RAD 
1 /1 OOPCT 
1 /RAD 
1 /l OOPCT 
L B  
L B  
FT-LB 
F T  
FT 
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A( 1 
131 
1 3 2  
134 
138 
1 4 2  
143 
144 
1 4 5  
146 
147 
1 4 8  
149 
1 5 1  
161 
1 6 2  
163 
164 
1 6 5  
166 
167 
168 
171 
1 7 2  
170 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
1 8 2  
183 
1 8 4  
189 
197 
201 
2 0 2  
2 0 3  
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
21 0 
21 1 
21 2 
2 2 1  
2 2 2  
2 2 3  
224 
225 
226 
227 
MNEMONIC 
ANN 
DELT 
DTOUT 
RUN 
TAPE 
DTLNKl 
DTLNK2 
N1 
N2 
DV(1) 
AF 
w1 
w2 
w3 
w4 
W1 DOT 
W2DOT 
W3DOT 
W4DOT 
ANU 
ANW 
ANX 
DSB 
DE 
DLE 
DF 
DG 
DA 
DR 
DT 
DRT 
PCTF 
B 
DX (03) 
DX (04) 
DX (05) 
DX (08) 
DX(12) 
DU(04) 
DU(07 
COMPLETE SIMULATION  DICTIONARY  NUMERICALLY 
(continued) 
I N I T I A L  
DESCRIPTION VALUE 
=l. 
DELT/ANN = BASIC  TIME INCREMENT 
1. 
A ARRAY DUMP INTERVAL TO LP 
.1 
RUN  UMBER - SET  AUTOMATICALLY .1 C 
OUTPUT DEVICE NO -TAPE OR DISC 
TAPE DUMP INTERVAL (A AND L DATA) 
7. 
LINEAR DATA DUMP INTERVAL TO LP 
0. 
START INDEX FOR A DUMP =l. 
0. 
C 
END INDEX FOR A DUMP =1000. C 
ALPHA INCREMENT I N  TRIM LOOP ,001 
ELEVATOR INCREMENT I N  TRIM LOOP 
THROTTLE INCREMENT I N  TRIM LOOP 
.001 
ACCELERATION DUE  TO GRAVITY 
.o 
32.2 
1ST COMP OF  QUATERN.  (A G COORD) C 
2ND COMP OF .QUATERN.  (A G COORD) C 
3RD COMP OF  QUATERN.  (ANG  COORD) C 
4TH COMP  OF QUATERN. (ANG  COORD) C 
TIME  DERIV. OF W1 C 
TIME  DERIV. OF W2 C 
TIME  DERIV. OF W3 C 
TIME  DERIV. OF W4 C 
NUMBER  OF  CONTROL INPUTS 
NUMBER OF DISTURBANCE INPUTS 
NUMBER.  OF STATES 
SPEED  BRAKE POSITION 
ELEVATOR SURFACE POSITION C 
CRUISE DROOP POSITION 
MANEUVER FLAP  POSITION 
LANDING GEAR POS=1 FOR  GEAR  OUT 
AILERON SURFACE POSITION 
RUDDER  SURFACE POSITION 
THROTTLE POSITION C 
ROLLING TAIL  POSITION 
PERCENT FUEL 
9. 
3. 
1 2  
WING  SPAN 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -P 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -R 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -V 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -PHI 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -PSI 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -Y 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -Q 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -W 
PERTURBATION ON STATE 4 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -THETA 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -H 
PERTURBATION ON STATE -X  
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS  -DA 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS  -DR 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS  -DRT 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS -DE 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS -DF 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS -DLE 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS -DSB 
35.67 
.1 
10. 
. 1  
.02 
.02 
100. 
.1 
.5 
1. 
.02 
100. 
100. 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.0025 
.02 
.02 
.06 
SET BY 
EXEK 
EXEK 
EXEK 
EXEK 
L I N K  
EXEK 
EXEK 
EXEK 
EXEK 
TRIM 
TRIM 
TRIM 
EVAL 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
AERO 
TRIM 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
TRIM 
AERO 
DYNK 
AERO 
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  ' 
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
UNITS 
" 
SEC 
SEC 
" 
" 
SEC 
SEC 
" 
RAD 
RAD 
PCT*lOO 
FT/S/S 
" 
" 
" 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
PCT*lOO 
RAD 
RAD 
PCT*lOO 
RAD 
PERCENT 
FT 
RAD/SEC 
RAD/SEC 
FT/SEC 
RAD 
RAD 
FT 
RAD/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
RAD 
FT 
Fr 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
RAD 
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COMPLETE SIMULATION  DICTIONARY  NUMERICALLY 
(continued) 
A (  1 
228 
229 
259 
260 
265 
266 
274 
283 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
4 8 5  
486 
498 
600 
601 
602 
700 
70 1 
7 0 2  
703 
704 
7 0 5  
706 
707 
708 
709 
71 0 
71 1 
71 2 
71 3 
71 4 
71 5 
801 
8 0 2  
803 
804 
8 0 5  
606 
807 
808 
809 
61 0 
81 1 
81 2 
81 3 
81 4 
81 5 
81 6 
81 7 
81 8 
MNEMONIC 
DU (08) 
DU (09) 
ELTN 
GAMN 
DELT4 
DHDLT 
HMIN 
TMAX 
VMIN (1 ) 
VMIN(2)  
VMIN (3) 
VMAX (1 ) 
VMAX (2)  
VMAX (3)  
ANY 
EE 
APERT 
RLT 
RWT 
RNT 
THD 
PHID 
P S I D  
GAMD 
RDOTD 
QDOTD 
ALD 
BETD 
GAMDTD 
ALOOTD 
BETDTD 
PD 
QD 
RO 
CHID 
PDOTD 
T 
TAB 
CD 
C3SB 
CODE 
CDDLE 
CD9F 
CY e 
CY# 
CY P 
RHO 
sos 
CY  DA 
CY DR 
CL  
CLSB 
CLDLE 
CLLB 
DESCRIPTION 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS -DG 
PERTURBATION ON CONTROLS -DT 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
DELT/4. 
DELT/2. 
NOT USED I N  F8 
MAX T IME FOR TIME  VARYING RUNS 
M I N .   L I M I T  ON ALPHA (-8 DEG) 
M I N .   L I M I T  ON ELEVATOR  (-25 DEG) 
M I N .   L I M I T  ON THROTTLE  (CLOSED) 
MAX. L I M I T  ON ALPHA (30 DEG) 
MAX. L I M I T  ON ELEVATOR (5 DEG) 
MAX. L I M I T  ON THROTTLE  (WITH  AB) 
NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS 
PERTURBATION  COEFFICIENT 
DEF.  OF ZERO-IF  (ABS(-).LT.EE)-=O 
TOTAL  THRUST MOM. ABOUT X-AXIS 
TOTAL  THRUST MOM. ABOUT Y-AXIS 
TOTAL THRUST MOM. ABOUT Z-AXIS 
EULER P ITCH ANGLE 
EULER  ROLL  ANGLE 
EULER YAW ANGLE 
FLIGHT  PATH ANGLE WRT EARTt  
BODY ANGULAR ACC -BODY A X I S  2 
BODY ANGULAR ACC -BODY A X I S  Y 
ANGLE  OF  ATTACK WRT I N S  A I R  MASS 
NOT USED I N  F 8  =GAMDOT*57.3 
SCALAR TIME  DERIVATIVE OF ALD 
SCALAR TIME  DERIVATIVE OF  BETD 
S I D E - S L I P  ANGLE WRT I N S   A I R  WSS 
BODY ANGULAR  RATE-BODY A X I S  X 
BODY ANGULAR  ATE-BODY A X I S  Y 
BODY ANGULAR  RATE BODY A X I S  Z 
HEADING ANGLE 
MIL ITARY RATED  THRUST  F 1 )  
THRUST DUE TO  AFTERBURNER F [ 2 )  
DRAG COEFF. F ( 3 )  
DEL CD  DUG TO SPEED  BRAKE F ( 4 )  
DEL CD DUE TO ELEVATOR F ( 5 )  
DEL  CD/DEL  GAD EDGE  DROOP F ( 6 )  
DEL  CD/OEL A I L  MANUVR FLAP  F (7 )  
DEL  CY/BETA F ( 8 )  
DEL  CY/R F(9) 
DEL  CY/P F(10) 
A IR  DENSITY (SUBROUT  ATMOS) F 11) 
SPEED OF SOUND(SUB.  ATMOS) F [ 1 2 )  
DEL  CY/TOT  AILER SURE POS. F(13) 
DEL CY/RUDDER  SURFACE POS. F (  14) 
L I F T  COEFF. F ( 1 5 )  
DEL  CL DUE TO  SPEED  BRAKE F(16) 
DEL  CL/DEL  EAD EDGE OROOP F ( 1 7 )  
DEL  CLL/BETA F( 18) 
BODY ANGULAR ACC -BODY A X I S  X 
I N I T I A L  
VALUE 
.1 
.Ol  
0. 
0. 
C 
C 
-.14 
-.43 
0. 
. 5 2 3  
.0873 
2. 
9. 
1 .E-7 
1. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SET BY 
L I N K  
L I N K  
DYNK 
EXEK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
MAIN 
MAIN 
T R I M  
T R I M  
T R I M  
T R I M  
T R I M  
T R I M  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
DYNK 
DYNK 
OY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
U N I T S  
PCT*lOO 
PCT*lOO 
SEC 
SEC 
SEC 
RAD 
RAD 
PCT*lOO 
RAD 
RAD 
PCT*lOO 
" 
" 
" 
FT-LB 
FT-LB 
FT-LB 
OEG 
DEG 
DEG 
DEG 
DEG/S/S 
DEG/S/S 
DEG 
DEG 
DEG/SEC 
DEG/SEC 
DEG/SEC 
DEG/SEC 
DEG/SEC 
DEG 
DEG/S/S 
L B  
L B  
" 
" 
" 
1/RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1/RAD 
SL/CU  FT 
FT/SEC 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
" 
" 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
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COMPLETE  SIMULATION  DICTIONARY  NUMERICALLY 
(continued) 
A( . I  
81 9 
820 
821 
822 
82 3 
824 
825 
826 
82 7 
828 
829 
830 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
84 1 
842 
843 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
86 1 
862 
863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 
871 
872 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
907 
908 
909 
91 0 
3 00 
MNEMONIC 
CLLR 
CLLP 
CLLDA 
CLDE 
CM 
CMQ 
CMAD 
CMDLE 
CMSB 
XCG 
IX 
IY 
I Z  
I xz 
CNB 
CNR 
CNP 
CNDA 
CNDR 
CLLDR 
F(39) 
F (43) 
F (46 1 
DW(12) 
A I  (01 ) 
DESCRIPTION 
DEL  CLL/R F(19) 
DEL CLL/P 
DEL CLL/TOT AILER SURF. POS 
DEL  CL/DEL  ELEV  SURF. POS. F(22) 
CM ~ ( 2 3 )  
DEL CM/Q F(24) 
DEL  CM/AL OT F(25) 
DEL CM/DEL LEAD EDGE DROOP F(26) 
DEL C M  DUE TO SPEED BRAKE F(27j 
MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT X :[;!I CG LOCATION 
MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT Y F(30) 
MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT Z F(31) 
CROSS PRODUCT OF INERT. XZ F(32) 
DEL CN/BETA F(33) 
DEL CN/R F(34) 
DEL CN/P F(35) 
DEL CN/TOT AILER SURF POS. F(36) 
DEL CN/RUDDER SURF. POS. F(37) 
REL  CLL/RUDDER  SURF. POS. 
NOT USED I N  F8 Ft3*)  9) 
NOT USED I N  F8 F (40) 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USE0 I N  F8 F1411  42 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 %I 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 ;I::{ 
NOT USED I N  F8 F 47) 
NOT USED I N  F8 F148) 
NOT USED I N  F8 F 49) 
NOT USED I N  F8 F(50) 
PERTURBATION ON DIST 1 (X-GUST) 
PERTURBATION ON OIST 2 (V-GUST) 
PERTURBATION ON DIST 3 (Z-GUST) 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
A LOC.  OF  STATE -P 
A LOC.  OF STATE -R 
A LOC.  OF  STATE -V  
A LOC.  OF  STATE -PHI 
A LOC.  OF  STATE -PSI  
A LOC.  OF STATE -Y 
A LOC.  OF  STATE -9 
A LOC.  OF  STATE - W  
A LOC.  OF STATE -u . 
A LOC.  OF  STATE -THETA 
INITIAL 
VALUE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
1. 
10. 
.5 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
42 
0. 
44. 
8. 
32. 
33. 
43. 
3. 
9. 
7. 
31. 
SET BY 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
DYNK 
DY NK 
DYNK 
DYNK 
DY NK 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
AERO 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
FLOOK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
LINK 
UNITS 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
" 
" 
" 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
SL-FT*FT 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
1 /RAD 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
FT/SEC 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
COMPLETE SIMULATION  DICTIONARY  NUMERICALLY 
A (  ) MNEMONIC 
91 1 
91 2 
91 3 
91 4 
91 5 
91 6 
91 7 
91 8 
91 9 
920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
92 5 
926 
927 
928 
92 9 
9 30 
931 
932 
933 
934 
935 
936 
937 
9 38 
939 
940 
941 
942 
94 3 
944 
945 
946 
947 
948 
949 
950 
951 
952 
353 
954 
955 
956 
957 
958 
959 
960 
997 
A I ( 1 1  
A I  (12 
A I ( 1 3  
A I  (14 
A I  (15 
A I ( 1 6  
A I ( 1 7  
A I ( l 8  
A I ( 1 9  
A I  (20 
A I  (21 
A I  (22 
A I  (23 
A I  (24 
A I  (25 
A I  (26 
A I  (27 
A I  (28 
A I  (29 
A I  (30 
A I  (31 
A I  (32 
A I  (33 
A I  (34 
A I  (35 
A I  (36 
A I  (37 
A I  (38 
A I  (39 
A I  (40 
A I  (41 
A I  (42 
A I  (43 
A I  (44 
A I  (45 
A I  (46 
A I  (47 
A I  (48 
A I  (49 
A I  (50 
A I  (51 
A I  (52 
A I  (53 
A I  (54 
A I  (55 
A I  (56 
A I  (57 
A I  (58 
A I  (59 
A I  (60 
TABRD 
(concluded) 
FUNCTION TABLE READ IN FLAG =o 
DESCRIPTION 
A  LOC.  OF STATE 
A  LOC. OF STATE 
DA LOC OF  STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC OF STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC  OF  STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC  OF STATE  DERIV. 
DA  LOC  OF  STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC  OF  STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC OF STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC OF STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC OF  STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC  OF STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC OF STATE  DERIV. 
DA LOC OF STATE  DERIV. 
A  LOC.  OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC.  OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC. OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC.  OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC.  OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC.  OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A LOC. OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC.  OF CONTROL SURFACE 
A  LOC.  OF  THRUST CONTROL 
A  LOC. OF DISTURBANCE 
A  LOC.  OF DISTURBANCE 
A  LOC.  OF DISTURBANCE 
OA LOC  OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC  OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC  OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC OF MEASUREMENT 
DA LOC OF MEASUREMENT 
NOT USE0 I N  F 8  
NOT USED I N  F 8  
NOT USED I N  F 8  
NOT USED I N   F 8  
NOT USED I N  F 8  
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
NOT USED I N  F8 
-H 
- X  
-PDOT 
-RDOT 
-VDOT 
-PHIDOT 
- P S I  DOT 
- VDOT 
-QDOT. 
-WDOT 
-UDOT 
-THDOT 
-HDOT 
-XDOT 
- DA 
-DR 
- DRT 
-DE 
-DF 
-DLE 
-DSB 
-DG 
- DT 
- X  GUST 
- Y  GUST 
-2 GUST 
-BET 
-AY 1 
-AL  
-AZ1 
-VEL 
-CLDE 
-CL 
-CYDR 
-CY  B 
I N I T I A L  
VALUE 
4. 
2. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
181. 
182. 
184. 
177. 
179. 
178. 
176. 
180. 
183. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 
0. 
SET BY 
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L j  NK 
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
L I N K  
FLOOK 
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APPENDIX B 
TWENTY FLIGHT CONDITIONS 
Consists of: 
0 Nominal Trim Point 
0 "A" Array Values at Trim 
0 System Matrices 
0 Eigenvalues of Free Aircraft 
N* 
The coefficients corresponding to elevator surface  effectiveness were 
subsequently scaled by  the following factor (K1). 
M < 1  
K1 = [ 9 . 5  x 10-6h - 0. 575lM + [ - 1 . 6  x + 1.  121 
M > 1  
K1 = 8 . 8  x 10m6h + 0 . 4 1  
where h = altitude (ft) 
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APPENDIX C 
F8SIM 
The flow diagram of F8SIM is shown in  Figure C-1. The  main  program  makes a 
series of calls  to  appropriate subroutines. The subroutines are summarized in 
Tablc C-1. An executive subroutine, EXEK, performs input/output and other house- 
keeping chores and the  linearization.  The MODE flag, stored in blank COMMON, cauaee 
routines  to  perform in various modes of operation, as wfll be  described below. 
F8SIM ie  programmed  to  evaluate  and/or  integrate  the equations of motion at a 
series of any  number of flight conditions specified  by  the user. This is accomplished 
by processing  an input deck consisting of control  cards followed by data  cards. The 
primary  types of flow control  cards are "C", "PCC", "RUN" and "STOP". Their 
functions a re  summarized in  Table (2-2. 
The operation of F8SIM will  now be briefly explained. A l l  information  to.be  trans- 
ferred between subroutines is stored in an array called  the A-array. Thie contains 
the  current values of all  variables used in the  simulation.  The aero  hctions  are  stored 
in  a tabular  form containing up to three dependent arguments.  The 38 functions assoc- 
iated with the F-8C are listed in Table C-3. [21] 
The program  starts by zeroing  the A -array. Then EXEK calls PREAD to read 
parameter  cards and the  aero  data  consisting of 38 functions. Calls to FLOOK then 
evaluate  the functions corresponding to the related  parameters. A l l  constants are   set  
in other  subroutines. 
Next M E K  calls AERO, which computes  the  aerodynamic forces and moments in 
body axes. 
TRIM is then called to determine  the  throttle  setting,  elevator position and angle- 
of-attack  for  the  selected conditions. 
AERO is then called to update  the forces and moments with the  trimmed values. 
Next DYNK is called. This subroutine combines the externally applied forces and 
moments with the  aircraft  kinematics and jntegrates  the  resulting  differential equations 
of motion. The external  forces and moments consist of components due to gravity, 
engine, wind, and aerodynamics. The kinematics include all  cross-products of inertia. 
A l l  computations a re  performed in body axes. 
After  taking one integration  step  the  A-array is dumped,  and LINK is called to 
generate  linear models  in state  variable form. 
These  operations in the  various  modes will now be' explained using simplified flow 
charts  for F8SIM and =E& TRIM, AERO, and DYNK subroutines. 
When F8SIM (Figure C-1) is entered,  the  A-array, a buffer  in blank common for 
transfer of information between subroutines, is zeroed,out. The MODE flag is then 
set to -1. EXEK (Figure C-2) is called which in  turn  calls PREAD to  read  cards  from 
the input deck. The first  card  to be read will be  a "PCC" card, which means  there a re  
data cards to follow. On the  first flight condition there will  be many data  cards to define 
elements of the  A-array. However, on succeeding flight conditions, most of these 
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ZERO OUT A ENTIRELY 
i 
ZERO OUT PARTS  OF  A 
FOR ANOTHER RUN 
I 
1 CALL  EXEK CALL T R I M  CALL AERO 
&'I CALL  DYNK 
CALL  EXEK 
CALL AERO 
CALL  TRIM 
CALL AERO 
I CALL  DYNK I 
I 
I 
MODE = 1 
I 
CALL  EXEK 
. ..:::. 
Figure C-1. F8SIM Flow Diagram 
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Table C-1. F8SIM Subroutine  Summary ' ,. 
Description 
Nonlinear  simulation and linearization of aircraft 
. .  
Executive 
Aircraft dynamics for six degrees of freedom 
Linearization of aircraft dynamics for six degrees of freedom 
using numerical  differentiation 
A-array  parameter input 
A-array  data dump 
Matrix  printout 
Table input look-up m d  linear  interpolation 
Compute aerodwynx5c  forces and moments and thmst  forces 
and moments in body axes 
1962 Standard  Atmosphere,  computes air density and speed 
of sound as function of altitude 
Trims  throttle,  elevator and angle of attack  at  specified 
flight conditions 
Used with TRIM to compute X forces, Z forces and pitching 
moments in stability axes. 
~~ ~ ~ 
Table C-2. F8SIM Control Cards 
Control  Card Type F'unction 
I C Cause  the  commentary  information on the  card  to  be printed on the line printer output. 
PCC Signal that  subsequent cards w i U  be data  cards  to be 
read in. 
STOP I Causes  program execution to  erminate. 
Table C-3. F-8C Aerodynamic F u n C t i O ~ S  
FUNCTION 
NUMBER 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
_ _  . 
FUNCTION 
NUMBER 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
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T ENTER EXEK 
-1 1 
0 
PRINT  PRINT OUT PRINT OUT ‘ 
HEAD I NGS A - Matrix  A - Matrix 
Read in Program  RETURN
(CALL LINK) Flow and  Data 
Linearize 
Cards  (PREAD) L” 
Initialize 
FLOOK 
(-) 
c17 RETURN 
Figure C-2. Subroutine M E K  Flow Diagram 
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elements  remain defined as before, and only a minimum set of parameters need be 
specified. A s  soon a s  a "RUN" card is encountered on the input deck, control  returns 
to EXEK, which calls FLOOK, the  linear  table look-up routine,  to initialize  itself. 
Control returns  to hfAIN which calls TRIM (Figure C-3) to  initialize  itself by setting  its 
maximum iterations count. AERO (Figure C-4) is then called, and it uses an atmosphere 
model and current flight condition input data  to find the speed of sound from which air-  
craft velocity is computed. Then DYNK (Figure C-5) is called  to find aircraft  mass 
properties  for  the  current flight condition. Control returns to MAIN. 
The MODE flag is set to 0. M E K  is called, and it  prints out the  A-matrix values 
for  the  untrimmed  aircraft.  After  return  to MAIN, AERO (Figure C-4) is called  to 
evaluate  the  aerodynamic  forces and moments on the  aircraft. MAIN then calls TRIM 
which computes the  elevator position, throttle setting, and angle-of-attack  to reduce 
the  aero  forces and moments to values below a certain  trim tolerance. AERO is called 
again  to  evaluate  the aero loads with the new flight control  settings. At this point the 
aircraft is trimmed. DYNK is called  to integrate  the equations of motion one step  for- 
ward, thus yielding aircraft  translational and rotational  velocities, and describing  the 
state of the  aircraft at the  current flight condition. 
The MODE flag is now set to 1. EXEK is called, which dumps the  trimmed  A-matrix 
and then calls LINK, the linearization routine. LTNK perturbs the nonlinear  equations of 
motion about the  current flight condition to  approximate  the system by a linear  set of 
differential equations. [2 ]  After  the  approximate  linear  system is evaluated, the eigen- 
values of this  system a re  computed, and then control  returns  to MAIN. At this point, 
the F-8SIM program  readies  itsell to read in another flight condition by zeroing out 
certain  elements of the  A-matrix. The MODE flag is reset  to -1, and EXEK routine 
again reads in data cards for the next flight condition. If a "STOP" card is encountered, 
the  program  terminates. 
Subroutine A ERO--AERO evaluates  the  forces and moments on the aircraft  at a given 
flighGondition. 
First, with altitude known, the  atmosphere density, p, and speed of sound, SOB, a re  
determined  using  an  atmospheric model. With those two numbers  plus  all COmPOnentS 
of the aircraft's velocity, u, v and w, the following quantities. i. e. total velocity, 
dynamic pressure, Mach, angle-of-attack, and sideslip angle a re  obtained 
V = ( u  + v  + w )  2 2 2 +  
M = V/Sos 
Q = tan  (w/u) -1 
The aerodynamic  coefficients a r e  obtained by calls  to FLOOK. a linear table lookup 
routine. which wffl interpolate a dependent variable in up to  three independent variables. 
The aero data which FLOOK interpolates  exists as. card  images on a permanent  disk 
file. 
41 1 
(7) ENTER TRIM 
I 
Set max iteration 
count 
I 
Find a ,  throttle, 
and 6e for trim 
(-) (-) 
Figure C-3. Subroutine TRIM Flow Diagram 
Find speed of 
sound and A/C 
velocity 
ENTER AERO 
-1 
0, 1 
Find AERO forces 
and moments 
(-27) (+) 
Figure C-4. Subroutine AERO Flow Diagram 
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7 
Find mass, 
moments o f  
iner t ia ,  c .g .  
c3 RETURN 
0 
Eva1 uate 
equations 
o f  motion 
ci RETURN 
. 
Integrate 
equations 
o f  motion 
Transfer data 
to  1 i neari   zer 
RETURN 
Figure c-5. Subroutine DYNK Flow Diagram 
After all the aero coefficients  have been determilled, either through table  lockup o r  
direct input, forces and moments on the  aircraft excluding weight contributions  can  be 
found. For the tranelational forces 
Lift coefficient = CCL = CL + CuSB + C L A L ~ L E  + CL,#f + C L ~ ~ ~ I Z  
Side Force coefficient = z y  = CyBB + 2~ b (Cyrr + Cnp) + Cy  ,~,@ba + Cyar6r 
where b = wingspan (ft. 1 
V = total velocity 
If percent  throttle is less than 100, 
Tp = T - percent  throttle/100 
otherwise 
T = T+AT*B* (percent throttle - I O O ) / 1 O O  
P 
Therefore. 
Fx = Tp is(c CL S h  (Y - CD COS @ )  
F Y = i S G C y  
F~ = - ~ S ( C  c,, sin (Y + G cL cos a) 
For  the  moments 
ROU Moment Coefficient = C C~ = c ~ B  + +Chr*C P) + Chb 6a + Cha br b 
hP a r 
- 
Pitch Moment Coefficient = Gc, = Cm + (Cmqq + Cmh &) + CmALE ALE C 
41 5 
where 
4, = rolling  tail moment a rm (ft. 1 
Q - -  . - * FJ q(p cos a + r sin crltan B + (F cos cy - F~ sin a ) / m  v cos B dt 2 
' I  x = non-dimensional cg x coordinate 
cg 
Xmrc = non-dimensional moment reference  center x  -coordinate 
= mean chord. 
Finally, the moments a re  computed 
L = q S b G C C  t 
M = q S c C C m  
N = q S b C C n  
Subroutine TRIM--When trimming  the  aircraft,  it is necessary  to find trim values 
of angle-of-attack, thrust, and elevator position, which cause  the  net  forces and moments 
on the  airframe to  be below a specified  tolerance.  Mathematically,  the trim condition 
of the  aircraft can  be  eTpressed as  a  nonlinear  vector function in  u 
F(u) < Ftol 
Finding the  roots of this  set of inequalities  defines  the trim condition. An equivalent 
procedure is to find the  roots of the following set of nonlinear  equations 
Applying Taylor's  Theorem  yields 
i+l i+l i aF1 
F l ( X 1  , x2 , x:') = F1(xl , . . .si) + - (xli+l  -xl$ 
3x1 
aF1 i+l i + - (x, -x2 ) +. . . + - 
ax2 
aF1 
axn 
+ H. 0. T. 
F2(xl , x2 , . . . ,si+') = F2(x1 , . . . , xn 1 + - i+l i+l i i aF2 i+l i (x, . -x1 1 
i+l i+l 
i+l) = Fn(xl , . .., X i, + - (xli+l- i a Fn Fn(xl ,x2 , . . .,xn n ax, Xli) 
+ - a Fn (x2i+l-x2i)+.  . + - aFn i+l-x i, + H. 0. T. 
ax2 axn '"n n 
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where H. 0. T. = higher  order  terms 
In matrix notation - 
i+ 1 
+ H. 0. T. 
r. 
o r  
Fi+l = Fi + JF(xi+l - xi) + H. 0. T. 
If X is close  to a root, then Fi+l and the  higher  order  terms will be negligible; and 
the following approximation can be made - 
F i = JF(xi+l - x i FJ 0 
X i+l - xi = Ax FJ - -1 i JF 
Ekperience has shown that if 8 reasonably good starting  guess is made for x, conver- 
gence occurs within 5 or  6 iterations. 
Subroutine TRIM implements  this  procedure by solving  the 3 x 3 linear  system of 
equations 
-J A x = F  i F 
xi+1 = xi + Ax 
for Ax. The Jacobian matrix JF is evaluated, using a backward difference  formula 
The function vector F, whose components represent axial force. normal  force, and 
pitching moment, is evaluatqd by calls  to eubroutine AERO. The  vector x represent8 
angle-of-attack, elevator positioh, and throttle position. When the Newton loop described 
above has sufficiently converged. the solution x will be  the  control input required  to  trim 
the  aircraft. - 
Subroutine-DYNK--Subroutine, DYNK integrates  the equations of motion of the air- 
craft  at a specified  flight condition. The  equations of motion are composed of the  force 
and moment calculations  performed by AERO as well a8 mass properties computed or 
looked up in DYNK. 
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The following mass  properties are looked Up by FLOC)R 
Ix (% fuel) x-Moment of inertia 
I. (70 fuel) y-Moment of inertia 
J 
Iz (70 fuel) z-Moment of inertia 
Ixz (70 fuel) xz cross-moment 
M (70 he l l  mass 
xcg (% fuel) c. g.. x-coordinate. 
Accelerations a re  computed from  force and moment ca1cda;tiong and mass properties. 
Translational - 
t = F x / M - g s h 8 - w q + v r  
; = F  / M + g s i n @  - u r + w p  
. y  
w = F,/M + g COS 0 - vp + uq 
Angular - 
P = qr  (- ) +  (;.+pq)--+ L 'y-12 IXZ 
IX I2 
I2 -Ix I ;1 = r p  (-1 + (r2 - M 
IY 12 
I -I 
= pq (F) + (;.- qrl- IXZ + N 
2 IZ 
Also, by transformation,  earth  velocities a re  obtained 
i = u  cos e COB 9 + v(sin 0 sin e cos + + COB 0 sin +I 
+ whin 0 sin r l +  cos 0 sin 8 COB +I 
where 
6 
i 
8 = pitch  angle 
d, = heading angle 
0 = roll angle 
h = altitude 
418 
- 
. " " ~~ 
I 
The preceding nine differential equations constitute the nonlinear equations of motion 
to be integrated. DYNK perform8 thir  htegrrtion using 8 single-step m e r  formuh 
+ (Sf, - + O(h2) ' h Yn = J'n-1 
where 
y = integral 
h = step d z e  
f = derivative function 
Subroutine DYNK is alro ured to evaluate the equationn  of  motion after  state  per- 
turbation by the linearbation routiae'LINK. In this mode, specified by entering DYNK 
with the formal  parameter LIN # 0, no btegmtiou io performed. 
A Array Dictionary --A complete tabulatfon of the variables resigned to in A array 
in F8SIM i8 given in Appmdir .A- 
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APPENDIX D 
F-8C WING ROOT LOADS 
. . .  
INTRODUCTION . .  
Data were not available to  determine wing root  loads  from a model  incorporating 
flexure. However, perturbation  loads  equations  were developed for a rigid  aircraft  under 
symmetric,  short-period motion. 
Inertial  forces are generated  from  section  mass and inertia data ar.e taken from 
LTV data [29]. Aero dynamic loads a re  generated by using  thin-airfoil,  two-dimensional 
strip  estimates  for CC[y] and C [y], by assuming Cdy] is the  average between elliptical 
and two-dimensional (the S c h r e s  approximation), and by forcing  the  results  to yield the 
correct wing C L ~ .  
Finally, numerical  values a re  presented  for  the  aircraft  operating at  M = 0.67 at 
20,000 ft. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Formulas  are  presented  for  the wing root  shear (SI, bending moment (B), and 
torsion moment (TI. The shear is taken to  be  the load  outboard of panel 1 (cf Figure D-1). 
The torsion and bending moments a re  taken about AR and orthogonal to it. The reference 
h~ is arbitrarily taken  to be midway between the two spars. It should more logically 
be taken about the  elastic axis (assuming there is one). Since this location is not known, 
the axis midway between the two spars should be  sufficient  for  the intended  purposes. 
The forces  are the  sum of inertial and aerodynamic  forces, i. e. , 
s + s  +SA I 
T + T  +TA I 
B = B  +BA I 
The  inertial  forces  are given by equations (4) through (6). Aerodynamic forces 
are  given by equations (7) through (9). All  symbols a re  defined in  Table D-1. 
To evaluate  equations (4) through ( 6 )  the data of Table D-2 will have to be  converted 
for dimensions. In addition, since  our  quations  are  cast  in a NACA coordinate  system 
centered  at  the  center of gravity,  the  shop  coordinate,  system  data  needs  to  be  converted 
in an obvious way. 
In equations (7) through (9) the  tildes over-the numbeLs in  the fir$ summations 
Qdicate inclusion over  the  entire chord, e.g. , 2 = 2 + 19, 3 = 3 + 20, 4 = 4 + 21 + 36, 
10 = 10 + 27 + 42, rl = 11 + 28, etc. The hat notation is similar 
( Y w  
i f o r  i 3-19 
2 chordwise  extension of section 19 
i =  A 
422 
Figure D-1. Right Whig Papel 
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Symbol 
B 
Both 
cL ' 
C& = CJYI 
Cm 
5M 
h 
sly 
L. E. 
S 
S 
T 
T. E. 
b 
C 
m 
9 
9 
- 
U 
0 
W 
ru 
W 
X 
XH 
Y 
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Table D- 1. Symbol Definition 
Description 
Right wing  down root bending moment about &S 
orthogonal to AR (cf Figure D-1) 
T. E. or L. E. (cf Figure D-1) 
Airplane (wing) l i f t  coefficient 
Wing section  lift  coefficient 
Wing section  moment  coefficient 
Section x-axis  inertia about its cg 
Section cross product inertia about its cg 
Section  y-axis inertia about its cg 
Leading  edge (cf Figure D-1) 
Shear  force  (positive down) 
Wing area 
Nose up root  torsion moment about AR 
Trailing edge (cf Figure D-1) 
Wing span 
Chord length 
Mass 
Body axis  nose up perturbation pitch rate 
Dynamic pressure 
Body axis forward  equilibrium  speed 
Body axis downward perturbation  velocity 
Wind velocity  (positive  up) 
Body axis distance  forward of cg 
Hinge line position  back of L. E. 
Body axis distance  (rigbt  positive) 
units 
ft-lb 
slug f t  
slug f t  
slug  ft 
2 
2 
2 
lb 
ft2 ' 
ft-lb 
ft 
f t  
slug 
radlsec 
lb/ft2 
ft lsec 
ft lsec 
ft lsec 
ft 
ft 
ft 
r 
Symbol 
AB 
A E I A  
'T ' 
AXNFi 
tSX 6ai 
ANF 
AR 
Aba 
"x 
5 
Q 
6B 
'NF 
bT 
b a  
7 
7 
% 
eH 
Table D-1. (Cont. 1 
" " - . . . .  
Descriptiop 
_ _ _ ~  ~ .~ 
~ ~~ 
Bending due to moments (cf equation 38) 
Distance  .25c is ahead of AR (cf Figure D-1) 
Torsion due to moments (cf equation 31) 
Distance nose flap cg is forward of hinge line 
Distance aileron cg ie  forward of hinge line 
Sweep angle of nos; n i p  '&qe.'me (ct p-1~  
Sweep angle of reference  (elastic) axis 
(cf Figure D-1) 
Sweep angle of aileron hinge line (cf Figure D-1) 
Angular velocity about T axis 
Angular velocity about y axis 
Angle of attack 
Bending  due to  forces (cf equation $4) 
Nose flap downward deflection about hinge 
Torsion due to forces (cS equation 33) 
Aileron downward deflection about hinge 
Deflection of 6a or bNF about constant  chord  line 
(positive downward) 
A -  from  section 1 (cf Figure D-1) 
Distance  section cg is forward of AR (cf Figure D-1) 
Hinge line position (cf equation 41) 
>-, , , ; .>  
Y 
~. ~ 
~~ ~ 
SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTS SPECIAL SUFWRSCRIPTS 
units 
ft-lb 
f t  
it-lb 
f t  
f t  
rad 
rad 
rad 
radlsec 
radlsec 
rad 
ft-lb 
rad 
ft-lb 
rad 
rad 
f t  
f t  
rad 
I Inertial 
A Aerodynamic 
- on numbere 
on numbere * 
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Table D-2. XF8U-1 Wing Inertial Data 
24 
j 26 
4 27 
' 28 
1 30 29 1 31 
I 32 
1 33 
i 25 
, ;; 
! 38 
39 
SL 
01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Wt. Lb. 
305.310 
259.370 
104.350 
178.220 
172.900 
274.100 
299.310 
126.270 
153.390 
060.090 
032.150 
030.130 
026.850 
027.220 
017.900 
016.840 
014.510 
009.880 
007.570 
010.860 
010.350 
007.960 
024.310 
010.780 
007.170 
007.030 
003.560 
008.520 
010.830 
007.430 
009.030 
010.740 
007.210 
006.670 
003.800 
009.120 
014.580 
015.710 
017.430 
006.980 
000.740 
003.270 - 
- 
X 
In. 
418.6635 
435.0787 
449.5705 
455.0061 
464.2249 
475.0020 
488.1441 
494.1393 
505.9262 
511.1077 
510.8065 
525.1201 
534.2037 
539.2781 
551.7424 
558.9428 
566.2468 
571..7939 
380.4241 
392.3207 
403.8261 
415.3681 
431.2615 
446.9326 
459.4908 
471.3301 
481.4276 
485.0148 
496.3992 
505.7150 
518.3155 
520.4850 
538.7101 
547.0079 
557.9236 
524.8184 
523.6945 
536.1441 
538.4967 
548.5696 
551.0862 
557.5960 
- 
Y 
In. 
009.543414 
026.463620 
041.140490 
053.765290 , 
065.807400 
079.537030 
095.736680 
109.464400 
121.111800 
130.406200 
139.714700 
150.060000 
160.000000 
169.591100 
180.000000 
190.121100 
199.434100 
209.385600 
030.499330 
041.654690 
053.316420 
065.500000 
077.137800 
096.585340 
108.892600 
121.499200 
131.491500 
140.000000 
150.528100 
160.000000 
170.969200 
180.000000 
190.951400 
198.962500 
209.500000 
053.150210 
066.157060 
079.735830 
094.728050 
109.091600 
121.454800 
130.409700 
I =  2 Lb. -In. 
14558.92000 
06257.09300 
03126.40700 
02933.23200 
02982.62000 
11349.15000 
09987.90000 
02060.71200 
03184.55400 
00502.33990 
00338.85530 
00307.52080 
00269.19790 
00387.27120 
00188.99600 
00194.69640 
00188,69510 
00095.65945 
00114.10780 
00180.13020 
00172.33770 
00121.02000 
00587.80110 
00446.99250 
00117.60760 
00107.05010 
00055.28104 
00071.00000 
00098.45000 
00061.99130 
00090.14444 
00052.99160 
00086.64653 
00081.25636 
00030.99800 
00101.80350 
00133.55620 
-I- 
- 
! 
! 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I Y Y  
Lb. -In. 
341064.5000 
274626.9000 
159516.6000 
098760.9600 
088254.7400 
133321.0000 
118957.4000 
034437.5100 
037439.8400 
014298.9400 
013107.0300 
012253.7000 
008021.2880 
009558.0120 
004046.5160 
003331.6850 
002900.3230 
001756.4920 
001573.4050 
002231.9380 
001932.8400 
001116.2720 
002414.9850 
001553.2870 
000833.7164 
000905.7369 
000304.2213 
001200.0070 
001156.2020 
000989.2953 
- 
" 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
PXY 
Lb. -In. 
0451.600000 
7270.230000 
-0984.100000 
0250.980000 
0305.610000 
0350.200000 
0150.870000 
1424.140000 
-0028.011000 
-0148.072000 
-0165.356000 
0000.001000 
0275.997000 
0000.001000 
-0094.905000 
0130.086000 
-0060.131400 
-0000.053100 
-0440.510000 
0069.532200 
-0012.870500 
-0000.025100 
-0090.766120 
0086.322980 
-0004.801120 
0000.011640 
-0028.800000 
0000.~019900 
0014.868600 
-0000.000100 
001036.9410 0058.764290 
001033.4210 -0000.000100 
000557.4673 ' 0054.086800 , 
000391.8979 : 0002.740000 
000264.1199 , ~0000~080000 ~ 
001604.7230 ; 0030.034000 
002231.7820 -0105.202000 
00509.31610 I 002442.5890 0012.695000 
00426.99370 I 002180.2330 1 0095.963000 
00061.74745 000785.7750 I 0014.683800 
00023.11011 1 000342.7052  0000.919500 00069.53230 i 001150.6220  -0 13.436700 
" -1 
I- 
Cc is a function of yi.. i. e., the  section value. It is given by equation (10). 
(2% shoi?ld be  the wing only value. For present  purposes  the  value of C h  for  the 
entire  aircraft should be acceptable. 
Section values of CC~,, C & 6 ~ ~ s  Cmia, and Cm6NF are  given by equations (11) 
through (14). Values of Chn/2n T. E., Ch12n L. E., and hll both a re  presented'in 
Figure D-2 and Table D-3. 
1.0 
.8 
.6 
.4 
. 2  
.2 .4 .6 .8 1 .o 
Figure D-2. Thin Airfoil Characteristics 
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X 
0.00 
0.10 
.o. 20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
0.70 
0.80 
0.90 
0.95 
1.00 
COS '  e 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0.0 
-0.2 
-0.4 
-0. 6 
-0.8 
-0.9 
-1.0 
Table D-3. Thin Airfoil Character is t ics  
sin e e 
0.0000 
0.6435 0.6000 
0.0000 
1.0000 
1.3694 0.9798 
1.1593 0.9165 
0.9273 0.8000 
3.1416 0.0000 
2.6906 0.4359 
2.4981  0.6000 
2.2143 0.8000 
1.9823 0.9165 
1.7722 0.9798 
1.5701 
ROOT D'ALEMBERT  INERTIAL SHEAR 
42 42 . 42 
S I = w  C m i + q ( u )  m . + q  c m x 
2 0 2 l  i i  
.. 35 
.. 42 
36 + 'a 
{cos(AGa)) C mi (A x 6 d i  
ROOT  D'ALEMBERT  INERTIAL TORSION 
~ ~~ 
1.0000 
0.9862 
0.9595 
0.9227 
0.8760 
0.8185 
0.7478 
0.6607 
0.5498 
0.3958 
0.2823 
0.0000 
0.0000 
-0.0600 
-0.1600 
-0.2750 
-0.3919 
-0.5000 
-0.5879 
-0.6416 
-0.6400 
-0.5400 
-0.4141 
0.0000 
-0.0000 
-0.0138 
-0.0405 
-0.0773 
-0.1240 
-0.1818 
-0.2522 
-0.3393 
-0.1502 
-0.6042 
-0.7177 
-1.0000 
42 - q (uo) {cos (AR)) C mi Si 
2 
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+ (sin AR cos ANF + cos AR sin ANF), 
+ sin ANF sin AR I + cos ANF cos AR I n i  
=I 
(-(sin A R )  (cos A6a) - (cos AR) (sin Ala) Ix 
Y i  
ROOT D'ALEMBERT  INERTIAL BENDING 
42 
BI = - w [sec(AR)] C m. 7\i 
2 l  
. 42 
+ q C [sec(AR)mixi'$ + cos ARIx, 
2 Y i  
(-cos AR cos ANF + sin AR sin ANF) 
yi 
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-(COS A m )  (COS AR) I, + (COS A NF) (sin AR) I 
i YYi 
+';a [E + (sec AR) (cos A6a) mi(AX 6aIi% 
(+ cos hR cos A 6a - sin AR sin A sa) Ix 
Y i  
T 
+ (sin A 6a) (cos AR) I, - (cos A 6a) (sin h R )  I 
i mi IJ 
ROOT AERODYNAMIC SHEAR 
- 1% 
s = -  
A {W+G) N C C, ASi 
2 '3 
A 
18 
2 '6NFi 
- 6 N F q  C C AS 
ROOT AERODYNAMIC TORSION 
N - 
N 18 
TA = + {w + w] cos (AR) C {C, (ARA)i] ASi V N 
n U 
+ 6a 4 cos AR X [C, (ARA)i + c Cm } Asi 
i 
" 
c 'a 6 ai 
A 
18 
+ 6 N F q  cos AR F {C, (ARAIi + c Cm '3 Asi 
2 6NFi 6NFi 
430 
r 
ROOT  AERODYNAMIC 
. BA = {w + 8 
BENDING 
T8 
+ 6a ';I c {(-sec A R )  CL 5 + c Cm sin A R }  Asi 
N 
4 6 ai 6 ai 
+'NF ; {(-set AR) C \ + c c m  sin AR]  ASi '6NFi 6NFi 
2 a 
c' = cos (ANI?){ 3 L. E] C' 
'NF cy 
'm = cos (A6a) km, BOT,]. 
'a 
6a 
r 1 
'm 6NF = c06 (A6NF) pmT BOTH) 
DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 
The inertial  forces  are derived first; then  the  aerodynamic  forces a re  presented. 
Inertial 
Consider  a hinged section A on the  otherwise  rigid  aircraft  (Figure D-3). The 
linearized  local  inertial  forces  are given by equations (15) through (17). nx and 
are the  angular rates about hinge lines  oriented with x and y. Y 
43 1 
Figure D-3. Coordinate System 
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r 
These  forces and angles need to  be resolved.  The  resolution formulae are given 
by equations (2'7) through (34). 
Equations (15) through (34) are combined in  an obvious way to yield  equations 
(4) through (6) .  
TRIM  LINEARIZED  SYMMETRIC  D'ALEMBERT FORCES ABOUT  LOCAL CG 
FZ = mi [-& + uoq + xiq + iAx) n - (A 1 n 1 
i i Y  Y i X  . 
On a Fixed Portion of the Wing 
FZ = m. [- w + u q +xiq} 
1 0 i 
Mx = I x  q 
i Y i  
On the Aileron .. 
FZ 
= mi {-& + u q + x.4 + (Ax.) cos A6a 6a 
i 0 1 1 
.. .. 
M, = I, +Ix (cos A 6a) 6a + Ixx (sin A 6a) 6a 
i yi Y i  i 
.. .. 
M -I 4 - I (cos A 6a) 6a - I  (sin A 6a 
Y i  'yi YYi vi 
On the Nose Flap 
.. 
M, =I x  q - Ix (cos A NF) 6NF - Ixx (sin A NF) 6NF .. 
y i  yi i 
I II I ,I 
, , , , ,._.,., ,,..,, , ,.,, , , , , ...... . .-.. -. . -..--..--.- - . - 
.. .. 
M = -I 
yi YYI 
(cos A NF)  6NF + Ix (sin A NF) ~8NF 
yi 
Resolution Formulae .. 
hX = + (sin A N F )  6 N F  
.. 
n = - (COS A N F )  6NF 
Y 
Q = - (sin A 6a) &a .. 
X 
n = + (cos A 6a) 6a 
.. 
Y 
AT = (cos A R) M - (sin A R) Mx 
Y 
AB = (cos A R) Mx + (sin A R) M Y 
AERODYNAMIC 
Thin airfoil  theory  yields  the following [30]: 
Wing Section 
C& /2n = 1.0 
a 
cm = 0 
U 
Trailing Edge Flap (Figure D-4) 
. 'H sin BH C4 / 2 n = 1 -  - + - 
7 n n 
C = sin eH(coB eH - 1) 1 
m7 
(35) 
(36) 
(37) 
(38) 
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t 
LE FLAP 
TE FLAP 
Figure D-4. Flapped Airfoil Section 
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Leading Edge Flap  (Figure D-4) 
sin OH 
cc l2n = - - + -  
'il 
n n 
C = 5 sin e (cos eH - 1) 1 
m9 H 
(39) 
(40) 
where 
Cm is the .25 chord  value and 
x = o  Leading edge (L. E. 1 
X h Hinge line 
X = c Trailing edge (44) 
These  formulas may be found in  most any book  on subsonic aerodynamics (in particular 
on pp. 84-87 of reference [30]). 
The crudest approximation would assume 
C& = c  wing 
a L* 
(45) 
Cm6 = (cos A) Cm9  thin airfoil (47) 
The wing, however. has a tendency toward the  ideal  lift  distribution. We therefore 
assume the  Schrenk  approximation midway between the  crudest and elliptical.  The 
results  are given by equations (10) through (14). 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The  preceding  equations  were  evaluated at Flight Condition 1 (M = 0.67 at 
20,000 it). 
Inertial 
,Shear (cf equation 4) 
SI = -73.896 w + 51.264.q - 666.41 q - 2.6920 bNF -' 2.2593 ba ..  .. 
J 
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Torsion  (cf equation 5) 3' 
TI = +33.066 w - 22,939. q - 55.070 q + 10.729 bNF - 9.9544 ba .. .. 
Bending (cf equation 6) 
BI = -418.93 w + 290,630. q - 4968.7 q - 23.641 INF - 16.345 ba .. .. 
Aerodynamic 
presented in Table D-4. La 
Shear (cf equation 7)  
At this flight condition C = 3.781rad. Strip coefficients (cf. equations 10-14) are 
:> : :! 
SA = -268.36 w - 53,567. b + 11,294. bNF a 
Torsion (cf equation 8) 
TA = +209.61 w - 91636. ba - 52190. bNF 
Bending (cf equation 9) 
BA = -2212.7 w - 473940. ba + 71904, bNF 
Finally  steady-state bending (BI) was evaluated for a  maneuver wing only the 
elevator (Mode I) and then the minimum drag positions for the  leading and trailing . 
edge flaps  (see Table D-5). 
These  results show that B is reduced, indicating that minimum drag positioning 
of the  surfaces probably does no\ adversely  affect wing  bending. It is felt  that  more 
complete modeling including flexure is needed to  address  this  issue completely. 
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Table D-4. Aerodynamic Section Coefficients 
i 
/ 
STRIP 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
CLA 
.343013+01 
.352063+01 
.3600 EM1 
.366953+01 
.373623+01 
.381263+01 
.390213+01 
.397583+01 
.403493+01 
.407823+01 
.414783+01 
.411593+01 
.416263+01 
.415323+01 
.409933+01 
.396913+01 
.371533+01 
.307163+01 
- CLDA 
.182613+01 
.187423+01 
.191663+01 
.198673+01 
.202283+01 
,209853+01 
.214783M01 
.222423+01 
.229373+01 
.235513+01 
.239533+01 
.241403+01 
.247893+01 
.251093+01 
.251533+01 
.250703+01 
.241373+01 
.205103+01 
CLNF 
-. 19984E+00 
- .20  5 1 OE+OO 
-. 209743+00 
-. 213783+00 
-. 217673+00 
-. 222123+00 
: -.' 255753+00 c L  
-. 260583+00 
-. 26445E+OO 
-. 267293+00 
-. 271853+00 
-. 269763+00 
-. 303133+00 
-. 302453+00 
-. 298533+00 
-. 289043+00 
-. 270563+00 
-. 223693+00 
CMDA 
-. 577483i-00 
-. 577483+00 
-. 577483MO 
-. 577483+00 
-. 577483+00 
-. 586513+00 
-. 586513+00 
-. 586513+00 
-. 577483+00 
-. 577483+00 
-. 577483+00 
-. 577483+00 
-. 572973+00 
-. 568463+00 
-. 559443+00 
-. 550413+00 
-. 541393+00 
-. 532373+00 
Table D-5. Maneuver Parameters - F. C. 1 
MODE  I 
w - 0  
q = -0 .03  radtsec 
u = -.032 r ad  
u = 694 f t l s e c  
w = 22.2 f t l s e c  
bF = 0 
0 
6 &  = 0 
e 
CMNF 
-. 116523+00 
-. 11 652E+OO 
-. 116523+00 
-. 11 652E+00 
-. 116523+00 
-. 116523+00 
-. 11 652E+OO 
-. 116523+00 
-. 116523+00 
-. 123803+00 
-. 123803+00 
-. 123803+00 
-. 123803+00 
-. 123803+00 
-. 12380E+OU 
-. 12380E+00 
-. 123803+00 
-. 123803+00 
MINIMUM  DRAG 
w = o  
q = -0.03 r ad f sec  
u = -.02 r a d  
u = 694 ftlsec 
w = 1 3 3  ftlsec 
bf = -. 1 rad  
0 
64, = +. 12  rad  
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COOPER-HARPER WTING SCALES ;. 
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APPENDIX E 
EXPERIENCE  QUESTIONNAIRE, AND GLOaAL AND 
COOPER-HARPER RATING SCALES 
Date 
Name 
Address  
Highest Military Rank 
Current Job Title 
FLYING HISTORY 
.Type of Aircraft 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
No. of Total Hours/ Currently Qualified? 
No. of Instrument Hours (YeslNo) 
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Answer  the following questions in order: 
Yen No 
1. Is the vehicle  controllable 
during this  task? n o  
2. Is the vehicle  acceptable 
for  the  task? (May have 
deficienciee which warrant 0 
improvement, but ie ade- 
quate for the task. 1 
3. Is the vehicle satisfac- 
tory  for  the task? (i. e., 
adequate for  the  task without 
improvement. 1 
n o  
HANDLING Q U A L I ~ E S  
- - Highly Desirable 
. ,  - 
-Good, Pleasant 
- 
- Fair 
7 I 
* t  L Very Bad 
9 Nearly  Uncontrollable 
10 0 Uncontrollable 
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a 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
RESPONSE CHARA CTEFUSTICS 
-Excellent, pure (i. e. , no - accidental excitation) primary 
and secondary  response  char- 
acteristics - 
-Good. relatively puke, primary - and secondary response char- 
acteristics 
- Nearly  uncontrollable 
Uncontrollable 
U Not Applicable 
- Extremely  easy  to  control with 
. excellent precision 
- Very  easy to control with good 
precision 
- Easy  to  control with fair 
precision 
' - (  
4 
Controllable with somewhat 
inadequate precision 
Controllable. but only very 
imprecisely 
- Difficult to  control 
- Very difficult to  control 
Nearly  uncontrollable 
10 0 Uncontrollable 
0 Not Applicable 
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- 
DEMANDS  ON PILOT 
Or 
l t  
undemanding, very 
3 t  
" 4  t - Largely undemanding, relaxed 
5 -  
9 - - Nearly uncontrollable 
EFFECTS OF DEFICIENCIES 
2 
I /  4 
of deficiencies on perform- 
easily compensated for by 
6 -  
objectional 
7 -  
8 - -(deficiencies Major, very objectionable 
0 - - Nearly uncontrollable 
lo 0 Uncontrollable 10 0 Uncontrollable 
0 Not Applicable 0 Not Applicable 
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